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ANNUAL PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
Bv RtcTL\RD L., Hu~tJ>HREY.*
It is my pleasure to address you as President of the
Association which was launched so auspiciously at that memorable convention in Indianapolis barely one year ago. It
would appear particularly fitting on the first anniversary of
this Association that such an address should elwell on the development in the uses of cement.
It is an old but trite saying that "there is nothing new
under the sun," and I am taking this opportunity not for the
purpose of relating anything new, but merely to refresh your
memory on the facts concerning the increasing uses of cement.
The very full programme which has been arranged gives
promise of so much interesting information that I shall endeavor to make these remarks as brief as possible.
The use of cement is very old.
That the ancient
Phoenicians and Egyptians understood the use of mortar is
attested by the ruins of their massive masonry structures,-the
joints of which contain hardened mortar.
It is stated by some writers that there is evidence of the use
of mortar as far back as 4350 B. C. That the Romans made
use of mortar at an early date is shown by the writings of
Vitruvius, but, we also learn from Pliny that these mortars
were bacl,-for he tells us that,-"the cause which makes so
many houses fall in Rome resides in the bad quality of the
cement.''
*Consulting Engineer, Philadelphia, Pa.
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From the downfall of the Roman Empire to the beginning of the r8th Century the manufacture of cement seems
to have been discontinued. Such cement, mortars and concretes as survived the ravages of the elements had become so
hard that Roman cement acquired a reputation for quality
which led the earlier experimenters of the r8th Century to
seek to recover this lost Roman art.
You are doubtless familiar with the impetus the use of
cement received through the experiments of John Smeaton in
1756, by the patent issued to Parker for the manufacturing of
Roman cement in 1796, and by the experiments of Vicat and
Collet- Descotils.
Portland Cement proper, however, did not receive its
birth until r824, when John Aspdin received his patent for
manufacturing Portland Cement, which he so named from its
fancied resemblance to the bu.ilding stone obtained from the
Isle of Portland off the coast of England.
From this date to 1850. very little progress was made
in England. In other parts of Europe the development from
1855 was steady and continuous.
Natural cement was first manufactured in this country
by Canvas White in r8r8 and reached its maximum development in r8gg.
It was not until 1872 that American Portland Cement
was manufactured by David 0. Saylor, in Pennsylvania, in
an experimental way. Three years later he was able to manufacture it successfully, and our first Portlant Cement was
exhibited at the Centennial Exposition in 1876.
The slow development of this industry was clue largely
to strong prejudice against the American Portland Cement.
The successful introduction of the rotary kiln in r88gI8go marks the beginning of the rapid ancl remarkable development both in the production and consumption of American
Portland Cement. This is very cleariy shown diagrammatically: the contrast between the capacity of the first cement plant
in this country and the modern Portland Cement plants having
capacities of from 2,000 to ro,ooo barrels per diem, is just as
great as the contrast between yearly production of 335,000
barrels in r8go to the nearly 27,ooo,ooo barrels produced in
1905. And this development is now not confined to one or
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points, but is spreading over the entire country.
While it is true that the uses of cement in mortars for
binding together masses of masonry or in concrete, is very
old,-its use in the construction of arches. beams, columns
and other structural parts is quite recent, and the remarkable
development in the diverse uses to which it is put is all within

REINFORCED CONCRETE HIGHWAY BRIDGES OVER BIG FOUR RAILROAD.

the recollection of the present generation.
These uses may
be grouped as follows:
(I) In mortars, binding together large masses of stone
or brick, etc., or for casting various forms,-e. g. artificial
stone, hollovv block, brick, etc.
(2) As concrete in mass or under conditions where it
ts only subjected to compressive stresses; and
(3) As reinforced concrete where it is subjected to
both tensile and compressive stresses.

,
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For the first part of g-:-oup I, it will be sufficient to observe that cement mortar is rapidly replacing- lime and natural
cement mortar.
It is worthy of record that on November 17th, r8so,
Jos. Gibbs obtained a British patent for casting- solid walls of
concrete in wooden forms, while on March 6th, I866, C. S.
Hutchinson obtained a United States patent for hollow block

REINFORCED CONCRETE TRESTLE ON LINE; BURLINGTON RAILROAD.

and brick walls making- continuous vertical air spaces, and. on
April 14th, I874, T. B. Rhodes also obtained a United States
patent for hollow block and shing-les.
Patents were g-ranted
to C. W. Stevens for the manufacture of artificial stone in
1897, and to ]. C. McClenahan in Igoz.
The manufacture of artificial stone is now making prog-ress and is successfully competing- ~ith cut stone work of ornamental character both in price and quality.
In the manufacture of hollow block t]Jere .has been very
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unusual development.
This class of building material has
come, to stay and it will only be a question of time when
matters will so adjust themselves that first-class material will
be uniformly produced and it will form a very desirable substitute for brick and stone, and in cheapness will event•ually
compete with wood.
The use of cement has been quite general for many years

REINFORCED CONCRETE BRIDGE, POLLASKY, CAL.

for sidewalk work, and pavements of this character are by all
odds the best attainable.
As concrete, however, is· deficient in
edge strength, it has been found necessary to apply steel protection to the edges and there are patented ·exce !lent types of steel
bound curbs on the market. The use of ·concrete for piers,
abutments and arch bridges without steel reinforcement is too
general to need comment. ·Additional information, however,
is greatly needed as to the proper means for· providing for the
expansion and co1itraction of concrete in larg-e· masses.
The
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first concrete arch bridge was built in this country in r87o in
Prospect Park, Brooklyn, and to the Erie Railroad is given
the credit of having lined the first tunnel with concrete, namely
that at Bergen, N. J. in r874.
A notable development in the use of concrete for bridges
is illustrated in the construction of the bridge over Rock
Creek in Washington.
The voussoirs for the arches of this
bridge are molded separately, are then air-hammered dressed
--------------------- - - - - - -

REINFORCED CONCRETE RAILROAD BRIDGE. ILL!l\OIS R. R. BRIDGE OVER
BIG MUDDY RIVER.

and then hoisted into position; these blocks being handled
similar to stone, holes being cut for the dogs. The spaces
between these rings and the spandrel walls are cast in place
with concrete. No sand is used in the concrete for the arch
ring, crushed rock screenings being substituted and the bluish
color of the rock produces a marked contrast to the color of
the concrete used in the spandrel walls in which a yellowish
sand is used.
Concrete sewers, retaining walls, and harbor bulkheads
of plain concrete are also so extensively used that they are
no longer a matter of special interest. Reinforced concrete,
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however, is of more recent development. The use of reinforced concrete was probably known prior to r855, for at the
Paris Exposition in that year a system of reinforced concrete
was exhibited by Lambot. In r86r Coignet proposed a method of reinforced concrete construction. The first application
of metal reinforcement for concrete by Monier was in r867 in
the construction of some very large flower pots. In 1868

RAPID TRANSIT SUBWAY, BOSTQN, MASS.

Monier obtained his first patent for reinforced concrete, but it
was not generally used until after I88o, although in I879 he
again exhibited at the Antwerp Exposition a system of reinforced concrete construction.
The first reinforced concrete construction in this country is credited to W. E. Ward in 1875, who erected in New
York City a house having the floors and columns of reinforced
concrete.
It should be noted that in r876, Thaddeus Hyatt,
,an American engineer,.published his experiments on reinforced

'
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concrete in the laboratory of Kirkaldy, London, England. The
experimental work of Hyatt extended from r87o to r88o. The
first Ransome patent was taken out in r882, and it was applied in the construction of his first building in r884. Between
r8gr and 1894 Moeller in Germany, Muensch in Hungary and
Melan in Austria were pioneers in the development of reinforced concrete construction in Europe. The use of reinforced
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DRAINAGE CANAL, NEW ORLEANS, LA.

concrete on a large scale began in Germany under the system
of Moeller in r893 and Rabits in r8g8. Hennebique had built
reinforced concrete floors as early as r87g. It was not, however, until r8g2 that he obtained a patent for· his system of
reinforced concrete construction.
The last ten years has seen a very remarkable development in reinforced concrete construction. At first reinforced
concrete was used largely in the construction of bridges,
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the first of which was built in this country over the
Pennypacker Creek in Philadelphia in 1893, and for which I
had the honor of inspecting the cement and other materials, as
well as the construction of the bridge. From this beginning
the use of reinforced concrete has developed rapidly and we
find it is used in almost every conceivable form of construction. Large sewers, water pipes, reservoirs, coal bunkers,

REINFORCED CONCRETE COAL POCKETS, BATH, PA.

pneumatic dams, chimneys, grain storage bins, bridges, buildings, being some of the many applications.
Experiments have been made in the Reclamation Service for its application in large reinforced concrete pipes of five
feet in diameter and capable of standing upwards of 70 pounds
in pressure, while one of the most novel and recent applications of reinforced concrete is for reinforced crib work, under
the Frazer system, which it is stated costs a little more than
timber cribbing, ancl which has been used extensively in Canada. Chimneys 350 feet in height have also been successfully
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REINFORCED CONCRETE CHIMNEY, 350 FEET HIGH, 18 FEET
DIAMETER, FOR COPPER SMELTER IN MONTANA.
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REINFORCED CONCRETE CHIMNEY IN PROCESS,
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constructed of reinforced concrete.
The Harvard stadium;
the baseball stand in Cincinnati, and the stadium of the
Washington University at St. Louis are all novel example~
of the use of reinforced concrete, while concrete ties reinforced
in various ways have been in ~1se for some time though they
have not been sati;;factory as regards cost. The cost of maintenance, however, has been found to be reduced to a nominal

REINFORCED CONCRETE GRAIN 1:\TORAGE BINS, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

sum and all the alignment very easily maintained, which
greatly offsets the first cost. The rigidity of the roadbed,
however, has been a prime objection, and an effort is now being made to introduce an elastic cushion in the tie in order to
overcome this objection.
It is in the erection of office buildings of considerable
height that the development has been most remarkable.
Buildings 18 stories in height are being erected in which the
skel!:'ton is of reinforced concrete. Considering that the use of
steel for reinforcing concrete beams was not suggested until

22
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r882, a development of this character is certainly remarkable
and we have reason to pause and consider whether such extreme development is wise.
While visiting- a larg-e city recently. I had occasion to
inspect a building- several stories in heig-ht in which cinder
concrete is being- used in the structural parts. The contractor,
in reply to my surprised query, stated that the building- was
still standing-. This was indeed true, but what was the mar-
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DRIVING A CONCRE'l'E PILE.

g-in of safety in this structure? As this concrete had a compressive streng-th about half of what could be expected from
a fairly g-ood concrete, the factor of safety had therefore been
cut in half. In further explanation he stated that in order to
compete with other contractors, he was oblig-ed to use the
same materials which they did. The use of inferior materials
should not be permitted in reinforced concrete construction,
and the present situation in the development of concrete and
reinforced concrete is one that should be faced squarely. That
it is possible to erect a sixteen story building- of reinforced
concrete has been demonstratecl,-but \Ve should have a better
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INGALLS BUILDING, 16 STORIES, STRUCTURAL SKELETON, REINFORCED CONCRETE,
OF CINOINNA'l'I, OHIO.
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knowledge of the properties of this material before such a practice becomes general. Ten years or less experience with -a material in which chemical changes are constantly going on and
which may be affected by the changes produced by expansion
and contraction is hardly sufficient to enable us to obtain a
thorough knowledge of its properties.
The American Society of Civil Engineers recognized the

'~
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REINFORCED CONCRETE HOTEL, CALIFORNIA.

vital importance of this subject and recently appointed a committee on concrete and reinforced concrete, with instructions
to affiliate itself in its work with similar committees of the
American Society for Testing Materials, The American Railway En~ ineering and Maintenance of 'vVay Association and
the Association of American Portland Cement Manufacturers.
After over a year's work they have found that:( I) Thoroughly reliable data upon which they. can
formulate a report as to the rules and formulae to be used in
the design of reinforced concrete structures do not exist.

·~
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(2) That the results of the tests made in laboratories
of the various technological institutions are not sufficiently
comparable nor correlated for the purpose of obtaining these
data; and
(3) That in order to secure the requisite data it will be
necessary to conduct a complete series of tests in one labor-

ORNAMENTAL WORK MADE OF PORTLAND

CE~IENT

(CAST S·!'ONE.)·

atory where the conditions are as uniform as it is practical to
obtain them and where the personal equation is reduced to
the minimum.
This requires considerable money. Fortunately· the smali
appropriation made to the United States Geological Survey
for the investigation of structural materials has been applied
to this work and the investigations have been inaugurated under the direction of an Advisory Board on Fuels and Struc-

AMERICAN CONCRETE INSTITUTE LIBRARY
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tural Materials by the United States Geological Survey 111 cooperation with the ] oint Committee on Concrete and Reinforced Concrete of the American Society of Civil Engineers
and affiliated societies. In the absence of reliable data and
under the conditions in the present state of the art, the courage to erect eighteen story buildings must command our admiration. I do not wish to be deemed pessimistic or overly
conservative, for my belief in the future of concrete and reinforced concrete is absolutely unshaken, and I feel that the use of
cement will so expand during the next few years that it will go
beyond the limits of its most ardent advocate, but I do wish to
point out the dangers which will result from its indiscriminate
and fool- hardy use and to protest against the people who rush
in and guarantee ridiculous things in concrete construction.
Concrete fills an import<int and growing field, but it has
its weaknesses ancl its limitations and they should be pointed
out and recognized squarely by its advocates.
It is evident
to any one wh 1 delves into the suhj:>ct that reliable data for
use in design of concrete structures are very much needed,
and the work the ] oint Committee on Concrete and Reinfot cecl
Concrete is doing in co-operation with the United States Geological Survey should receive the encouragement and support
of each one present, and I would ask you to use every effort
in urging upo~1 your Congressman the vital importance of securing an appropriation for the continuance and completion of
this very important work, for the attainment of reliable and
uniform data for use in the design of structures in concrete
and reinhrced concrete will insure a more rapid, safe and sue. cessful development in the use of cement.

NATIONAL AssociATION or CEMENT UsEHS.
PRO<~EEDINGS
OF THE
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'vVe are indeed in the age of cement, and it is apparent that
this infant industry which burst its swaddling clothes but a few
years ago has become a lusty youngster-its growth outstripping
the dream of its most ardent supporters.
We are passing- through an era of unparallclecl prosperity
which has occasioned an activity in the world of construction
demanding enormous quantities of cement. thus advancing the
yearly consumption to figures which arc a hundredfold greater
than those of a dozen years ago.
When Germany, our principal competitor, topped a yearly
production of 2o.ooo,ooo barrels, we regarded it as wonderful,
yet a half dozen years later our own production has doubled
these figures and we now are the largest cement producing country of the world.
It is hard for even the cement user to follow the meteoric
progress of the production and consumption of cement. A prog*Consulting Engineer, Harrison Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
2
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ress so rapid that the friends of this material of construction must
needs pause and consider the danger which may await a too rapid
pace.
It was my pleasure a year ago to address this Association
on the development of the industry and to indicate some of the
uses to which cement was put. I shall utilize the time allotted
for this address in pointing out the features of the gi·eat test-the
San Francisco earthquake-which served to further establish
some of its intrinsic qualities as a building material and to further
point out some of the abuses to which it is subjected, which often
result in failures of the structures in which it is used and which
tends to retard the progressive development in its use.
· As I took occasion to remark a year ago, cement has its
weaknesses and limitations, and these should be faced squarely ·
by its advocates and pointed out emphatically, in order to prevent
abuse which tends to dim its unsurpassed qualities.
Of the materials of construction cement is at once the most
delicate and the most v:1.luable-a plastic material, whose properties we are only just beginning to appreciate and understand.
Its extensive use is not because its qualities are well developed and recognized, but bec<,tuse its cheapness renders it an
effective competitor of other building materials both in strength
and fire-resisting qualities.
Great catastrophes and overwhelming disasters of all kinds,
while resulting in great hardship and suffering, teach lessons of
incalculable value. On the 18th of .\pril of last year the entire
civilized world stood aghast at the appalling destruction which
visited the city of San Francisco and vicinity-the result of a
slip of the earth's crust.
To the constructor and user of the materials of construction
the most interesting feature was the behavior of the various materials of construction under those unusual and rigorous comlitions. This was a test of such unusual violence that only the
structure begotten of first-class materials and design and honest
workmanship could survive.
Flimsy and loosely erecte(l structures were shaken to the
earth and collapsed like houses of carcls under the te"rrific wrenching and shaking of the earth.
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Those structures which survived the earthquake test were,
in many cases. subjected to a fire test exceeding in its intensity
all the great conflagrations of recent years.
Many structures which successfully withstood the first test
failed signally under the test which followed by reason of the
inadequate fireproofing. Other structures failed under both tests,
while a very few withstood both tests successfully.
The study of the relative efficiency of the various materials
of construction under these conditions is most interesting. It is a
generally accepted fact that no structure could withstand the
stress produced by the movement of the earth on the "fault line."
The effect of the shaking and vibrations of the earth in the territory affected could be resisted. and the secret is proper clesign.
first-class materials and honest workmanship. In tall structures
rigidity of construction and stiffness, the result of adequate wind
and portal bracing. is absolutely essential. While reinforced
concrete structures in the zone of seismic disturbance were few.
these passed the test in a highly, satisfactory manner. Rigidity
and stiffness and a high fire resistance, which are inherent qualities of this material. demonstrated how admirably they were
suited to resist this extraordinary test.
This test seems to be greatest for structures built in low
lands-on alluvial soil in the valleys of rivers-where the settlement of the earth under the earthquake vibrations was very great.
On solid ground and rock formations the test was much less
severe. Structures at points of great destruction such as Palo
Alto, San Jose, Salinas. Santa Rosa. etc .. were built on soft
material. The buildings of, Stanford University suffered severely,
most of them being wholly or partly destroyed by the earthquake shock. The types of construction represented were stone,
brick and stone veneer and concrete.
The buildings of the latter type passed the ordeal successfully and demonstrated the superior qualities of a material possessing great adhesive qualities.
The great concrete dam at Crystal Springs Reservoir gave
additional proof of the substantial qualities of concrete, for.
although within a few hundred feet of the fault line, it suffered
no damage.
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At Palo Alto and Santa Rosa the failure of concrete block
buildings have been pointed out as examples of the failure of
cement to withstand the test. At Palo Alto three cement block
buildings collapsed. No other result conld have been expected
when the method of constmction is considered. The blocks were
laid up withont a tie of any kind. and the lloor joists and roof
timbers either rested on or were built into wall without any tie.
Under the movements of the earth the walls were pushed
out of line, the wooden members of the structure not being tied
to the walls, there was no means of restoring the wall to its
former position and it collapsed. In one of the buildings the
gable end of the roof rested ag-ainst the wall and served as a
battering ram.
That such strnctmes can be so built as to withstand earthquake shocks is evidenced by the building- at Santa Rosa also
built of cement blocks, bnt differing from those just referred to
in that iron tie rods held the walls tightly to the floor joists and
roof timbers. ·while the neighboring brick, stone and frame
structures collapsed. this building was bnt slightly damaged along
the cornice line. The destruction at this point was perhaps as
great as that in any part of the territory affected by the earthquake.
At Mills College, just outside of Oakland, there was a
structure of concrete. a bell tower eighty feet high with fourinch walls of reinforced concrete. This was not damaged in
any way.
Another reinforced concrete structure was the Cyclorama in
Golden Gate Park, which demonstrated the fntility of attempting
to successfully provide against earthquake shocks where the
foundation is bad and the materials poor. The walls of this
structure rested on a foundation made by leveling off the top of
Strawberry Hill ; the aggregate of concrete consisted of a hard
shale, which made a very inferior concrete. and a careful inspection of the ruined structure shows that little else could have been
expected under the conditions. In San Francisco proper, in the
fire zone, the behavior of concrete was equally satisfactory. and
there are many cases where concrete successfully passed both the
strength and fire tests. There were but two structures of rein-
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forced concrete, namely, the Bekins Van and Storage building
and the Academy of Sciences. The former was in process of
erection ancl had reached the second story. while the latter was
an old structure. The walls of each strncture were of brick and
were cracked extensively by the earthquake, while the concrete
remained undamaged. both structures being completely burned
out, but the concrete was not damaged in the slightest degree.
The columns in the Academy of Science building were cast iron,
filled with concrete. and in one instance where the cast iron
expanded and failed by cracking the concrete core remained
uninjured.
Cinder concrete was most generally used for floor construction and behaved in an entirely satisfactory manner.
The failure of plaster (gypsum) and terra cotta to protect
steel against fire was most general. The utter inefficiency of
commercial terra cotta was everywhere ;tpparent. while cement or
concrete. properly applied, on the other hand, was entirely adequate for the purpose. I believe that a terra cotta· tile can be
made which. when properly applied. will adequately protect steel
structures. but it is not so made commercially to-clay.
I think. to the unbiased observer. concrete gave sufficient evidence of its ability to resist both earthquake and fire: its rigidity
making· it an admirable earthquake material. while its extremely
low rate of conductivity for heat makes it a fire resistant of high
orper. The San Francisco earthquake, with the resultant conflagration, will he of inestimable value to the future constructor
in furnishing reliable evidence of the value of the various classes
of material, ancl the record is but another testimonial of the
admirable properties of cement.
Its strength and durability. its cheapness in comparison with
other materials of construction· places it in a position in which
its future is absolutely secure. 'N e are not fully conversant with
its properties. its strong and weak points, and it behooves us to
go slow and not he precipitate in its indiscriminate and reckless
use.
The bold design in reinforced concrete, when taken in connection with the lack of a definite knowledge of some of the factors required in such design. is ventmesome to say the least.
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Nor is this venturesome spirit confined to reinforced concrete alone. Plain concrete is used under conditions requiring
reinforcement, and building blocks are usee! for purposes for
which they are utterly unsuited and under conditions which are
dangerous.
Wherever failures occur. it is generally cement that has to
bear the blame. And on this material all the sins of omission or
commission are heaped. and yet it should be noted that it is extremely rare that failures are traceable to the quality of the
cement used.
Where an unbiased examination is made. the failnre is generally found to be clue to had \vorkmanship, improper design,
insufficient strength and a too early removal of the forms for
the construction or all of these, and many failures occur from
improper material. insufficient mixing, improper consistency for
effective tamping. In these clays of machine mixing too little
attention is given to the rigorous inspection of the process. As
an illustration of this point I would state that on a large piece
of work the system used in the mixing of the concrete was such
that the sand was thrown in by one man. the crushed stone by
another and the cement by a third, the latter being cai!ed away
from his post, failed to perform his part. but during the interval
the sand and stone went in with rhythmic precision. It is obvious what the effect of these batches of concrete would be and
how fatally they would affect the strength of an important pqrt
of the structure. In another case which I have in mind the
cement, sand and stone were feel automatically from hoppers so
adjusted as to give the requisite proportion. At the time of this
inspection the cement hopper had choked, but the sand and stone
were flowing on, and the operator. who was totally unaware
of the fact, remarked, when his ·attention was called to it, that
he thought the concrete looked rather peculiar. Perhaps the
greatest source of failure is the strength of the forms; too little
attention is given to the design of these forms. and they are often
made entirely too light for even normal conditions, and where a
temporary load in excess of that for which the structure was
designed comes upon it the structure is either dangerously
strained or collapses. I have in mind cases where excessive
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quantities of cement have been stored on the green concrete
structure and in one instance producing a collapse of the floor
panel. Concrete of improper quality is often used, and I recently saw in New York cinder concrete consisting of one part
of cement and five parts of cinders going into a reinforced concrete structure. Again, the length of time which should elapse
before the centering is removed has a marked bearing on the
question of failures. The time required for concrete to harden sufficiently to permit the removal of the forms is naturally
a variable one, depending· on the design, the weather condition,
and the strength of the concrete. A concrete with a small percentage of cement will require a longer time to acquire the
requisite strength than a richer mixture: it will also take concrete longer to harden in cold than in warm weather, and 1 beam
of long span must be stronger than the one of short span before
the form can be removed.
Another source of failure is th'e lack of attention to (:etails,
especially as regards connections in the erection of a structure.
The structure may be properly designed with the requisite amount
of steel. yet the stmcture may be fatally weakened by the character of the connections. A rein forced concrete structure should
be practically a monolith-the tension members must be continuous in beams and columns.
It makes a material difference as to the length of the splice
allow•ed in such columns or whether the splice in continuous
beams is adequate.
I have in mind an instance which came to my notice of an
enterprising laborer who, observing the rod in a column projecting out of the concrete in the column of a several story building, seized a sledge hammer and drove the bar down flush with
the surface of the concrete.
Tl1e remedy for all this is inspection, most careful inspection.
No more tmstable material is in use to-clay than cement.
From the moment it is reduced to an inpalpable powder it undergoes changes which seriously affect its quality. Unlike steel,
wood. or similar materials, it does not stay tested and its quality
must be ascertained before use.
When we consider the way in which so delicate a material
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is handled by unskilled laborers it is not surprising that failures
should occur.
A steel beam or channel is fabricated at the mill and undergoes during the process of manufacture a most rigid and careful
inspection, and in the erection again undergoes careful inspection.
On the other hand, a concrete structure is fabricated on the site
and is subject to little or. at the best, indifferent inspection and
the unintelligent laborer contribut'es to the abuse.
The same careful and rigid inspection should be given the
erection of a concrete structure a.~ a steel structure receives. and
until this clone we may expect failures.
Amid the ignorance and wonder that attends the usc of a
new material the charlatan practices his art unchecked, new forms
of patented construction are constantly springing into existence,
many absolutely devoid of merit and the public are being proportionately humbugged and deceived.
Plans ancl specifications are generally prepared by the contractor and for every skilled, competent contractor there are
many who are incompetent who do not hesitate to skin the work
in order that they may finish it without loss of profit. having
taken it at a figure entirely too low to admit of proper workmanship with first-class materials.
Such practices are wholly unnecessary, for first-class legitimate construction can successfully compete with other forms
of construction. and there are many reliable concerns capable of
executing such work.
Owners. architects and engineers arc criminally responsible
where they award work to irresponsible contractors, lacking in
the requisite experience and knowledge for safe construction or
who permit structures to be erected under the direction of competent persons who clo not give the work their personal supervision.
Where the charlatan reaps his greatest harvest is through
the medium of the beguiling literature giving strength values
based on tests primarily made for the purpose of developing and
exploiting the strongest features of the system for which he
holds the patent.
Many concerns rush in with inadequate experience, acquiring
this at the expense of their clients.
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The present condition of the art of concrete or reinforced
concrete construction is not unlike the condition of the iron
business in its early history not so many years ago.
The knowledge relating to the construction of highway
bridges was at that time largely vested in Hie contractor, and it
was the practice for the contractor to submit bids for bridges
based on his own plans and specifications, and the number of
failures of highway bridges was directly attributable to this fact,
and it finally drove the constrnctor into making his own designs
and specifications, with the result that the contractor bid much
more closely and intelligently on a definite plan and specifications,
and failures in such structures became a thing of the past.
This experience, I believe, will be repeated in the case of
structures of cement. In the meanwhile until our knowledge of
the properties of concrete is more fully established, its strong and
weak points more thoroughly understood ; it behooves us to go
slow and be more conservative and careful in its use. The failures which occur from time to time unquestionably hinder the
development of the industry in that they cast doubt upon a comparatively new material and make builders cautious in its use.
I would repeat that we should recognize the weak points
of cement and further see to it that its good points are not
abused.
The comparatively few failures in concrete structures are
allowed to overshadow the great number of excellent examples
of well designed constructions of this class. And it should be
noted that what failures there are occur during the process of
erection and are almost invariably clue to a too early removal
of the forms or bad workmanship.
The failure of a structure of concrete by reason of improper
design, bad workmanship or poor materials is no more an argument against the value of concrete for construction purposes
than is the failure of a structure of steel under similar conditions
an argument against the use of steel for structural purposes.
We may expect failures as long as incompetent men will
undertake to design structures in concrete and unskilled and
ignorant persons will attempt to "skin" the work for the purpose
of increasing their profits; and it will only be the continual loss
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of life that results from these failures that will bring the authorities to such a realization of their responsibilities as will result in
laws which wi·ll properly safeguard the public.
It will only be by cletermi11ed action that the present abuses
can he curbed and the fair name of concrete preserved.
It is the duty of every user of this material, of every friend
to join most heartily in the cause. Let each of us put our
shoulder to the wheel, thereby controlling this rapid movement in
the application of cement to constructive use lest it get away
from us and go on to destruction. We should not be afraid to
state the truth. even though it hurts; we should by all means be
honest. and not hold malice toward those who frankly call our
attention to the few weaknesses in the most magnificent building
material at the command of the constructor.
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It anqually becomes the duty of yonr presiding officer to
deliver an address, and at times this can best be utilized as an
opportunity to present to the Association matters vvorthy of
serious consideration.
In view, however, of our extended program, replete with
su~jects of interest, it is expedient that I should speak briefly
concerning such matters as seem to me especially important. I
will, therefore, indicate briefly the problems that have received
special consideration and refer to the progress made in the use
of cement since our last convention. I shall also bring to your
attention matters that have developed during the three years in
which I have had the honor to be your President. In view of the
fact that the development of the cement industry has been so
rapid, it is not surprising that the growth of an Association
concerned with its use should be equally so. \Vhile cement is
not a new material, its use extending back to many thousands
*

Consultin~;

Engineer. Harrison Building, Philadelphia, !'a.
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o~ years before the Christian era, it has many new applications
in construction work.

All these facts have been brought to your attention in
previous annual addresses and should, therefore, be very familiar
to you. The frenzied efforts made to use cement in constructive
work, without adequate knowledge of proper structttral methods,
have ~esulted in much harm, but, fortunately, there has been
a turn towards conservatism, which has effectually checked this
tendency and real progress is now being made. Many obstacles
are being overcome and probably the greatest will be removed
when the discriminating and antiquated municipal laws which
exist in so many of the larger cities of this country, with their
unjust and absurd limitations concerning the use of concrete,
have been replaced by rigid but just revisions based on our present
knowledge. I think it is an encouraging fact that municipalities
are quite as earnest in their efforts to secure a revision of these
existing laws as are those interested in the material against which
they discriminate. The cause of concrete will be materially benefited by the adoption of laws that will prevent criminal construction by irresponsible parties.
One of the greatest handicaps in the development of the
use of cement for constructive purposes has been in the wide
dissemination of claims by over-zealous enthusiasts that concrete
structures can be erected by unskilled laborers. _This fallacy
is being rapidly removed and the friends of concrete should emphasize the fact that, like any other building material, it must be
carefully and intelligently handled in order to produce the best
results. It is also to be regretted that the frank statements on
matters pertaining to this subject by qualified authorities should
be maliciously distorted by the advocates of other building
materials, who feel that they are being injured by its increased
use. But, in spite of these hindrances, concrete is being used
more largely each year, and those who attempt to block this
development find that, like a boomerang, such action is reacting
to their own injury.
The creation of the office of Inspector of Concrete by
municipalities for the purpose of enforcing the building laws
is another hopeful sign and marks the best progress that has been
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made during the year. It should not be forgotten that the existence of these inspectors, whose tenure of office is dependent
on political conditions, can be of no great service, except insofar
as it serves as a constant reminder of the care that should be
exercised in building construction.
Another line of development desirable in the revision of our
building law lies in provisions which result in more fireproof
structures. The study of the fire losses of the world afford much
food for thought. The per capita losses from fire in this country.
extending over a period of five years in 252 American cities,
amount to over $3.10. as against an average per capita loss of 61
cents in 43 of the principal cities of Europe. \Vhile we spend large
sums of money yearly fighting fire. foreign countries spend materially lesser amounts in enforcing laws which will prevent such
fires. In the introduction to our consular reports on "Insurance in
Foreign Countries," there appears the statement that ''In Europe
the fire insurance laws are remarkable, chiefly because they compel insurance in some countries, while in all cities they prevent
great losses by insisting on the erection of only stone and brick
buildings. The fire department systems are ridiculously inade ·
quate as compared with those of American cities, yet the net
results are better. There is nothing in which American municipal
government makes so unfavorable a showing, in comparison with
those of European cities. as in all that relates to the construction
of buildings and the enforcement of regulations which minimize
the danger of losses of life and property by fire.''
At times great conflagrations arouse public sentiment against
faulty methods of construction, but the inadequacy of municipal
laws prevents any real progress being made as the result of the
lessons that such disasters teach. The San Francisco fire, in three
days, caused a loss to the many insurance companies who wen~
doing business in that city which exceeded their profits for many
previous years. Had the buildings in that city been properly
constructed under adequate building laws, such a condition would
have been impossible.
No material is absolutely fireproof, the fire resistive qualities
of the materials of construction is a question of the degree of
temperature to which they are subjected, but, of all materials
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of construction, concrete affords one of the best for such purposes.
The continued use of materials which have been shown to be
inferior in the construction of so-called "fireproof' buildings in
our large cities, and the continuous discrimination against materials known to possess superior qualities, is a matter of constant
wonder. There is a fallacy which is quite prevalent and which
should be removed, and that is the feeling that concrete. in itself
a fireproof material. requires no protection against fire \Yhen used
as a structural material. The same protective coating of concrete
:-hould be applied in the case of a structure of concrete as would
he required in case of a similar structure of steel.
The revision of building laws providing for rigid inspection
of materials and structures by competent persons is most earnestly
desired and is a remedy which should be generally applied.
Concrete, by reason of being a comparatively new material.
especially as far as its application for structural purposes is concerned. receives greater attention than all the other building
materials. and it is not surprising, therefore. that any damage
which occurs in the construction of such a structure should gain
the widest publicity, while structures of other materials \Yhich
coilapse. rarely receive passing attention. \Ve cannot emphasize
too strongly the fact that it is only during construction that
concrete collapses occur, and that such collapses arl" almost
im·ariably occasioned by improper design, workmanship or materials. Concrete structures once completed do not co11apse, but
stand as monuments of durability, strength and economy. The
enemies of concrete are continually endeavoring to create
distrust and a feeling of insecurity concerning completed structures by suggesting the possibility of collapse. Fortunately, the
ever-increasing and numerous structures of concrete entirely satisfactory in every way tend to disprove the statement and remove
the feeling of distrust. I believe that all fair-minded persons
now realize that the dangers in the use of this material do not
differ from those connected with other building materials. and
exist only during the process of construction. On the whole,
I think we may congratulate ourselves on the progress made in
the firm entrenchment of concrete as a permanent, cheap and
reliable material of construction,
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So, too, in our own Association, we have cause to feel gra.
ficd that it has been equally successful in becoming a valuable
and permanent organization and has already performed an in valuable task in disseminating a knowledge of the proper use 0'
cement through conventions and proceedings and the practica1
demonstrations of the uses of cement at its annual exhibitions.
The best field of the Association lies in advancing and developing the practical problems involved in the use of cement. It
has a field of its own in bringing theory and practice together,
reconciling the differences which may exist, thereby enabling the
theoretical man to better appreciate the practical problems inYolved and bringing the practical· man to the proper appreciation
of the value of theory. The membership should comprise, as it
does at the present time, the engineer and the architect, the manufacturer and the contractor and his assistants.
The Association needs larger funds for its work in order
that those things which your Executive Board finds so necessary
for the good of the Association, may be accomplished quickly and
effectively. The Association needs an annual fund made up uf
contributions from the corporate interests composing a portion of
the membership of this Association. a fund annually guaranteed
and adequate for the Association's needs. This would permit the
employment of paid assistants. who would devotP. their entire time
to the work. By this means, the membership could be materially
enlarged and the funds from the additional clues would gradually
render the support of contributing members unnecessary, and
eyentually they could be relieved of their obligations. I think the
development of this Association. as shown by its membership list,
has been marvelous. The net result of the convention of 1905 was
r6r members; that of rgo6. 218; of 1907, 450, and I believe the
result of this convention will be nearly r .ooo. There is no reason
why this membership should not be many thousands.
The proposition to acquire additional revenue through an
increase in the clues is, in my judgment. unwise. Let us maintain our dues as at present, so that everyone interested in the
cement industry can afford to be a member.
\Ve want, above everything else, to maintain this Association
as a clearing house for practical ideas, 'vVe want to be able to
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'dblish the results of our annual deliberations promptly so that
those members who are unable to attend our conventions may be
able to secure the papers and discussions at the earliest possible
~1oment. It is not dignified for the officers of this Association to
be compelled to secure funds for this purpose by soliciting
advertising.
The loyal support of our members and exhibitors at our
annual convention is a matter of great gratification and especially
should we feel grateful to the technical press for their ever
hearty and unselfish espousal of the cause of the Association.
The Association exists purely as an educational medium; this,
also, is the purpose of our technical papers. The cause is a
common one, and it is natural that these mutual interests should
result in powerful co-operation. All the interests united in this
cause stand together for power and truth. If for one moment
we falte•· or pull apart, our cause will, in a large measure, be lost.
The officers of this Association at the present time serve the
Association at a personal sacrifice and with unselfish devotion.
It is not fair that so much of their time and money should be
required. The large sums of money which are annually expended
by exhibitors are small in comparison with the yearly sacrifices of
these officers.
In conclusion, I wish to say that, in my judgment, the future
success of this organization depends upon the employment of men
who can devote their whole time to the work. Such assistants
should be under the direct guidance of the President, who is the
executive head of "the organization, and is the medium through
which the will of the Association can be carried out.
This Association must grow, and we must meet these new
demands. The magnificent exhibition of rgo8 testifies to its usefulness and means should be provided for its larger development
on business principles and on broader lines.
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In the rapid development of the use of concrete in this
country, there is a tendency to lose sight of the work of other
countries, and it might, therefore, be of interest to indicate the
essential differences, the methods employed and the points of
excellency in the results obtained. It has been my good fortune
to inspect many of the important concrete structures in this
country and, during the last four months of the past year, to visit
the principal cities of Europe. where, under the guidance of representatives of the various concrete associations and of companies engaged in concrete construction. typical examples of the
best work have been inspected. It has. of course, not been possible to see all work of importance, but a sufficient number of
structures both in this country and in Europe have been visited
to obtain such know ledge of the prevailing conditions as to permit of an intelligent discussion of the subject.
It would seem that the conditions affecting the use of con*Consulting Engineer, Philadelphia, Pa.
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crete and reinforced concrete arc the same the world over. The
same problems that confront us here .are present on the other side
of the ocean.
Certain striking differences in the design of
structures result from economic conditions as affected Ly the cost

FIG.

1.-METSOD OF

SC.\FFULI>lXG

IN

EUROPE.

of labor and materials, as will Le subsequently pointed out, while
the presence of a large number of skilled laborers and mechanics
contributes no little to the success of concrete construction in
Europe.
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In but few respects are the foreign constructors in advance
of this country. The most striking instance is in the artistic
treatment of the material, which results in many pleasing structures. It would seem that they had also acquired the ability of
treating concrete as a plastic material and applying to it an
adequate knowledge of the laws of mechanics of materials,
together with a rational use of the laws of design. The result
is graceful, well-balanced structnres, in contrast to some of our
cumbersome, ill-designed structures, distinctly lacking in archi-

FIG. 2.-RAILROAD BRIDGE, MUHLHEIM, GERMANY.

tectural effect. The American constructor, either by reason of a
lack of knowledge of the properties of concrete and reinforced
concrete, or of the laws of design, has in many cases resorted to
an excessive use of materials, often decreasing the factor of
safety in his efforts to increase it.
This may, perhaps, be explained on the grounds of conservatism, since the use of reinforced concrete in building construction is of recent application. and the scientific investigation
of its properties has, for the most part, dealt only with elementary
phases of the subject. Much work has yet to be clone in the field
4
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of investigation before our theories as to the laws pertaining to
reinforced concrete construction can be classed as more than tentative deductions from the elementary data now available. As
the result of a visit to the principal laboratories of Europe, it
appears that a great deal more research work in concrete has
been done in Europe than in this country. It is possible that, as
a result of this data, the foreign constructor has acquired more
confidence in the use of concrete, which accounts for many
applications which appear daring.
Economic consillerations, as previously stated, are responsible in part for the graceful appearance of many of the struc-

FIG. J.-RAILROAD RRl!XiE, COLOGNE, GERMANY.

tures. For, by reason of the higher cost of materials as compared with the labor, the designer strives to save all material not
necessary for the strength of the structure, and thereby improves
its appearance.
In the matter of consistency of the concrete there is an astonishingly wide range of practice. In this country the pendulum
has swung from a very dry mixture requiring much ramming to
compact it, to a very wet mixture that cannot be rammed. Fortunately, the pendulum is now reaching a middle position, and it
is good practice in this country to use a medium consistency that
will readily flow, without separation of the aggregates, into all
parts of the ·forms and around the reinforcement through themedium of a slicing tamper.
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The practice in Europe covers all conditions of consistency.
In Germany the concrete is quite stiff and receives a great deal
of tamping; in France it is usee! so very wet as to require no
tamping. In the other countries the concrete is either quite wet
or very stiff. None of them appear to have reached the practice
of using a concrete of viscous consistency. or one in which there
is a maximum of coherency. Such a consistency, in my judgment.
is the proper one, and can only be attained through the use of

FIG. 4--FRANZENS BRIDGE, BUCHELSDORF, AUSTRIA.

small, well-graclecl aggregates and thorough mixing by machinery,
using a minimum percentage of water. This consistency will
insure great homogeneity and maximum density, will facilitate
filling of the forms, and, therefore, result in better finished work.
Concrete of this consistency also hardens more rapidly because of
the greater density ancl the minimum percentage of water used,
thus permitting the forms to be removed more quickly. Where
surface finishes are desired, the finer aggregates produce a surlface more readily worked.
In tJ-·~e handling of cement mortar and concrete, the German
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laborer seems to possess a better appreciation of the material,
for, while using a very dry mixture, he works it into a consistency which produces surfaces showing a minimum amount of
hair cracks and crazing. The satisfactory condition of the
plastered surfaces of the buildings in Europe is clue largely to
the skill of the workmen. By reason of the poor quality of the
building brick available it is the almost universal practice to
plaster the surfaces with a Portland cement mortar in which is
used a small quantity of lime paste. For this purpose the rough

FIG. 5.-BRIDGE OVER AAR, STRASSBURG, GERMANY.

bricks are laid with large joints only partly filled with mortar;
the plaster is worked into this joint and of a thickness just sufficient to coat the surface of the brick. An examination of many
plastered surfaces in various foreign countries did not reveal any
that showed the objectionable hair and shrinkage cracks that are
so general in this country, particularly in our northern climates.
The cheapness of labor in Europe permits practices uneconomical in this country. The limitation in the height of buildings,
generally to five stories, has prevented the -development of
methods for handling materials, which becomes a problem in the
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erection of bnildings of many stories. As a result, it is in Europe
a common practice to carry the mortar or bricks in tubs, on the
head, up inclined runways, in many instances the work being
performed by women. In only one instance did I see an elevator
used for this purpose, and this was in connection with the erection of an addition to the Telephone Exchange Building in
Warsaw. This building consisted of brick bearing walls, with
rein forced concrete walls and columns, and was fifteen stories
high, being one of the highest buildings in Europe. This fact is

FIG. 6.-KAISER FRANZ JOSEPH BRIDGE, LAIBACH, AUSTRIA.

remarkable because of the prevailing limitation of height, and;
further, because this unusually tall structnre was of reinforced
concrete. An interesting feature in the scaffolding is the ger1eral
use of round timbers for the framing and the tying of these
together, instead of nailing. This type of framing can be used
many times and seems to be preferable to the square timbers
so common in this country. It would seem that, in view of the
growing scarcity of timber and the cost of scaffolding, some
similar methods looking to prolong the life of such material could
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be very profitably applied in America. The view given in Fig.
I
shows the characteristic method of scaffolding in vogue
'throughout Europe, and attention is called to the tying of the
round timbers forming the ,framing, and to the side planking
along the runways, which prevents material from dropping into
the street.
In Europe, as in this country, one of the earliest uses of
concrete was for sidewalks, which are quite as general as they

FIG. 7.-RETAINING WALL ALONG LINE STATES RAILWAY, SALZBURG, AUSTRIA.

are in America. The use of concrete for massive work, such as
abutments, piers ancl retaining walls, is also quite common. In
the latter, however, reinforced concrete particularly is being used,
with a resulting economy over massive construction. In construction of bridges the earlier designs were, as is the case in
this country, massive in character, but as the designer acquired
confidence, the structures have become more graceful until to-clay,
light., graceful and pleasing structures are the rule. However,
even in massive bridges, the artistic spirit prevails. The paneling
of the soffit of the arch, the presence of a beading along the
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FIG. 8.-CEMENT PIPE BEING LAID IN HAMBURGER STREET, DRESDEN, GERMANY.
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intrados,_ and a treatment of the surface so as to produce uniformity in texture, as indicated in the view of the railroad bridge
(Fig. 2), are used with pleasing results.
The deep horizontal
joint at regular intervals, serving as a break for each day's work,
is also utilized to advantage (Fig. 3). The wide use of concrete
in bridge construction in Europe is due largely to the cheapness
of material, facility of construction, and the economy m
maintenance.
Prof. F. Schule, chairman of the commrssron in charge of
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the erection of a bridge of large span at Luzerne, Switzerland,
stated that competitive bids were received for steel and reinforced
concrete, and that the bridge would probably be constructed of
reinforced concrete because of the lower cost. Its cheapness in
construction, together with the adaptability for obtaining pleasing
structures, has made concrete one of the most popular materials
of construction for bridge work Because of these advantages,
and the ·fact that there is practically no maintenance required, it
is preferred even where the cost may be a trifle greater than for
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other forms of constrnction. In addition to this, concrete
increases in strength with age, and the structure itself becomes
more pleasing uncler the influence of the weather, just as the
weather-stained stone bridge is much more attractive than it was
immediately after its completion.
It is the practice in Europe to ornament bridges much more
elaborately than here. and even small, unimportant structures are
given as much attention as the more important ones. One fre-
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quently sees statuary at the approaches, and :1 well-designed
ornamentation which adds materially to the beauty of the structure. A good illustration of the attention given to unimportant
bridges is that of the Franzens Driclge (Fig. 4). in which the
paneling and the ornamentation at the ends should be noted. In
the bridge over the Aar (Fig. 5), the scheme of ornamentation is
much more elaborate, with proportionately pleasing results. The
possibilities of concrete for bridge construction, both as regards
permanency and ornamental qualities, is illustrated in the
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Kaiser Franz Joseph Bridge, shown in Fig. 6.
The bronze
statuary at. the approaches and the ornamentation of the main
portions of the bridge., which is of graceful design, show the
possibilities of the material. This bridge is of 33 meters ( 108.27
feet) span and r 5 meters ( 49.22 feet) wide.
In this country there are some notable instances of ornamental bridges of this character, among which may be mentioned
the Connecticut Avenue Bridge, over Rock Creek, Washington,

FIG. I I.-cONCRETE FILTER llEDS, TIEHLI N WATER SUPPLY, LICHTENBERG, GERMANY.

D. C., with its imposing lions of concrete at the approaches, and
the unusual color effects obtained through the use of crushed
granite for the concrete in spandrel walls. producing a light bluegray color, and of Potomac gravel in the arch rings, piers and
abutments. producing a buff color. The Walnut Lane Bridge,*
over the Wissahickon Creek in Fairmount Park, Philadelphia,
Pa .. one of the largest spans of concrete in the world. is another
excellent example of the artistic use of concrete. This bridge was
constructed of concrete because the cost was lower than for any
*A reproduction of this bridge in color is given in the Proceedings, Vol. V, p. 173.
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other form of construction. This bridge serves also as an
example of the graceful effects which can be obtained through
the economical use of concrete, and it is ,fair to state that the
bridge itself would not present such a beautiful appearance if
the spandrel arches had been cast solid.
It should be noted, however, that while there are a number
of beautifully designed bridges in this country, in Europe there
are many such, which fact may be explained as the result of the
high development of the artistic sense in the older countries of

FIG.

12.-REINFORCED CONCRETE TRAJNSHED,

NUREMBERG, GERMANY.

Europe. It is this artistic spirit that makes it essential to finish
a structure, and this leads to the ornamentation of even such
structures as retaining walls. as illustrated by that along the
lines of the State Railway in Salzberg. Austria (Fig. 7). The
ornamental caps that surmount the walls at the street intersections, bearing the imperial arms, the water fountain in one of
the bays. and other ornamental features. render attractive what
would otherwise be an unsightly wall.
It is this treatment of structures of concrete so as to render
them more pleasing to the eye, especially those structures whose

6o
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chief function is utility rather than ornamentality, that constitutes one of the essential differences between the work in America
and Europe. Some attempts have been made in this country to
render the surface of walls, abutments and similar structures more

FIG. 13.-REINFORCED CONCRETE TRESTLE, MUNICIPAL GAS WORKS, COPENHAGEN,
DENMARK.

pleasing, among which the process of removing the marks of
construction through the scrubbed surfaces used in connection
with the construction of bridges and other concrete structures in
Philadelphia may be cited.
Concrete is quite generally used for sewers in foreign conn-
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tries, where it is the practice to line the invert with stone, vitrified brick or tile. There are in use many concrete sewer pipes,
both egg-shaped and circular in form, and are. in general,
cheaper than brick and other clay tile. One of the best plants
for the manufacture of cement pipe visited was that of Dyckerhoff & Widman, located in Amoneburg, near Biebrich, on the
Rhine. These pipes have a density so great that they will not
readily absorb water, and the pipe rings when struck with a
-I
I

-

;j -
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·i

FIG. I4.-FACADE OF HOUSE, VIENNA, Al'STRIA.

hammer. A fairly dry mixture was used ancl the pipes were
molded under heavy pressure, so applied as to rub the materials
into position.
A plant in Sweden, near Malmo, also produces, in a similar
manner, pipe of equally good quality. The careful selection and
grading of the aggregates. thorough mixing with a minimum
percentage of water and molding under high pressure seem to
be the secret in the successful production of pipe of this character. Cement pipe made by this process was exhibited in the
Louisiana Purchase Exhibition, in St. Louis, and were by far

_,
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the best that had heretofore appeared in this country. These
pipes were manufactured in Europe and shipped to St. Louis.
That they were not damaged by this transportation is evidence

FIG. 15.-FACADE OF HOUSE, VIENNA, AUSTRIA.

of their good quality. The contrast between the quality of this
pipe and the quality of most pipe produced in this country is so
great that it behooves us to exert our best efforts to secure pipe
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of better quality, for, by so doing, many of the troubles now
confronting the pipe manufacturers will be eliminated.
The
quality of this pipe is also due to the care exercised in curing
and aging: they are rarely shipped ·for use before sixty days,
and generally not until ninety clays, after molding.
Attention is directed to the egg-shaped sewer in Hamburger
Street, Dresden (Fig. 8), which serves to show the character of
the joints and the method of handling. In many parts of Europe
may be found concrete sewers that have been in constant use

FIG. 16.-ENTHANCE, CITY WATER WORKS, UNNA, GERMANY.

for more than twenty-five years. I examined a cement pipe in
Vienna, more than twenty-six years old, which was in excellent
condition. Under conditions of heavy scour it seems to be the
common practice to use vitrified tile for the smaller sewers, and
to pave the invert of large sewers with vitrified brick or granite
block.
In many cities the laws either prescribe against or limit
the percentage of acid or alkali allowable in the waste water of
manufacturing plants. Experiments were in progress in a number of places for the purpose of determining the effect of a tar
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coating as a preservative for cement pipe against the action of
alkali and acid.
These experiments had not proceeded far
enough to permit conclusions to be drawn. The use of cement
pipe seems to be more general in smaller towns, where it answers
the purpose admirably. I clicl not see any of the drain cement
tile now in use in this country. and am not, therefore, in a position
to make any statement as to their quality or durability.
While concrete sidewalks is one of the earliest uses of

FIG. 17.-RF.INFOHCF.Il CONCRETE ENTRANCE TO SHAFT, \VATER WORKS AT
BEYHEUTH, GEHMANY.

cement. its use in both Europe and America . for roadways is
in a similar state of development. There seems to be a prejudice
to the use of concrete for this purpose which operates against
the construction of c_·xpcrimental pavements, and this has prevented the attainment of data relative to its adaptability for the
purpose. There are, however, some examples of concrete roadways. notably in Vienna, where Leopold Trinka, chief of the
Street Department, has been conducting experiments for a number of years. While concrete is used as a base for all street
pavements in Vienna, there are, in addition, several streets in
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which the entire pavement is of concrete. In Fig. 9 is shown the
pavement of the Rockgasse near the Borse. This pavement is
three years old ancl in excellent condition, there being only a
slight wearing at the joints, none in the gutter ancl little on the
surface. The street is not subject to excessively heavy traffic,
but there is, however, sufficiently heavy traffic to test the wearability of the pavement. The concrete roadway in process of
construction in Hasner Street (Fig. ro) was also inspected. This
pavement is 75 meters (24.61 feet) wide, curb to curb, and has

FIG. I8.-REINFORCED CONCRETE FACTORY RUILDI:\G, CARL ZEISS,
JENA, GERMANY.

2.5 per cent. crown. It is in two parts. viz. the base is I 5 em.
(5.91 inches), and the wearing surface 5 em. (1.97 inches) thick.
The concrete for the base was composed of one part Portland
cement to three parts sane! to five parts gravel. passing a 4-cm.
( 1.57-inch) ring, while the wearing surface was composed of one
part Portland cement, two parts sand and four parts gravel. The
sub-base was carefully prepared by rolling and then thoroughly
wetted. and on this the base was laid. the consistency of the
concrete being rather wet. The top surface was placed afterward
and given a float finish. Joints were made every ten meters,
5
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and were formed through the use of tar paper placed in position
before the adjacent section was cast. A·fter the wearing surface
had hardened somewhat-that is, after the surface water had
evaporated-it was covered with sand.
From a conversation with Mr. Trinka, the opinion was
formed that he was not in favor of concrete roads where the
grades were heavy. His principal objections to concrete roadways was the difficulty of making repairs. As little was known

FIG. Ig.-REINFORCED CONCHETE MILL BUILDING, POZSONG, HUNGARY.

about concrete roads, and as they were still experimenting with
them in Vienna. he was of the opinion that it was impossible
to obtain a good concrete roadway without expansion joints, and
if the joints were not formed during construction, cracks wou_l.:l
develop afterward. He also believed that the thicker the concrete, the more satisfactory would be the roadway.
Many of the cities make use of concrete pavements for
alleyways and smaller streets where the traffic is not heavy, and
a number of the cities have in contemplation the laying of experimental roadways. After these experiments are completed it will
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probably be >found possible to lay concrete roadways that will
answer the requirements and prove more economical as regards
first cost and maintenance than many of the forms of pavements
now 111 use.
In Europe, as in America, reinforced concrete, because of
its flexible qualities, is considered an admirable material for the
construction of filter beds (Fig. I I), and other structures required
for water supply and sewage disposal. A number of such works

FIG. 20.-REINFORCED CONCRETE FACTORY, PRAGUE, AUSTRIA.

were visited, and mention is particularly made of the controlling
works of the sewage-disposal system for the city of Dresden.
These are entirely of concrete, and the work was so well done
that no patching or touching up was necessary after the removal
of the forms. the smoothness of the surface and uniformity of
the color being exceptionally good. The concrete was thoroughly
mixed, was of a stiff consistency and received considerable tamping. The form work was especially good, and this, together with
careful workmanship was responsible for the quality of the
work.
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In Germany there seems to be a general tendency to use a
stiff mixture, and it was stated that this practice was based upon
the experiments of Professor Bach, which indicated that the
dryer mixtures give the highest results. It is also true that the
dryer mixtures do not tend to bring the neat cement to the surface,
as is the case with the wetter mixtures, and hence there are less
hair cracks.
In rei11forced concrete it is, however, difficult to compact
stiff concrete around the reinforcement, and the resulting work is

FIG. 21.-REINFORCED CONCRETE HOUSE, VIENNA, AUSTRIA.

unquestionably inferior to that in this country. The stiffness of
concrete is, in a measure, offset by the si11all-sizecl aggregate
used. which facilitates the compacting. I have seen concrete so vigorously tamped in position in a floor panel as to cause
vibration of the centering. This floor had a span of about 25
feet, the slab was about 7 inches thick. It is possible
that the use of a stiff mortar in plastering, where the surface is
thoroughly clean and wetted before it is applied, produces a much
more uniform surface, both as regards the texture and the color.
It is, however, a fact that the wetter the mixture, the working,
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which it must necessarily receive, tends to bring the more soluble
and softer materials to the surface, and thereby increases the
tendency to checking and hair-cracking.
Large and increasing quantities of concrete are being used
in railroad construction. This is due almost wholly to the fact
that concrete is the most economical material to use. Where
materials arc more expensive than the labor, more attention is
necessarily given to the economy in their use, and, as a result,

FIG. 2"'.-DINING ROOM, REINFORCED CONCRETE llL:!LlliKG, ASYLUM IN
FELDSTIERG, AUSTRIA •

.1-;
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forms are more carefully prepared and the concrete more carefully placed. As a result, when the forms are removed
little work is required in finishing the structure.
The train shed
of the Hauptbahnhof, in N uremburg (Fig. 12), is an illustration
of the care taken in the construction of the forms, which results
in such perfect structures.
The rein forced concrete trestles (Fig. r 3) erected at the
municipal gas works, Copenhagen, Denmark, illustrate a tendency
toward the use of reinforced concrete as a substitute for steel for
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this class of work. This practice has been condemned by many
prominent engineers in this country, and there are but one or two
notable instances, among which may be mentioned the viaduct
near Louisville, Ky. There does not, however, appear to be any
valid objection to such construction if properly designed in
accordance with the laws of mechanics of materials, and concrete
serves the purpose just as well as any other structural material
and, in addition, has the distinctive advantage of being more
durable, economical, and requiring a less cost of maintenance.

FIG. 2J.-REINFORCED CONCRETE HOUSE, DRESDEN, GERMANY.

It is evident that the skill and care of the workmen are
responsible in a large degree ·for the pleasing results obtained in
the use of cement for the exterior finish of buildings. Much of
this ornamental work lacks the pressed-metal effect which characterizes the appearance of much of the cast-stone work in this
country, and this is clue to the fact that the surface is gone over
with tools, thus removing the skin of neat cement, which gives
a dead surface. In addition, the architectural treatment is such
as to effectively utilize the natural qualities of the material.
These points are exemplified by the facades shown in Figs.

..
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14 and 15, which have very much the appearance of natural
stone. In some instances the ornamentation is placed on the
concrete surface after the main structure is finished, but generally
it is formed at the time the main structure is cast and is afterwards tooled and dressed by the stone mason, thus removing the
marks of construction, the film of neat cement, and giving the
structures the appearance of natural stone.
Symmetrical structures in which there has been a wellplanned scheme of decoration are quite usual; indeed, one rarely

FIG. 24.-REINFORCED CONCRETE STAIRWAY, NORTH SCHOOL, JENA, GERMANY.

sees a structure that does not present a finished appearance.
This is a matter in which the American methods may be criticised,
especially where the ·function of the structure is that of utility
rather than of ornamentation. Such structures, as a rule, are
untouched after the removal of the forms, and, at most, but little
work has been put upon them, with the result that they present
an unfinished appearance. This condition should not be confused with structures which have purposely unfinished surfaces, as. for example. the grill-room of the Racquet Club in
Philadelphia, and the chapel in Mission hm, Riverside, Cal., in
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which the rough concrete is a part of the scheme of decoration.
It is the unsightly construction marks and stains, devoid of art
and, hence, not pleasing to the eye, to which reference is made,
and which are almost wholly the result of carelessness in workmanship, avoidable with practically no aclclitional cost.
The facades shown in Fig. 16 serve to illustrate the care
given to structures of minor importance in order to secure a
pleasing appearance. The clean lines ancl fine texture are evident,
as is also the case of the structure shown in Fig. 17. where the
adaptability of concrete is again apparent. A photograph. as a
rule, is a very poor medium for conveying an adequate idea of
the appearance of a structure, and often gives the impression that
the quality is much finer than it really is, since it tends to eliminate the blemishes. On the other hand, it may not do justice to
a very excellent structure, ancl this particularly is the case where
the material is concrete.
These expressions of opinion are the
result of a close inspection of the structures visited, which were
singularly free from such blemishes.
The European architects are wonderfully efficient in the
use of concrete without veneering. There are many buildings
with exteriors wholly of concrete which are as pleasing architecturally as those obtained by the use of any other material.
Factory ancl mill buildings ordinarily admit of little in the way
of architectural treatment, but even these are rendered attractive
and pleasing to the eye. as may be seen in Figs. r8 and 19, where
the paneling and projecting moldings cast shadows, relieving the
plain, flat surface. This gives a life to the structure which
makes it attractive, and acids little to the cost.
The treatment of the surfaces, after the forms are removed,
by plastering or dressing in various ways with stone cutters' tools,
produces a surface of uniform texture and gives a finished appearance to the structure.
The small surface molding and relief work shown in Fig. 20,
a factory building in Prague, were accomplished with the original
forms, and the finishing applied afterward adds very little to the
cost. JV[uch more ornamental surface treatment is shown in the
dwelling house (Fig. 21), and serves to illustrate the possibilities
of the material. This structure presents a much finer appearance than the brick, stone and similar materials which are used
so generally.
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FIG. 25.~REINFORCED CONCRETE BUILDING, KING GEORGE GYMNASIUM,
DRESDEN, GERMANY.
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There were some sixteen reinforced concrete buildings in the
course of construction in the city of Hamburg, Germany, many
of which had exterior walls of concrete effectively ornamented
through the use of cement. In some of these buildings the work
was so well performed that it was difficult to tell whether the
walls were of stone or concrete.
The treatment of concrete in the interior of buildings is
equally effective. Paneling of the ceiling by means of beams,
chamfering the edges, the use of filets and moldings, all tend
to improve the appearance of the structure. A successful use
is also made of plaster, applied to the concrete, in which various
designs are worked out in color.
These delicate tints, often
applied to walls, are not injured by discoloration, which is frequently seen in this class of work in this country.. There are
a number of processes used for treating the cement surface
by which it is rendered inactive. The main element in the success of this work is the fact that walls are allowed to thoroughly
dry out before the ·final ornamentation is applied. In some
countries not only is this required by law, but generally the
building cannot be occupied at all until after the lapse of at
least several months, and in a few cases until one year, after
its completion. These requirements are in striking contrast to
the conditions prevalent in this country, where a portion of the
building can be occupied while the remainder is still in course
of erection. From a sanitary point of view this delay in occupancy is admirable.
The dining-room of one of the asylum buildings in Feldesberg (Fig. 22) serves to illustrate the pleasing treatment of the
surfaces of a reinforced concrete building with plaster. Another
method of treating such construction is illustrated in Fig. 23, in
which resort has been made to a partial veneering with wood,
this particular builsling having been awarded the gold medal of the
Dresden Exhibition of 1906. In the view of the stairway of the
reinforced concrete school building in Jena (Fig. 24) it is evident
that a structure can be simply and effectively treated without
involving great expense in the construction of the forms. The
balustrade without ornamentation, the groined roof of the stairway, and the simple but effective caps of the supporting columns,
form altogether a most pleasing construction. The two views

•
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FIG. 26.-REINFORCED CONCRETE BUILDING, KING GEORGE GYMNASIUM,
DRESDEN, GERMANY.
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(Figs. 25 and 26) of the interior of the gymnasium in Dresden
are also illustrative of the high art attained in the interior treatment of structures of rein forced concrete. The concrete in some
portions of this building is left untreated, but for the most part
the surface has been plastered, and this plaster tinted in various
colors. Although completed for some time, I could find no evidences of discoloration, and the entire made a very lasting impression not only as regards the quality of the coloring, but as
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FIG. 27.-CENTRAL ARCADE OF THE REINFORCED CONCRETE BUILDING,
TilE TJETZ STORES, MUNICH, GEHMANY.

regards the details of construction. Attention is directed to the
treatment of the columns and paneling of the ceiling, and the extremely simple but effective treatment of the stairway balustrade.
In Paris, I examined a fine structure of reinforced concrete,
intended for a music conservatory. In Budapest, Professor
Zelinski showed a similar structure designed by himself, which
was remarkable ,for its beauty and the skill exercised in its
design. The ornamentation was strikingly good, the acoustic
properties were excellent, and the use of the cantilever in the construction of the balcony, thereby eliminating obstructing columns,
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was a particularly fine piece of construction.
The treatment of
the surface in the corridors was simple, and the ornamentation
consisted in part of designs worked in mosaic.
In many instances the interior finish for concrete buildings
was in imitation of the travertine stone obtained from Italy, and
was so well done as to make it impossible to tell whether it was
artificial or not. vVork of this character has been equally well
executed in the new Pennsylvania Railroad Station in New York,
where, in the lobby of the station, the lower part is of natural

FIG. 28.-REINFORCED CONCRETE WALLS FOR GAS HOLDER, DRESDEN, GERMANY.
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travertine stone, while the upper portion is artificial. Even the
workmen have difficulty in indicating where the one ends and the
other begins.
Light, graceful trusses used for supporting the roofs of buildings are also worthy of notice, and ample evidence is afforded of
their stiffness in the attached shafting and other machinery, which
produces no appreciable vibration to the strncture.
Perhaps one of the most pleasing examples of the decorative
art was the treatment of the central arcade of the reinforced concrete building (Fig. 27) of the Tietz stores, in Munich; the
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paneling of the ceilings, the detailed construction of the columns
and the ornamental work being so apparent that further description is unnecessary.
The spirit of ornamentation IS illustrated m the gas holders
of the city of Dresden, shown in Fig. 28. In this country,

FIG.

29.-REINFORCED

CONCRETE

FOUNDATION

FOR

QUAY

WALLS

IN

HARBOR,

NORRESUNDllY, DENMARK.

especially. these are unsighily structures of metal. In this case
the walls, of reinforced concrete made to imitate granite, serve
as a container for the holder proper, which is of metal. The surfaces of these walls are hammer-dressed, and the metal-covered
roof, supported by steel trusses, is painted with a green-tinted
· paint, giving the appearance of oxidized copper, the whole structure being unusually attractive and pleasing, which is not usual
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FIG. JO.-HOLLOW REINFORCED POLES, OTTO AND SCHLOSSER S PLANT,
MEISSEN, GERMANY.
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in a structure of this character. The view given shows one of the
roofs of the holder uncompleted and serves to illustrate the character of the roof construction, the steel work not being incased
in concrete. The towers seen contain stairways, also of reinforced concrete.
The gray tone of the walls is in splendid contrast with the soft green coloring of the roof.
In the design of reinforced concrete structures, the European engineer seems to have a better appreciation of the laws
of design, which shows itself not only in the gracefulness of the
structure, but also in the thickness of the concrete itself. A
number of concrete water towers were visited, with walls extremely thin, and reference is made to one in Budapest, designed
by Professor Zelinski, which was perfectly tight, although there
was a considerable head of water. The thin walls hac! been rendered tight not by waterproofing, but through the intelligent use
of metal reinforcement. a practice which is at last beginning to
be understood and applied in this country.
In the use of rein forccment for harbor work there was much
of interest. The length ami manner of driving the concrete piles
in the harbor work at lloulogne-sur-Mer was particularly impressive. The piles apparently stood the severe hammering of
the pile-drivers without damage.
Results similar to this have
been achieved in driving the piles in connection with the harbor
work at Chester, Pa.
An application of rein forced concrete that is likely to come
into greater use is illustrated in Fig. 29. The boxes of rein forced
concrete are constructed on shore, launched as shown, towed to
a point where they are settled into position by filling with sand,
gravel or crushed stone: upon this superstructure the quay wall
is then built. This method of construction permits the thorough
hardening of the concrete before it is subjected to the action
of sea water.
Reinforced concrete telephone and telegraph poles seem to
be coming into general usc, especially in Holland. Sweden and
Denmark, in \\·hich countries inspection was made of poles that
had been in usc for some time. Some types of poles are shown
in Figs. 30 and 3r, the feature of which is the attempt to lighten
them, and thereby save material, through the means of holes
spaced regularly as shown. Nearly all of the poles examined
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were 111 excellent condition and seemed to answer the purpose
admirably. The strength and permanency of this type of pole

I.

FIG. 3I.-REINFORCED CONCRETE LIGHT, TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH POLES.

make it preferable to poles of wood or steel, even where the first
cost may be somewhat greater.
An interesting use of concrete is the rustic foot bridge shown
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in Fig. 32, the entire structure being of concrete with a small
amount of metal reinforcement. The floor and railing were cast,
using the planks and railing of the previous structure in forming
the molds.
Equally interesting is the reinforced concrete fence shown in
Fig. 33· The hinges were imbedded in concrete. While these gates
are quite heavy and are frequently closed with such vigor as to jar

FIG. 32.-FOOT BRIDGE IN PARK, ENTIRELY OF REINFORCED CONCRETE,
BUDAPEST, HUNGARY.

the fence, the cracking is not nearly as bad as might be expected.
This, however, is a use of concrete for which it is not suited,
because of the weight and the consequent shock on the hinges
in opening and closing the gates. The fence itself was in excellent condition, and demonstrated the adaptability of concrete for
the purpose.
Mention should also be made of the reinforced concrete
boat. or barge, inspected at Frankfort-on-the-Main, 42 meters
( 138 feet) long and 6.5 meters ( 21.32 feet) wide at the center,
and with walls 4 em. ( r.48 inches) thick. The boat was being
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repaired at the time because of the unequal distribution of the
concrete, due to faulty design, which had caused a serious list.
The boat was painted with asphalt and seemed perfectly watertight. It contained a small cabin in the stern, the remainder of
the boat being intended for cargo. The same constructors contemplated building another boat 70 meters ( 229.66 feet) long.
Boats of this character are being constructed and successfully
used in this country, especially in connection with the construction of the Panama Canal. The success of these boats depends

FIG.

JJ.-REINFORCED CONCRETE FENCE, BUDAPEST,

HUNGARY.

largely on the design. which, if proper, should make them sufficiently stiff and thoroughly watertight. When well designed and
built, the first cost is little, if any, greater than when built of
wood, while the cost of maintenance is very low and the durability
very great. In view of the growing scarcity of timber, it is
probable that this type of boat will meet with increasing favor.
In Europe, as in America, concrete is winning its way as a
building material because of its intrinsic qualities. which make it
superior as regards strength, durability and fire-resistive qualities,
and also the most economical.
Many of the problems that are at present receiving consider-
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ation in this country are also under consideration in Europe. The
investigations of the properties of concrete have been more extensive than those in this country. and the results contain much
data of value to the American engineer. Too little reference
has been made to the work of the foreign investigator when
reporting the results of the investigations in this country.
While rein forced concrete construction had its origin in
Europe, and has been in use, therefore, longer than in this
country, yet it is surprising that the present extent of this use
is no greater. One cause that operates against the development
of its use in buildings lies in the restrictive, awl in many cases
prohibitive, building regulations, which render it impractical
either to use the material in the larger cities at all, or \\·ith any
economy. I-Ience, its use is almost wholly outside of these cities.
The revision of these laws is under consideration in most foreign
cities, the purpose of which is to so modify them as to render
this class of construction possible. The economic value of the
material, coupled with its superior qualities from a sanitary and
fire-resistive point of view. is aicling materially in the fight for its
proper recognition.
In general, it may be stated that America leads not only in
the extent, but also in the diverse uses of concrete and reinforced concrete. It is, however, in the artistic use that Europe
excels; the results obtained are in general much more pleasing.
\Vhen American architects become more familiar with, ancl confident in the use of, concrete. treating it as a plastic material with
an individuality of its own, and not as a substitute for other and,
in most cases, inferior materials of construction, we can hope to
rival Europe in this field. Many foreign designers also appreciate its properties and possibilities more fuily than is the case
in America, and more economicaily designed structures are the
result.
Europe is watching America's progress with keen interest,
and with good reason, for already we have designed structures
of concrete in which full use has been made of its admirable
qualities. Vve are also formulating rnles for its use that are
being accepted in other countries, and our knowledge of design
is so progressing that economical structures are becoming more
common. In the very near future we may look to see America
lead the world in the artistic and economical use of concrete.
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FALLACIES l:N METHODS OF FlHEPlWOFING.
ANXUAL .·\.IJDI!ESS BY 'I'll E P!!ESIDE:\'1',

HrcrrAHD L. lim.u·lJUEY.*

The story told by the great confbgrations t!Jnt have swept
o[ the large cities ol' this country cannot be too often repeatet1
because it is a lesson more elfectiYe than all lectures or warnings
that can be gi,·eiL Jt is a matter of wonder to most of those interested in. fire losses as to how long the people of the United
States will continue to remain inclitTerent to these enormous annual
losses. These grent contlagratinns !Jave appalletl the people for
brief periods, but have 110t been sufTicicnt to secure the at1option
of effective am1 efficient laws which woultl fore\·er prevent their
recurrence. The San Francisco conflagration in a period of three
days producecl losses that wipe<l out the profit;; of hYenty ycn,rs in
the insurance husi ncs;::. Jt \\·ns recently stah•d hy one of the prominent insurance men of this country that if a fire should destroy
the City of New York south of Fourteenth street, it would bankrupt every insurance company in the country.
While the public is momcntaril:\' aroused by these great confla~ome

*Consulting Enginrel't Philndelphin, Pa.
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grations, in the absence of a well defined policy it is difficult to utilize this aroused public sentiment to secure the enactment of efficient
laws. It is necessary first, that those who prepare them shall
be sufficiently familiar with the requirements that there may be
enacted laws which will really proYe effective. 'rhe contrast between the policy pursued by the European countries and that of
this country is glaring. ln Enrope the practice is to study the
means of preventing fire a ml maintain a sufficient fire brigade for
the purpose of putting out flres in the contents of a building. Tn

FIG. 1.-11 ILLS Bll!LD!NG, SAN FI!ANC!RC'O, AFTER rillE.

this country, our lax buil<ling laws permit the erection of almost
any type of strnetur·e and the public treasury is largely devoted
to the maintenance of' cxpe11sivc fire fighting brigades. In the one
case large sums of moncy are expended in securing the best fire
re3istive bnil(lings possible, in the other case the money is expended
in providing apparatus for putting out fires in non-fire-resistive
buildings. So proud are we of our splendid and efficient fire
brigades and methods of fighting fires that \\"e are prone to drift
into the comfortable feeling that our fire service is all that is
necessary to afford a proper protection.
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Under ordinary circumstances, such service would doubtless
prove efficient. but one has but to recall the Baltimore fire where
bitter winter weather so seTionsly cripple<1 the water supply as to
render fire fighting a rather primitive process. In the San Francisco fire, tho crippling of tho water mains hy the earthquake

FIG.

2.-PAC!FlC

STATI•:S

TEU:PIIONE

AND

Tt:LEGHAPII

BUILDING,

SAN FRANCISCO, AFTER FIRE.

renclered practically useless the fire fighting sonice: the little work
done was hy means of long lengths of fire hose taking water from
San :Francisco Bay. 1t has boon frequently stated that some day
tho City of New York will have a conflagration which will destroy
so mnch property as to paralyze business and possibly in<1uce a
panic. This statement is always ridiculed by the champions of
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the fire Lrigade, and yet it frec1uently happens that fires under
difficult con(! it ions in winter are not controlled as quiekly as they
should be; as an inst:uwc of this, the Pnrker Huil<ling stands as
a monument of the extent eren the fined f1 re fighting equipment
may be rendered US<~less through the failure of the \rater supply.
It shoul<l not he considered for a moment that a proper fire fighting senice i~ unneC'essaJ'.)', on the l·ontrar.'·· with <Hlt>quntc huilding
ln11"s 1rhic!J inslll"L' strud 11rc~ n~a~onably fire n~~isting, it is ahsolut<>ly es~<>nlial !hnt !11<~1'<~ slwll l>e Jnain!nin<'d n f'CI'Yi<'<' whit'h cnu

FlG. :1.-PALACE IIOTET., SAN FRANClSCO, AFTER FIIU:.

quickly extingnish any fire 1rhich might occur in the contents of
such buildings. lt will probably be a matter of great <liffieulty to
mnke adequate laws rd.roactive, and we lll11Rt wait for the gradual
substitution of fire rrsistiYe t~·1ws of buildings for mnny of the
inflammable iire traps that are a 1nrnace to our larg<• ritiPs at the
present time. ~While it 111ny he <l<~hatnhle m: to wlwthPr m· l!ot tlw~~~
laws sboulcl hn rctroaC'Iin~ in nll parts of the city, it ccrtninly is a
fad thnt witl1in tlw firP limits of our grrnt rities 110 structure
should he 1wnuitted whic·h did not fulfill thr n•quirem<•nts of a
TC'IIf'tl!lilhly fii'P-J'Pl'il'Jjyp i>llii<Jin,t; l'<'g'ill'<l]PS~ of il~ <>f'l'llj>:llll'Y·
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The unusual low per capita losses of Europe in contrast with
the enormous losses of this country furnish a story which we are
prone to nse on nll occasions for the purpose of pointing out the

FIG.

-±.-FIREPHOOF

BlTJLillNCJ
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TO
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Sl!O\YING l'IWTEC'TION AFFOBIJED BY IYJRE GLASS IN )!ETAL
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YOHK,
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superiority of Enropean nwthn(],; rn1nparctl with those in this
country. Laws of all kind,; nn~ necessarily <l matter of eYolution
nnc1 it heeomcs Jwn•ssnry to inerPasP tll<>il· f'tridnr;;s ,,·ith the inerea;;c

......
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in density of population, so that while it might be permissible to
erect structures of wood in a small town, such structures should not
be permitted in a large city, because of their menace to surrounding
property. Our building l:ms are gradually becoming more and
more strict, anll we arc gradually acquiring better fire-resistive
types of buildings. It should be remembered that in many of the
foreign countries there is an alnm(lance of stone and slate in

FfG. G.-WELLS-FAHUO BUILDJNG, SAN FRANCISCO, SHOWING EFFECT OF FIRE.

contrast to the abuncl:mce of timber in this country, and this has
resulted in even c1wP11ing l10uses being constructed of stone walls
and slate roofs, and thereby producing a building of high fire
resistance.
It would seem apparent in developing a better condition as
regards the danger from fire in this country, that one of the first
things is to establish the comparative value of the various materials that are nse<l for flrepmofing purposes, and to test out
the Yarious methods in 11se. Unfortunately. most of the data

-
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FIG. <l.-YOLID!AN Jll'II.lliNG, SHOWING PROTECTION AFFOHDED IlY FIREPROOF
I>OOHS AND W!NilO\\'S,

FIG. 7.-REINFORCED CONCRETE BUILDING OF DAYTON MOTOR CAR COMPANY,
WITH

ADJOINING

NON·FIREPROOF

BUILDING

DESTROYED

BY

FIRE.
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available resulted from great conflagrations, as we have not the
means of making as careful and accurate comparisons as might be
possible under Jll()]'(~ controllable conditions. r~vcn 1rhen defects
arc found in materials of supposedly high fire-resistive properties,
it requires a great (leal to correct the previous false impressions.
The object of this paper is to point out a few fallacies in
the commonly elllployecl methods of fireproofing in this country.
A study of the San Francisco conflagration rereals the fact
that there were lnrge unbroken areas of frame buildings which
easily succumbed to the flames. Occasionally a building of a
fire-resisting type would form at least a partial barrier or check
to the sweep of the flames. A lmilcling mu,;t not only be firercsistire, as regnnls its conlt>nts, hut also to fires in a(ljoining
builllings. In order to ])]'CYent the sprcail of the fire, dynamiting was resorted to in San Francisco; thi~ might hare proved
effective if water hnrl been available to so dampen the clestroyec1
buildings as to render tlwm unhurnahle. hut in the absence of
water through the failure of tlw wat(~r supply, the rnins accelerated. ratlwr than rdnrdecl, the fire.
A building. however, with properly prot(~cterl openings. not.
only checks the fire. bnt ret<mls it. in that there is no fnel adrlecl
to the flames. A building well clesig11ecl, \\·ith properly protected
openings and non-burnable \ndls and roof. becomes a harrier to
external flames l1ll(l senes as <lll additional hanier to the adjoining
bnildings in that it is possible to c-onfine the fire within the bnilding itself. aJHl when the interior of the building is properly broken
up with fire walls, it is possible to confine the fire to the point of
origin. lVfany lmilclings are (lestroycd hy exterior fires which gain
access through insufficiently protected doors and windows.
A casual examination of the exterior of the J\rills Building,
San Francisco, Fig. 1, would lead one to helieYe that it had
satisfactorily passerl the conflagration. A more careful examination will s]Jm\·. howcyer, ns iR the case with many of the other
buildings of this character, that the windows. doors, ornamental
trim. aml a lnrge percentage of the fireproofing were completely
destroyer!, and a number of the columns buckled. The salnge in
this building was less than 25 per cent .. which leads to the
natmal query, has the hnilding snccessfully withstood the fire?
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The Pacific States Telephone nncl Telegraph Building, Fig. 2,
differs from the preceding structure in that it was provided with protecterl windmrs and doors mHl, therefore, suffered little damage,
although surrounded by a fire which was probably hotter than
that which destroyed the .:\!ills Building. Unfortunately, there
was a weakness in this building, an imperf(•ct harrier in the rear
doorwa~', throngh which the fire gain('(] accrss an(l (li(l some
damage.
The famous Palace I I otel, Fig. a, wa~ H \Y!lOden joist lmilding, only the brick walls of which survived. because of their
substantial construction. 1t is sometinH'S pointed out that brick
is an a(lmirahle firrproof material for huil(lings, ln1t we muRt
hear in min(l that we cannot lmild lH'<llllS or floors \\·ith hrick,
and that it can only he 11se(l for piers HIHl walls, and while thit:
material passed the fire a(lmirably, i11 the case of tl1c Palace
Hotel, the value of the remaining brick walls was but a :=:mall percentage of the entire cost of the huilding. The reason bricks nrc
so mnch ltettrr in tlwir lire rt>sist:mre than other rlay products
is that 1rhile the.\- expan<l llJHler hent qnitr as much as other
building materials of <'lny. they arr of smnll ;:;ir,e and thr rrlatiYely
larger number of joints cnahles the expansion to take place without visible <lamag-f' to the ;;;trncture.
Fig. -t shmrs tlw buil(ling a<ljoining the Asch Hnilcling, New
York. in 1rhich the metal frame wire glass wimlows sene<l as an
effrdi1·e harrier against this fire. 'l'l1e holes in the wire glass
were punchc<l hy the firemen, \\-ho uRe(l tlwse win<lows as shielrls
in fightinp: the firr in the \sch Ruil<ling. This clearly ;;;hows if
a building is to he properly pmtect('<l hy fireproof wimlows. these
windows must be of the proper typr. 'rhe view giYen in Fig. 5
shows the court of thr Wl'lls-Fargo Rnilcling, in which ordinary
glass was use<l in 1netal frames, the lllelting an(l failure of the glass
rlestroye(l whatcYrr merit there may haw heen in the frames
themsPlws. mul ihe hanif'r \\':tS lilllt' hdln than an onlinary
wooil frame. will<lm1·.
Fig. () shows the ex!Prior of tii'.' Volkman Bnilcling, where
may he seen fireproof (loors an(] win<lows of the approYe<l type.
whic·h not onh resistc<l tlw fire frolll witlwnt. but also succL'ssfnlly
withsto()(l the hlm1·s of the falling· 1nlil~ of the a<ljoining- hnilcling.

FIG. 8.-0RNA)IENTAL STONE WORK DA)!AGED RY FIRE,
ENTRANCE TO .'ETNA RUILDING. SAN FRANCISCO.
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.llow ctrective barriers of this kind may he in preventing the
spread of the flames is illustrated in Fig. 7, of the Dayton Motor
Car Company, where it will be seen that a fire on one of the
floors of the reinforced concrete building did not spread to the
acljoining floors, but did spread to nwl completely destroyed the
adjacent non-fireproof building. 1t is interesting to uote that the
cost of the repairs to the reinforced concrete building after this
fire \ras comparatively small, while the arljoining building suffered
pntdically a total loss.
In taking np the various phm-<('S of' fir('-rcsistivc types of
lmildings, we should bear in mind that the trim or ornamental
parts of the structme constitute a very high percentage of the
total cost, and it is, therefore, desirable to use in the lmildings
material which will suffer the least damage from fire. The preliminary imestigai.ions of the fire-resistive properties of building
materials which were conducted by the United States Geological
Suney at the Underwriters' Laboratories in Chicago, sho\red that
even our natural building stones require i1westigation in order
to de-relop the best mannn of quarrying for maximum fire resistance. It was fonnd that it made consiclernble difference how
the stone wns qnnrrie<l, and that a fairly high resistance might be
obtained by quarrying- the stone in the proper way. Many stones,
such as granite, spall ha<lly under the action of the flames.
The view of the l"Etna Buil<Iiug entrance, Fig. 8, shows how
badly the ornamental stone work ·was damaged by the flames. In
fact, most of it was so :'\eriously damage<1 as to destroy its value.
Where nahtnll stone is used as n strnctnral column, the damage by
Hames becomes much more serious, as illustrated in Fig. 9, which
shows two g:rnnite columns in the Hobart Bnilding, San Francisco,
that were so badly spalled by the fire as to necessitate wooden
props being placed in order to prevent the structure from collapsmg. l~ig. 10 is an interior column of the City Hall, whose
strength, as may be readily seen, was reduced more than 50 per
cent. through the action of the flames. It is quite evident then
that an unprotected stone column is nn extremely poor structural
member, the clestrnction occurring from rapid expansion under
heat, although the stone itself is nnbnrnable. There is as much
reason, therefore, for protecting a stone column as there 'is
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to protect a steel or a concrete column or any other structural
member.
The writer understands that the cast iron columns supplied
for the Acadellly of Sciences Building, San Francisco, Fig. 11, were
too light. and in order to stiffen them sufficiently to carry the
proposed loads, the i11terior was filled with concrete. The fire

FIG, 1~.-EFFECT Ot' FIHE ON BUILDING \\'ITII NON-t'IllEl'ROOF EXTERIOR,

which destroyed the portion of the building supported by these
columns, exparHled the 11nprotected iron and causet1 it to crack,
as shown, but the concrete remained uninjnrecl and continued to
carry the load.
Fig. 12 illustrates how the failnre of the one member of a
structure may cause a failure of the surrounding parts, and lead
to a false conclusion as to the cause of the failure. In this case,

ANNUAL AmmEss BY THE PnESIDE)!T.

the failure was ascrihe<l by some to the failure of the cinder
concrete floor, aml not to the cast i t·on columns. A~ a matter of
fact, the failure of the cast iron columns in the fire withdrew
the support to the cinder concrete floor am! caused its collapse.
A common fallacy is the belief that lJecausc a building is
constructed with walls of brick or stone, with columns, girders and

FIG. 15.-FAILURE OF COLUMNS INCASED IN
li!ETAL FABRIC COVERED WITH HAIW PLAS-

FIG. 16.-BUCKLED

COLUMN,

HCTEL

HAMILTON, SAN FUANCISCO.

TER, FAIU!\IOUNT HOTEL, SAN FHANCISCO.

beams of steel and with a floor of concrete. that the building is
fireproof. One has only to look at Fig. 13 to sec how foolish
this supposition is. Here the total collapse of the unprotected
steel work of such a buihling stands as a monument to bad construction, and of the fallacy of calling such a structure fireproof.
4
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FIG. 18.-FAILURE OF STEEL COLUMN, FIREPROOFED
WITH TERRA COTTA.
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It often happens that the floors and columns of a building are
properly constructed for reasonable fire resistance, but the building is provided with flimsy walls and window openings, through
which the fire gains access to and destroys the contents. While
it is true that the floors and columns are still standing in the
Luilding shown in Fig. 1-±, the entire exterior is so damaged
that the value of what remains forms hnt a small part of the
original cost of the bnil(l in g.

FIG. 1P.-FAILURE OF RTEEL COLUMN FIREPROOFED WITH TERRA COTTA, DUE
TO BUCKLING OF ENCLOSED PIPES

FRO~f

EXPANSION.

There is perhaps no greater fallacy ih<.Ul. in the matter of
fireproofing steel columns. Fireproofing of the flimsiest character is placed in buildings where a large number of people congregate and, after all the decorations and trim of the building
are in place, the occupants enjoy a false sense of security, in the
Lelief that the building is fireproof. A notable example of an
inefficient method of fireproofing is afforded by the Fairmount
Hotel, San Francisco, where more than one hundred steel columns
buckled under the heat produced by the small amount of combustible material which was found on the various floors of this

52
uncompleted hu ild i ng. This 1i rPproofi ng consisted i 11 !Jemling the
metal fabric Jor1ning !IH~ partitio11 \\'all~, around ihe t·olumn,; and
giving it a coat of plaslt•r. In oil I<' I' words, tho en! i ro protection
afforded the column l'onsish•d in JIL'I'haps % in. o[ hard plaster.
This protection p1·nvod entirely inadequate, and the columns
failed in the manner illustrated by Fig. 15.
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Tho vim\·, Fig. lG, shows a buckled colnmn in tho Hotel
Hamilton, San Fram·isco, whic·h \ras protedo<l in this manner,
and it will be observed tlwt the n1dnl fabric. \rllleh has been removed so as to show tho buckling in the colUJnn, also servos to
sl10w how flimsy this method of fire protection actually is.
Jn Fig. 17 may be obsen·p(] a column protected with or-

J
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tlina ry wOH!ll wire, con~ reel h:v a single layer of ha r,l plaster. In
this case there \n•re inlill•<ldr(l the Y:trionl' pipes an<l elPctric conduits, antl the lmckling of these resnlle<l in tlw stripping of the
plaster from the <·oilllllll, and thi~ llllllnuhtedly \\·as followr<l hy
the hm·kling of the ('oiiii!lll.
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One nf the (•ommon materials for firPproofing rolumns is terra
cotta tile. This material is in itself' non-hurnahlc, an<1 for this
reason tlwre is a pn·,·alent fallaeions i<lea that the material is a
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fireproofing lllaterial of the first class. The tile, as commercially
manufactured, has usually webs % in. thick. J\Iany of these
tiles are cracked in the process of manufacture, and thereby weakened. When the tiles are laid up as a fire protection to a column,
girder, beam or floor, the expansion of the expol'ecl web or face
of the tile being much more rapid than that of the inner webs,
failure results from the cracking and falling off of the web, be~~""'"'""''\\\~
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cause of its insufficient strength to resiRt this expansion, which
leaves the nnprotccte<l mcntber to the mercy of the flames. Fig.
18 is a view of colu111n in a huil<ling "fireproofed" with terra
cotta tile, which has failed by buclding, aR a resnlt of the failure
of this "fireproofing" from expansion under heat.
It too frequently happens that the architect, in order to secure
a presentable appearance for his columns, places metal pipes and
conduits of various kinds around the structural member. The
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expansion of these pipes from heat causes a stripping of the fire
protection of the column, with the resulting failure, as shown in
Fig. 19; and this fact is still further illustrated in Fig. 20, where
the buckling of the columns, following the failure of the terra
cotta tile "fireproofing," caused settling of 10 or 12 ins. in the
floor which they supported. A criminal method of construction
is illustrated in :Fig. 21, Continental Trust Building, Baltimore,
where it may be seen that in order to place the "fireproofing"
around the pipe, the webs of the tile were broken, thereby practically destroying the "fireproofing" value of the tile. This fact is

FIG. 25.-STEEL COLUMN nrtEPHOOFED

FIG. 2G.-.\!ET!!OD OI<' FIHEPROOFlNG

WITH TILE AND AIR SPACE FILLED

STEEL COLUMN WITH TILE AND CON-

WITH CONCRETE.

CRETE.

still further illustrated in Fig. 22, showing that \Yhile the surface
of the tile in the outer web is undamaged, the inner web is in
some cases entirely destroyed. This fireproofing has then little or
no value. In the section of the column shown in Fig. 23 the
"fireproofing" is circular in shape, and while the tile are unimpaired, the presence of the pipes within this "fireproofing" renders
the fire protection of little value, since the expansion of the
pipes would Yery quickly strip tlJC "fireproofing" from the column.
While a single encasement with plastered metal fabric forms
a very inadequate protection, a clonble encasement of plastered
metal fabric with an intermediate air space, as shown in the sec-
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of the eolunm, Fig. 2-f, affords a very fair fire resistance.
this plaster is Portland cement mortar, the resistance, of
eourse, i:;; very mm~il greater than where hard plaster is used,
because the fire quickly dries off the water of crystallization and.
leave,.; the latter an i1wrt mass whic·h is easily destroyed.
A few years ngo a serit•s of trl"t;; were made in Chicago, which
eonsistecl of cutting a long concrete column into short sections.
'l'hese columns were 12 ins. square, and an effort was made to
show the value of the "fireproofing" by contrasting the resistance
of tl1e unprotectet1 concrete colnmn 12 ins. square with the
behavior of a section of the same eolnmn protected 1vith 3 ins.
ti011
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FIG. 27.-STICEL COLU~!N FIREPROOFED
ENTIRELY WITH CONCRETE.

FIG. 28.-STEEL COLUMN FIREPROOFED
WITH CINDER CONCHETE AND PLASTER COATING.

of terra cotta iilr. As a n•sult of thef'e te.::ts it was claimed the
column with the terra cotta "fireproofing'' had a greater resistance
than the unprotected column and, therefore, terra. cotta was an
excellrnt "fireproofing" material. The fallacy of the theory evolved
is whereas the tests shO\\'e(l that hy fi1·eproofing the column it would
(as might be supposed) l1ave a greater resistance to fire. it is
also a :fat·t that tlw 12-in. nnprott>ded column \\·ould haYe had a
greater resistance than the tena eotta "fireprooft>cl" column if it
had an a(ltlitional thiekm·ss of 2 or 3 im. of concrete.
A mrthotl of firt> protrction is shown in Fig-. 25. where the
tile encases the column nnd the interior spnce between the tile
awl the colnmn is fllletl with concretr. Herr will he seen another
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method of using a wire fahrie as a means of anchoring the tile
to the connde. While the tile in this particular method of fireproofing may fail under heat. tlw concrrtc will offrr resistance to
the firr, hut the question naturally arisPR whrthrr or not. the
column protected to the full ~ize with concrete wouhl not be much
more pfticimtly fireproofl'll than in the metho<l shO\m. Fig. 26
shmn; a fairly <·llic·ient l!H'tlwd or fil'<~proofing with tile where concrete i.-: usl'<l to fill in the spares. EYidently in this partieular
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method attempt is macle to utilize the hollo11· spaces. anrl it is
pos~ihle this tiiP protrderl 11·ith a cont of concrete or tile would
rPmnin 1IItehnnge<i, lmt it is Pl·ident thnt nn eYE'll more satisfaetoril,v protl'de<l colnnm would h<~ ohtainc<l hy the use of n yery
much smallrr proteetin• c·oating of concrete.
But, aft<'!' all, e:xpl'ri<'IH'e shows tlwt one of thr he~t. protretions that enn ])(• afl'or<ll'd to columns is through the use of
ronerete, rspeeially if therr is :m ('nelosing fahrie, a;;: sho\\'n in

FIG.

30.-FAILURE OF PARTITION

OF PLASTERED METAL

FABRIC SUPPORTED BY ANGLE IRONS.

FIG. 31.-FAILURJ<: OF TERRA COTTA PARTITION.
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Fig. 27, which serves to bind together the outer plaster with the
concrete itself.
In Fig. 28 the steel column is covered with cinder concrete.
The %-in. plaster coating on the outside of the casing of the
steel will doubtless offer some protection, but even here the
coating should be at least 1 in., to afford a reasonable protection.
Attention is called to Fig. 2!1, to point out how an otherwise
good material may prove ineffective, because of defective design.
The unprotected flat bands which reinforced the ribs on the under
side of this floor failed in a fire and caused the collapse of several
panels.
In the matter of partitions, little study is apparently given
to their efficiency as fire barriers. Jt frequently happens that a
light :Y2 or l-in. channel angle inm supports two sheets of metal
fabric, and the plastering on this makes a total thickness of perhaps 1 to 1% ins. Generally hard plaster is used, and the result
is that a very moderate fire soon destroys the life of the plaster,
and leads to expansion of the metal fabric and the angle irons,
the partition failing, as shown in Fig. 30.
Where a Portland cement plaster is used, instead of hard
plaster, the damage done is not nearly as great, and if the coating
of plaster be sufficiently thick it 1dll offer a reasonable barrier
to ordinary fires. A very common partition consists of 2 or 3 terra
cotta tile, with a coat of plaster on either side. 'The heat of the
fire soon destroys the plaster and causes the expansion of the tile,
with the failure of some of the webs, and generally results in
the collapse of the partition. A Yiew of such a condition is shown
in Fig. 31. where the failme of the partition and column protection has caused a huckling of the columns and a consequent
sinking of several inches of thr ~11pported floor.
It often happens that thr protecting tile fireproofing is
coated with an inch or more of cement plaster, which serves as
a. reasonable protrction to the tilr. If. however. the heat is sufficiently great and prolongec1 thi;o; plaster is stripped off by the
failure of the tile.
Unfortunately, the view given in Fig. 32 shows a condition
of usual occurrence, anc1 slwws how fallacious the idea that certain forms of fireproofing may be effectiYe. In this case the
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worlomm, in applying the fireproofing, ha::; either cracked or
tle::;troyed a portion of the web, thereby destroying the insulation of
the air ::;pa\:es ami, therefore, wbjeding the inner web direetly
to the adion of the fire.
Jn Fig. 33 may be seen a similar comlition, but the greatest
danger here is the unprotected flanges of the girders. Such views
as this um be secured iu almo::;t any large city in the country,
and bring out ::;trikingly the danger of bad workmanship in
destroyiHg whatever 111erit there may be in this form of fire protection. The plaster too often imperfectly fills the joints of the
abutting tiles, which still further ofl'ers a11other means hy which
the flames can dangerously hcnt 11p the structural member \Yhich
the tile has been designed to prot(ect.
There were a nmnbcr of buildings in San Francisco in which

FIG. 34.-TYPE 01<' Sl'SJ>~:ND·ED CEILING.

·the floor was protedetl hy a suspPnded ceiling, and while the ceiling in t<on1e cases was destroyed beeause of its flimsy character,
nevertheless it aiTorded sufl'icient baJTier to protect the floor
through the hottest part or the fire. A suspen(lc<l ceiling, when
properly designcll, acts as an a<lJnirable fire barrier, an(l in case
of its heing destroyed or scriuu~ly damaged in a fire, can be
replaced at low cost and without injury to the floor.
In Fig. 3-± may be seen a type of suspended ceiling. Here
the beams supporting the floor arc protected by a coating of conrrete, the li;,;ht flimsy charactPr of the unprotected support of the
ceiling indicates one of the great weaknesses of this type of COJJslruetion. The metal fabrie whieh it supports is generally covered
with a hard plaster. a!l(l the rlestrnction of this plaster through
fire allowR the heat to attack the earrying member with the result
that it either brenks or expands sufficiently to cause the failure
of !he ceiling. \\'here this is protecterl by a coating of Portland
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cement mortar, it is much more efficient. It is apparent, I think,
from the photograph that such a ceiling offers an admirable barrier
and protects the floor from the <lirect action of the flames. But
even under this condition it is nc>cessary that the floor in itself
be properly fireproofed, so that the suspendc>d ceiling will form an
additional barrier. It frequeutly happens that in an attempt to

FIG. 35.-FAILURE OF SUSPENDED CEILING.

hold in plaee tlJC metal fabric for the purpose of aiding in the
protection of the structural member the metal comes too near the
surface, or is so insufficiently protected hy a coating of plaster
that it scnes as a means of transmitting heat directly to the
member intcudc<l to be fireproofed, which action not only destroys
the fireproofing. but in some cas<'s ltas hecn sufficiently strong to
soften tlw structnra 1 member.
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In Fig. 35 may be seen a view of a
has collapsed by reason of the failure
although in this particular case there
floor itself.
Figs. 3G and 37 show two types of

suspended ceiling, which
of the supporting clips,
was no damage to the
floor construction where

6 "Ifni/ow ;;;c:

FIG. 3G.-CO~D!ON TYPE OF FLOOR CONSTRUCTION GIVING INSUFFICIENT
PROTECTION •
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there is insufficient protection. If the tile is clefectiye and improperly laid (and has been broken so as to 111ake defectiYe joints and
openings, as shown in Fig. 21), there is afforclecl a yery poor
protection against fire.
In Fig. 37 may be seen a section of the fiat arch which is
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upper webs, ancl the conneeting web being of insnffic!ent strength,
the lower web, or that suhjeetecl to the clircd heat, cracke<l off.
·where eonnetr is usee] for the floor of a builcling, it is necessary that the reinforcement shall be properly protected against
fire. '!'he .Joint Commitlre on Concrete and Reinforcecl Con-
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crete has very properly recommended that there shall he at least
1 in. of protedion to the metal in Hlabs, an([ 1 V:! in~. in beams
and girllers, and 2 ins. in columns.
The roof is perhaps a part of the structure that receives
little consi1leration from tbe architect or enginc'er who designs
it, and it too frer1uently happens that tl1e roof trusses are wholly
unprotected against fire, presumably on the theory that since the
roof of the building it not occupied, there is little danger from

FIG. 30.-FATLUHE OF UNPROTECTED S'rEEL ROO!•' THFSS,

~IUTUAL LTFE

llCILOTNO, SAN FHANCISCO.

fire, and, therefore, there is no necessity for fireproofing. It should
be borne in mind, however, that the heat of the fire on the upper
floor may be sufficiently great to destroy the ceiling, and the
collapse of the nnprotected roof trusses opens the building and
leaves it to the mercy of the flames.
Fig. 39 is an excellent illustration of the failure of an unprotected steel roof truss in the ]\[ utual TJife Building, San Francisco. It is certainly as necessary, and perhaps more necessary,
that the structural members of the roof shall haye the same degree
5
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FIG. 40.-FIRE ESCAPES, ASCH BUILDING, NEW YORK, N. Y.

FIG. 41.-FIRE ESCAPES, SCHOOL BrTT.DTNG, C'OLLTNGS\VCOD.

OHIO.
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of fire protection as is accorded other parts of the structure. As
previously pointed out, it is c3sential that a building shall have
a maximum fire resistance both from within and without, and it
is as necessary to protect the roof members, and thereby prevent
their destruction by a fire in an adjoining building which would
permit the fire entering, as it is to fireproof the ceiling under the
roof, and thereby prevent the fire in the building destroying the
roof.
Contraptions that the speaker has repeatedly criticized and
scored on the ground of their lack of value, are the flimsy iron
fire escapes, required by law in some of our large cities. He has
frequently pointed out tl1<1t it is difficult under ordinary conditions,
unaffected by the hysteria that a fire produces, to walk down these
steps safely, and ho\\' much more difficult it is to utilize them in
case of fire, e.,;pecially if they be nnprotected, and pass windows
where flames are breaking forth. l t f'reqnently happens that the
fire destroys the tire esl'apes themselves, as shown in Fig. 40, the
fire escapes of the Ast:h Building. which proved of little value as
a means of egre><s for the occupnnts of this ill-fated building.
Fig. 41 shows the Collingswood, Ohio. School Building, with its
iron fire escapes.
It is high time tlwt the fallac~' reg:m1ing these flimsy strnchnes shonlll be explotled, a]l(l the laws which legalize them be
repealed, and new ones enacte<1 which will absolutely prohibit the
use of such structures.
It iR necessary that there shall be a proper means of exit
from a building in the event of fire. Tn Europe the number of
such exits is controlled by the number of occupants of the building.
It frequently happens that enclosed stairways are protected by
plain glass windows. am1 that the stairways consist of cast iron
horses and marble treads; their Yalueless11ess is illustTated clearly
in Fig. 42, which shmn; the practically total wreck of such an
enclosed stairway.
The Asch Building fire (he"' atte11tion to a con(lition which
is too prevalent in New York City, awl while all the discussion was
directed against the Asch Building, as a bad type of structure,
we should not lose sight of the fact that within a stone's thr0w
of this building are numerous other structures infinitely worse
than the Asch Building as regards their fire-resistive properties.

A:-.:NlL\L .\D!Jit!CSS BY TilE J'HES!JJENT.

lt so happened that a fire oe<·urrc•<l in the Asch Building, which
Lrought thiR in !l1e een1cr ol' the stagt>, hut those who inspecte<1
the conditions in the Yieinity of the As<'h Buil<ling realize that
there are many buildings of infinitcly poon~r constl'lleiion than
this hu i ldi ng-as def'<•ct iYe as proYecl iis provisions against a fire.

-- I

'Ill
:lllfl
FlU. 42.-FAIJXHE OF l'OOHLY Pl!OTECTED

STAlH\YAY.

ProhaLiy lhe best type of fire escape is the flrc tower. There
are a mnubet· of' typ<'.~ of' such building;;, and tii'O fOI'ms are illustrated in Figs. "1:3 and 4~. The principle invoh·ecl is that the fire
stairway proper shall he shut off from the floors of the building,
ancl that the entrance to this flre tower shall be from the exterior.
In the case of the type shmn1 in Fig. ,~ii, it is necessary to go
from the buil<ling to nn op<'n nir vestibule, nn<l then through a
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door into the fire tower. In this way the rush of flames into the
fire tower is prevented, and enables the occupants of the building
to escape with safety.
The foregoing illustrates a few of the many fallacies which
prevail in the matter of fireproofing and fire protection, because
of a lack of information on the subject. It is to he hoped that
the fire-resistive properties of the various building materials and
of various systems of protection shall be developed so as to make
the subject so well known as to make possible a general knowledge
of what constitutes first-crass fire protection. While tests of the
individual materials afford information as to their relative fireresistive values, and while the work done in tests of separate
panels affords perhaps a little better knowle<lge of their properties.
nevertheless the real test is that of an actual building where the
full force of expansion, due to the heat generated by the burning
contents, is felt; such expansion produces the drstruction which
has been indicated in many of the foregoing photographs.
Fire protection is a Rtmly of the expansion of materials under
heat, and in order to properly analyze the subject, the fundamental requirement is a knowledge of the expansion of the various
materials and their rates of heat conductivity. Fire protection
consists in applying to the Rtructnral skeleton a coating of suitable material of low heat condnctiYity and of sufficient thickness
to afford it the requisite protection from the heat that is likely to
be generated by the combustion of the contents of the building.
It is, therefore, evident that greater protection must be afforded
the contents of a warehouse than would be necessary in the case
of an office building, and it is important that our building laws·
shall classify the various requirements as regards fireproofing
in accordance with the character of the occupancy.
It sboulr1 be a. matter of gratification to the members of this
Association, that cement is constantly gaining favor as a splendid
material for fireproofing purposes, aml it sho11lrl be the duty of
every member to stndy the question and become so familiar with
the fire-resistive properties of this material as to see that it is
properly applicrl for snch pmposes: it behooves the Association to
establish the value of this material for fireproofing purposes so
that structmes may be intelligently fireproofed. The failure of
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a structure improperly fireproofed injures the standing of such
a material, even though it be evident that it was a matter of bad
design or worklllanship. or both.
The inadequate laws of this country are gradually undergoing a change, nnd are being replaced by more effective ones.
In this connection, we should not criticize our city fathers too
harshly, for we should bear in mind that the laws of European
countries, which we cite as models, are the result of the gradual
evolution of laws originally as inadequate as many of the laws of
this country. It is, after all, a matter of education and publicity, and the more the subject is discussed, the more the principles of fire protection are pointed out nnd the better they are
umlerstoofl, the soonrr will he created that degree of knowledge
which will lead to an intelligent rcYision of our building laws.
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EUROPEAN PRACTICE IN CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION.
ANNUAIJ ADDHESS BY 'l'HE PHESIDENT,
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L. HuMPinmY. *

Two years ago, in spPaking on the use of concrete in Europe,
I disc:ussPd in a g;enPml way the progress that was bPing made
and contrast(•<[ the conditions prevailing in various parts of
Europ<'. It was also pointed out that in the artistic treatment
of conernt<• the foreign engineer and arehitect undoubtedly show<'ll
gr<'ater skill than was shown in this country, and therefore obtained
much more plmsing results. I further commented on the fact
that the development of the use of concrete in certain countriPs
was very much handicapped by restrictive building laws. It was
my good fortune to again visit Europe last year and to inspect
extensively various structures of concrete, covering the most
important work we::;t of the Russian boundary. I shall use this
opportunity for enlarging upon my former address, pointing out the
development and essential points of difference at the present time
in reinforced concrete construction in this country and in Europe.
This visit to Europe and the inspection of concrete construction during the closing months of last year, was under more favorable conditions than on the occasion of my previous trip, in that
I was a guest generally of the concrete associations, whose officers
did all in their power to show me everything of interest. This
was parti~ularly true of my visit to Austria, where, as the Prefli*Consulting Engineer, Philadelphia, Pa.
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dent of this and Honorary Member of the Austrian Concrete
Association, I was the guest of the latter during my entire stay
in that country, and was under the devoted personal guidance
of its Director, Karl Bitner. This gentleman, as you know, was
a delegate to our New York Convention :md one of the speakers
at the banquet, and I wish again to express my heartiest thanks
and appreciation for the courtesies extended to me and the
unusual efforts which he made to render my visit a pleasant and
profitable one. It is certainly true that this opportunity of
inspecting the concrete buildings in Austrin wns a valuable one
for the reason that some of the best exnmples of concrete construction are to be found in thnt country.
The Austrian Concrete Association has always manifested
a great interest in the work of our Institute and showed a willingness to co-operate with us in every possible wny. The unusual
character of the program laid out and the rapidity with which
various pieces of work were inspected was, I think, intended as
a tribute to our Anwriean characteristics. I submit this interesting program. (See opposite page.)
A fenture that impressed me most favorably was that my
visits to tlw various buildings had been mmnged for in advance
and upon selwduled time. On our arrival at the building we
were met by the architect or his representative, the builder, and
the engineer in charge; in many instances the plans of the structure were tacked up at some convenient point, and before the
building was inspected a representative who spoke English explained the particular points of interest in the structure. On
Thursday night I was the guest of the Austrian Concrete Institute,
the Austrian Association of Cement Manufacturers, Austrian
Society of Engineers an< l Architects and the Austrian Clay Products
Association. My here recorded acknowledgment of the signal
honor conferred upon me but inadequately expresses the depth
of my gratitude and the extent of my appreciation. The precision with which the progran was carried out, the completeness of
the details and the warm hospitality extended to me by all those
I met, has left its permanent record-one that I shall never forget.
During my visit to England it was my privilege to address
the Concrete Institute in London, on October 26, 1911, on the
subject of "Fireproofing" for which I was honored by the award
of the Institute medal.

.
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The various countries of Europe are progressing in the use
of concrete, but many of the large cities are still handicapped by
restrictive building laws; particularly is this true of London,
where only recently have the London County Council Regulations permitted the erection of structures that might be termed
reinforced concrete. Most continental countries show hr greater
skill in the applicfttion of concrete than is shom1 in England,
where the British conservatism has resulted in heavy structures
of very simple application. Thi::; is also true for the most part
of the various cities in Germany. In France, in Belgium, and
particularly in Au::;tria a wider and less conservative grasp in the
usP of this material has resulted in the erection of structure::;

FIG. 1.-THE CONCHET!" INSTITUT!C MEDAL.

which are not equaled anywhere in the world. Certainly at the
present time in Vienna I believe one may find the most extensive
use of concrete that is to be found either in this country or Europe.
The city of Hamburg is perhaps second only to Vienna in the
number of its reinforced concrete buildings, and these two cities
are the most progressive spots in Europe. I observed on this
trip that more concrete buildings were in evidence in the outskirts of London and other English and continental cities than on
my previous visit; in this country the same is true, probably
for the same reason, viz., that the laws governing the erection of
buildings are more liberal outside of than inside of the larger cities.
The development of the usc of concrete is certainly much
-/-greater in Europe than it was two years ago. I do not think,
, however, that Europe as a whole shows as great a development
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as is to be found in this country. In certain parts of Europe,
Austria, for example, is shown a greater knowledge and skill in
the use of this material. In England, especially in London,
where there were practically no concrete buildings to be found on
my visit two years ago, there are now to be found many structures of reinforced concrete; although it is true that these are
not within the limits of the authority of the London County
Council, which permits only reinforced concrete for floors with
masonry-hearing walls, and to a limited extent for columns. It is
probable, since a recent revision of the London County Building
regulations permits the use of reinforced concrete, that from
now on many stmetur<'s will he erected of reinforced concrete.
The material::; in Europe available for use in concrete are
still rPlatively more expensive than labor. As a result, the
designer, for purposes of economy, finds it d<'simble to so shape
his forms as to <'liminato as much as possible all material which
is not required for struetural or protective purposes. The effect
of this is to render the structure less massive and more pleasing
in appearance. The abundance of extremely cheap unskilled
labor and the presence of low-priced technically-trained labor is
one of the great advantages in the erection of concrete structures in Europe. This is particularly true as to the foremen
and labor bosses who, in many cases, especially in Germany, are
technically-trained men, which is of course unusual in this country.
Another feature which tends to increased efficiency in the
erection of concrete structures is the fact that there are governmental regulations which apply with sufficient rigidity to territory outside of the large cities. In large cities the regulations are
necessarily much more rigid. There is a wholesome respect for
the law throughout Europe-which is lacking in this countrywith the result that each person concerned conscientiously endeavors to erect the structure in full accordance with the building
regulations. In some countries, especially Germany, a contractor
who is found guilty of dishonest practice::; loses easte and becomes
discredited, which is, after aJl, the most effective way of preventing the construction of dishonest structures. I reeall particularly a ease in Stuttgart where what might properly be called
a "Quantity" engineer, having assume<! n'sponsibility for the .
erection of the building, was arrested nn<l smtenced to se\·eral
ypars in1prisomnent by reason of the collapse of the Btructure of
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\Vhich he had a,;smn<'d tlw respon,;ihility. Another dl'cctive way
of dealing with this suhjPet is practiced in FrantP, ('SJWcially in
Paris, where the building department act8 merely as a custodian
of plans; the law placing the responsibility for the structure on
the architect, contractor and owner. Under the law, these three
parties are lwld to be responsible for the collapse of tlw structure
until their innocence is established. The use of clwap labor.
Pspecially women, to carry mortar and concrete in small tubs on
the head, sPems to be the usual method hut hardly an effectiv<'
one for handling comTete. In the erection of but two lmilclings
did I see mwd the elevating machine, so commonly u:-wd in this
c.ountry, for handling concrete.
Tlw presence of a large numlwr of women laborers on conerPte structures was always a source of interest to me as was
abo the pittance that these women were paid for a day's work.
A recent lecturer in New York stated that in African hunting
expeditions the camp followers rE:'CPived about sixty cents a month.
While these women do not receive so littk, yet when you consider that in the one case the men were furnished their food,
while in the other, the women had to supply it themselves, the
wage paid the women (in some countries equal to Hi cents and as
low as 12~ cents a clay) is extraordinarily low and you ean appreciate why elevating and conveying machinery is doubtless more
expensive than labor. The almost universal limit of about 5
stories or 22 metres in the height of all structures renders elevating and conveying machinery relatively unimportant. \Vlwn,
however, speed in the erPetion of concrete structun's becomes
important, Europe will Jw obliged to resort to mechanienJ nwan8
for elevating and conveying concrete, as the method of carrying
concrete in tubs on the !wads of the laborers is too slow for proper
continuous placing.
Fig. 2 is a view of the memorial church at Berndorf, the
indm;trial village of tlw Krupp works, just outside of Vienna.
in whieh will be sePn a number of the women laborPrs who nrc
engaged in ('arrying mortar and concrete in the mannPr above
described. These wonwn, in spite' of their ::;kirts, are able to climb
ladders with almost tlw same speed as men.
The usP of round timlwrs instead of sawed, as studs for forms
and :;caffolding, is quite' gem•ral. Where a splice is necessary,
the two parts are tied together with rope or chain. They clo

not use nails, therefore, these timbers can be used over and over
again ancl bst for such a length of time as to make the cost relatively very low. Another interesting construction detail is the
method of splicing uprights through the medium of two iron
rectanguhr iron bands surrounding the uprights, which are clam peel
tightly together by wedges between the inside of the band and the
faee of one of the uprights, which is a very simple and readily
adjustable device. This p:utieular device was used on the props
in the eom;truction of the Commercial Museum in Vienna.
The development in the u:.;e of reinforced concrete tekphone

FIG. 2.-DOME ~mMORIAL CHURCH IN BERNDORF, AUSTRIA.

and telegraph poles is even greater than it was on my previous
visit and the experience gained has brought forth many ornamental and efficient poles; the tendency for purposes of economy
is towards a hollow pole, this being of greater necessity in Europe
· than in America; and in my judgment the cost of the concrete
pole must be materially reduced, to effectually compete with the
wooden pole in this country. The view shown (Fig. 3) of the
centrifically molded circular poles in Bad Kosen indicates the
uniformity and symmetrical shape of this pole. This circular
form, however, is not necessary, and there are many hollow poles
of ornamental character of square or octagonal design, notably

.
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four in Drrsclen, in the Exposition of Hygiene. The ornamental
poles on the Augusta Bridge in Dresden further exemplify the
beauty of this type of pole, the hollow interior affording an ideal
place for running the electrical wires.
The method on making the hollow reinforeecl concrete pole

-------------------

FIG. 3.-CENTHIFUGALLY

~IOLimD
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CIRCULAR TOWN ELECTHIC

LIGHT POLI,S,

IN BAD KOSEN, GER~!ANY.

com.;ists in placing the mold filled with eoncretr in a machine
rotated at the ratr of ()00 revolutions }Wr minutP. Tlw effect of
this high spPecl is to force the concrett' against tlw \mils of tlw
mohl by ccntrificial action, gradually compacting the concrete
and forming. a hollow space in the center of the pole
in which
.
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the c•xcpss wakr all< l laitance g;atlwr:-; producing an c•xterior surfaee of a hard awl uniform t0xture which greatly adds to the
appParance of the pole. The molcls are generally kept on the
pole until properly hardened.
The polC's Pn·ctc•d in conneet.ion with the Danish railways in
( 'oJwnhagen, Denmark, are hollow, 3() ft. high, and were molded
hy th0 hawl proePss and the tests showed them to he very stiff and
eapable of resisting; high loads.
It has bePn found in Europe, especially wlwre lumber is
becoming scaree, that reinforced concrete poles are much more
pfficient and. less costly than wooden poles; that the maintenance
of the line is IPss C'XJWnsive and the permanent life of the pole
much greater. It appears to me to he evident that in order to
Pffeet thP dPsirP<l Peonomy in the cost of manufacture of this
ela:-;s of conerek products, it is necessary to turn out a great
many each day; inasmuch as thPy are coming into general use
in Europe. there i:-; a constant ckerease in the cost of manufacturP.
The pok:,; illustratPd in Fig. 4 are those at the plant of H.
\VollP in LC'ipsie, ( ;Prmany. There sc•ems to he• a g;en0ral use for
<'OlH'l'Pte poles I'or <~arrying high-tension litws, Ps]wcia lly where
thP polP must ])(' of ('OnsideralJle height. lt is elaimC'd that tlw
cost of maintenanec· of such lines i:-; very much ks:-; than for
woo(kn poles. This probably aeeounts for their popularity.
The eontinued use of reinforc(•cl conerete poles in this country
leads to the belid that as the number of poles and skill in making
them increasPs tlwy will become more serious eompetitors of the
woodm pole and will in time replace the other forms of telephone,
tdegraph and c•ket.ric tramnnission poles. They can he molded
to suit the particular eonditions of almost any height and can be
so andwred in tlw ground as to enable them to maintain a rig;icl
poe~it.ion in almost all soils.
The high tension transmission li1w
poles of reinfore<'<l conerete, used in eonneetion with the Pennsylvania Hailroad tunnels,* which were erected on a mattress in
thP marshy land of the approaehes on the New Jersey side, are an
illustration of the superior exeellcncc of this type of pole.
Another matter which was of eonsiclerable interest to me
wa:-; the form of ehimney developed hy Captain F. Mohl in Copenhagen. This consists of a four-leaf-clover sPetion at thP has<'
*l)ee .('roc. N.A.C.U., Vol. \'III,\)· 75\l.
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whieh gradually merges into a circular at the top. A number of these chimneys lmve been erecte<l, some of consiclemble
height, and it is said that they are more economical and much
more suitable than the ordinary circular stack.
The reinforced concrete barges shown in the illustration were
photographed (Fig. 5) at the pbce of manufacture in Livorno,
Italy. These partieular barges \Wre used for handling eoal ancl
,;eeuH'd to be in every way thoroughly satisfactory. ·when the
Italian government first used reinforced concrete for armor plate,

Fl<i. -!.~TYPE,; OF HEIKFOI\CED

CONCm,TE

POLl"S AT PL ..\XT 01<' H. WOLLE,

LEII'S!C, UEI\i\IANY.

there was much anms<~tlH'nt manifcst.Pd in this country and tho
average person believed that the weight of this material would
::;ink the boat. It,; usP, tlwrdore, to form the entire hull of a
boat \Yould seem even more quixotic. Barges and other vessels,
e.-;rwcially battleship;.;, are made entirely of ;.;tee!, which is heavier
than eolH~rete; an< l whPn you consider that. the floating of the
ve,;;.;d i;.; a question of buoyancy tlc>rwnding on the lightne::;s of
the material and character of the air-tight compartments, it is
evident, I think, that any material properly designed will be
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sufficiently buoynnt for practical purposes. In the case of the
armament of concrete, which is much lighter than steel, the thickness can be much greater and the toughness of the former material
renders it a better protection. I believe with the development
of the art of reinforced concrete boat construction, these vessels
will in the future como into general use and will prove most serviceable and economical, both as to first cost, maintenance and
durability.
It is not so very many years ago that the concrete barge wn.s
a novelty and regarded by nmny as a freak application of cement.
However, n few years' trial of these hoats has resulted in striking
economy and in many plnces I found concrete bnrges being used,

FIG. 5.-REINFOHCED CONCHETE HARm; FACTOHY AT LIVORNO, ITALY.

especinlly of the cnnal boat type, for handling coal and other
materials. It has been found that the durability and serviceability
of these boats render their ultimate cost very much less than
boats made of any other material. There have been a number
of such boats used in this country, notably in connection with
the construction of the Panama Canal, and in my judgment
there will be an even greater usc of them in the future.
The constant study of the reinforced concrete railroad tie
(with somewhat disappointing results at the present time) shows
a desire for a tie of this type. In parts of Europe where steel or
wooden tics are rendily obtained at rensonable cost, the concrete
tie does not make much headway. In other pnrts where ties of

.-
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timber and steel arc expensive, for instance in Italy, where the
steel and wood tie is at least as expensive as the concrete, there
has been considerable development and the officials informed me
that more than 300,000 were in use in the Italian railways and
that there were contracts for upwards of a million. The tie,
however, has not a very great life when used in main line service, where it is subjected to the frequent passage of heavy locomotives. In what are termed secondary lines and sidings, ties

FIG. 6.-HEINFORCED CONCimTJ•; TIES IN l\!AIN LINt;

ITALIAN HAlLWAY

AT

POHTO NACCH>, I'l'ALY.

of reinforced concrete are reasonably effective and in Italy have
as much as six or seven years of life.
I inspected some railroad ties just outside of Rome and
found that these ties (see Fig. 6), which had been in service for
about two years, were not wearing very well. A numlwr of ties
having crushed just inside the rail.
The method of fastC'ning the tie eonsists of the use of a
wooden block, cylindrical in shape, which is driven into the hole
molded h1 the tie and an ordinary wood screw which fastens
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the mil to the tic. \Vlwn tlw threads in the bloek are worn by
usc, the block is replaced.
Fig. 7 is an ilhtstmtion of the section of track of the Lon<lon
and Southeast<>rn Hailway at Knockholt station in which reinforced concrete ties have been used. These ties, I think, are not
of as good design as those used in the Italian railways. They
have bC'en in service about two years. A number of tlwm have
failed in the manner shown in the illustration (Fig. 8) by the
concrete crushing just insi<le the rail. It is my opinion that the
difficulty in reinfon~ed concrete ties is in a lack of proper analysis

...

•

FlU. 7.-HIGINFOI{C!W CON<'llE'l'l•; 'l'IIGS IN SECTION OF LO:\DO:\ A:\D HOC'I'll!GAS'I'El{:\

HAlLWAY AT KNOCKJIOL'l' S'!'A'I'IUN.

of the stn·ssee~, and that a tie eouhl be so de:,;igne<l a:o to propel'!y
carP for tltc:-;e :-;tn·HHl's and thus prevent the breaking down of the
tie in the JWtlllH'r j tr:-;t rd(']'n•d to. \Vith this point cared for the
life of the tie would be greatly prolonged.
It was the universal opinion of track men that through the
use of rcinfo['(~ed eoncr<'k tiPs tlw eost of maintPnmwe could be
materially reduee<l and the alignnwnt of t.lw tra<'k mueh morn
n•a<lily mnintainPd. It is, however, on curves that thP ties are
lea,.;t effPetivP and their life vPry hripf. Anot hPr ohjeetion seems
to Jw that the use
ol'- the cmH.:rPte
in a rigidity
.
. tie u:-;wtlly results
.
.
'

'
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of roadbed which i~::> extn'nwly unde~irnHe from an op0rating
point of view, with the result that many devices have he<m tried
with a view to introdueini!: somP elastic medium which will absorb
the shock of passing locomotives.
At the Exposition in Turin W<'re shown a numlwr of reinforeecl conercte tics with wood lJloeb. fiber cu~hions. aJl(l other
"imilar dac;tic shock ab~mbers, plaet>d in tlw tie with a view to
mcreasmg its lift>. In mo~t casPs thP design of the tic seemed

I"'U. 8.-'.L\X:\Elt OF FAILUIH; <JI<' llEI:\FOIH'Eil ('01\('lli':TI' TIB:S I!\ LOI\IJON AND

KOC'l'lll,A:STEilN IL\IL\\' ,\ Y.

to be at fault; many of tlwm ha<l I H'<'ll dPwlopecl by nwclwnics
not ,;killed in structural dPsigning. with the r<'sult that the reinforcement was not properly plaeecl with n'i!:ard to the stresse;.;,
cspeeially those of impaet; and it amwars to me that the eonerete tie problem ean only b<~ solved with a due consideration
for these stresses.
Every one of thP railroad offieial;.; who has ha<l to do with
eoncrek ti('S in EuropP feels snr<' that a. tiP will he developed
which will overcome the objections above indicah'd and reduee
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the initial cost to a point where its life and reduced cost of maintenance will make it the cheapest railroad tie.
The objection in this country to the reinforced concrete tie,
namely, its rigidity under moving loads and the consequent objectionable hammering to the locomotive, can be cared for by the
introduction of an elastic cushion in the shape of fiber or ·wood.
I believe the concrete tie will be the tie of the future and its first
cost will prove of minor consideration when the reduced cost of
maintenance and durability is considered.
Another interesting development in the use of concrete is in
connection with sewers or conduits of circular or elliptical form
in which the walls are made up of segments of concrete, which
after being placed in position are grouted or cemented together,
forming a solid ring. There were a number of cases where unusual
economy had been effected through the use of these sewers. In
some of them the segments were grooved along the axis and
around the circumference in which the reinforcement was placed.
The use of reinforced concrete for the lining of sewers and
tunnels, in my opinion, is a very important application. The
possibility of molding these blocks and placing them in position,
and filling the space between the roof and the ring with concrete forms a very simple and effective method of tunnel lining,
the application of which is eheaper than briek and also cheaper
than eoncrete construction where tight forms must be constructed
and maintained in position until the conerete has properly hardened. In the segmental method, with the completion of the ring,
the concrete backing may be readily placed in position and but
littlP shoring will be necessary until the concrete has set.
Anotlwr extremt'ly interesting matter was the use of reinforced concr<>te pipe of varying lengths which was laid as shown
in Fig. 9 to conform to the general contour of the ground, the
connections and adjustment being effected by means of loose
sleeves slipped around the joints. After the pipes and sleeves
are in position the spaces between the sleeves are grouted solidly
to the pipe This application is in advance of anything we are
doing in this eountry. ::~ketions of rPinforced concrete pipe laid
in this manner, in kngths of 12 feet or more, would have great
pm;sihilities for use in pr<>ssure lines. The pipe in the illustration
were made in a machine not unlike a lathe. The reinforcement

._
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was placed around a core rotating horizontally and a very stiff
mortar thrown against it. After tho mortar had been built out
to t1lC requisite thickness, the pipe was wrapped with cotton
hands four or five inches in width. The pipe was then removed
and the wrapping kept wet until the mortar had set, when the

FIG. 9.-HEINFORCED CONCHI,TB PIPE OF V AitYJNG L!GNGTHS IN USE IN
SWITZEULAND.

bands were pulled off. This method of construction naturally
requires a great deal of labor and even if considered desirable
"·ould be f'ntirely too expensive for usc in this country.
Fig. 10 shows a cement products yard in Vienna and particularly illustrates the concrete ducts which are being used in

4G
that eity. Tlwse duets have longitudinal reeesses in which rein~
forccment is plaeed and tlw rrmaining space filled with cement
mortar; this stiffens the ducts and hohls tlwm in position. It
seemed to me there was an excellent opportunity for this type
of construction in this country. "When properly cemented in
position, the duds fornwd were in every way desirable and I am
told that the eost is mueh Jess than that of terra cotta or other
matt> rial.
During my last vi::;it in Virnna I had occasion to refer to the
use of concrete pavements and I find that this type is commg

FIG. 10.-CE~mN'l' l'!WllUC'.rS PLANT OF i'IT'l'EJ, AND llltAUS~;\YETTEH AND
E. <lAEltTNER IN YmNNA, AUSTHIA.

into gradua.l use. The pavenwnt inspected on my previous visit
and rep.orte(l to you two years ago had b(•en laid four or five
ymrs and during my l.ast visit I found these concrete roadways
still in excdlcnt condition and that they ha(l not been rcpairP(L
The city of Viemm was engaged in laying considerable yardage
of tht·se pavements, especially around the Royal Pa.lace. This
pavement was of gn•n.t \vidth and was pntirPly of concrete. I am
ahsolutdy eonvin('ed of the durability of these pavements and
rq)('at what l have stated in my previous ftdtlress, that I believe
they will eonw into g<'Jwral US<'.
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The tank of rPinl'orePd eonerd.<! in m;p nt. the coal mines,
in Hotlwrlwm, England, to remove the coal dust from the water
coming from the coal washery is of considerable interest. This
water is pumped into the tank, the coal dust is removed and
the clean water returned to the washery. This coal dust is used
in briquetting coal. Steel tanks are not available for this purposr
because the sulphur in the coal would so corrode the strel as to
make its life extremely short. The conerete tank has proved
highly satisfactory not only in its lTsistance to the action of
sulphur hut in its watrr-tightJwss.
I commented on the artistic use of reinforced concrete m
hri<lgP construction in my previous a<lclress, hut the matter is
:-;o :-;triking thnt I cannot help r<'f(']'ring to it again. The innum-

FIG. 11.-ME:-IORIAL REINFORCl'D CONCHETE BRIDGE CON!'<"ECTING IIISTOHICAL
AND AHT EXPOSITIONS OVl'H TllmH, IN

RO~IE,

ITALY.

erable bridges throughout EuropP, carefully designed, carrying
railroad as well as ordinary highway traffic, are m~muments to
the ability of the European engineer. The designs are for the
most part graceful and show a wide diversity in artistic treatment.
A structure of great beauty is the Memorial Bridge (Fig. 11)
in Rome connecting the Historiea.l and Art Expositions, located on
opposite sides of the Tiber. This bridge w::ts built by the Hcnnebique Construction Company nnd is an ('Xample of European
Png;ineering skill. By reason of floods, it was necessary to construct the centering; on which this hridge was ]milt, of reinforce<l
concrete-which is unusual and the first application of the use
of reinforced concrete for cPntering that has come to my attention.
The bridge lws a span of 100 meters and is built in imihtion
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of the native Travertine stone; the beauty of this is fully as
great as the artificial Travertine stone to be found in the New
York station of the Pennsylvania Railroad. This structure was
built by the Italian government, and many severe tests were
applied with but extremely slight deflections.
The manner in which this bridge was tested is also of interest.
A commission was appointed to conduct the tests for the government. These tests consisted in moving heavy steam rollers and
marching soldiers in a solid mass over the bridge; particularly
interesting was the loading of the bridge solidly with soldiers
and studying the effect of their cadenced step on the structure.

FIG. 12.-ItJ<;INFOHCED CONCRETE THUSS

113.8

FT. SPAN USED IN MAIN RAIL-

H.OAD RTATION IN LEIPSIC, ERECTED FOR TESTING IN COSSEBAUDE,
NEAR DRESDEN, GERMANY.

I think it may be stated without fear of contradiction that
reinforced concrete structures properly designed are less affected
by vibratory and cttdenced loads than any other structure. It
is particularly noticeable that in structures of identical design
as to carrying capaeity, those of steel show more movement than
those of reinforeed eoncrete.
A most interesting strueture is the truss (Fig. 12) ereetecl
initially by the firm of Dyekerhoff and Widman, at their plant in
Dresden. It was ereeted for testing the actual strength and justify-

~' •
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1ng the use of a truss of this type in the main railroad station in
Leipsic. The arch was loaded in various ways and the deflections
observed, and the tests were so satishctory that it was successfully
used in the structure. It is unusual in this country to go to the
expense of erecting a structure of this kind and applying tests in
order to satisfy the officials that it is amply safe. It would, however, be an effective means of preventing failures.
A matter that impressed me was the development of structures, many of them articulated, composed of separately molded
parts, and the views herein presented exE'mplify some of the more
remarkable of these structures. The practice of casting members and then pinning them together and encasing the connection
in concrete is a development that seems to meet with favor, and
while this may not appeal to many of the conservative engineers
of this country, it seems to me that when this pin connection is
of the same design as pin connected steel members, there is no
reason why this type of structure, when properly designed, should
not be more serviceable by reason of the concrete covering which
makes it more durable than a structure of steel. The concrete
trestle used in connection with the mine at Floreffe, Belgium,
the lower portion of this is used for the county roadway and the
upper portion for the handling of cars to the "tipple" from the
coal mine, is an illustration of a remarkable development of
this principle. I was informed that the parts of this structure
were separately molded and afterward erected in place in a very
short space of time and that the cost was considerably less than
a similar structure of steel or of timber. There is a tendency
towards systems requiring separately molded members, and it
seems to me that such systems afford an opportunity for economy.
The weak points in such structures are the joints, and with the
same attention to these connections that is given to steel structures there is no reason why the joint in a concrete structure
should not be stronger than the weakest part of the separate
members.
A development of the Visintini system was to me somewhat
surprising, since this system is very little used in this country;
the early attempts to introduce it were unsuccessful, chiefly
because of its cost as compared with that of other systems of
· • reinforced concrete construction. In Europe it has a wide appli-
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cation for buildings aH<I bridges.
.Fig. 13 shows the bridge
being ercd.C'<l in Copenhagen, Denmark, with girders of system
Visintini. This brid!)p, en·et<·d in cornwetion with the new station tlmt the State Hailways were building, carries a street with
two linPs of d0ctric trams over the railroad. The ornanwntal
portion is entirdy of molded concrete whieh mts not suhsequ<•ntly
heatP<l. \Vlwre bhor is inPXJWnsivc the cost of forms is not so
important as the cost of makrial. In this eountry, where conditions are ju;;t the revPrsc, this sy;;tpm provPs uneconomical. The
bridge consists of deep girders ;;panned by beams all of the Visintini syskm. The latter spaced ;;olidly ::;o as to form a ;;lah, uwkr
the railroad tnwks and 20 indws apart bd.m·<m the tracks. I

I•'I<L
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think this bridge might lw sai<l to he a type of unit construdion.
Certainly the bridge, which was m•arly compkk<l, presente<l an
extremely h0autiful, on1amental appearance alHl far more dPsirable than a similar structure of stC'el. I believ<• that this methocl
of construction, which is in a measure illustrn.tecl in the flat slah
construction in US<' in railroad bridges in this country, posse;;ses
great possibiliti<'H in tlH· matter of appearance and speed of erection. All the beams of the system could he molded and the
structure then <·re<:ted continuously, r<'placing perhaps an old
structure, without interfering with the traffie.
An interesting typ<• of girder construction is ;;]HJwn in Fig. 14,
a highway bridg<' at D<~Hna, Au;;tria, which consists of a series of
Visintini girders support.<'d on pi<'rs of rather unusual construction. ',,._,
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'rhe application of this system for arch ribs of a building is illus~
trated in (Fig. 15) the ceiling of a church erected in Aussig,
Austria, and which I think is also an application of unit system.
The lower flange of the rih of the arch is cxtendPd so as to support
tho Yisintini beams which form the ceiling. Another typP of
structure which :-;bows a trend in Europe that conservative structural Pngineer:-; in thi:-; country might eall dangerous is illustratPd
Fig. 1G. This is a trussPd bridge praetically a (lc>vdopment of
the Visinti1ii :-;ystem, whieh forms a central span, with Vi:-;intini
girders and lwam:-; used in the approaches.

FIG.

J-t.-JmlNFOilf'ED CO'<CHETI•J JIH;H\YAY lll(ll)(;l<:, DEfiNA, Al:R'PHL\.

The photogr~tph, Fig. 17, shows the coal hunkers of tl:e
extensivP plant of tlw city gas works in Vienna. The one on
the left side has most of the forms removed and illustrates the
generally pleasing character of tho structure, which is notable in
view of the fact that it must be massive, in order to carry a large
quantity of coal. The attempt to render this structure pleasing
and ornamental eould well be emulated by our American designers.
The exterior ,.;urface is dressed with pneumatic tools and a color
effect has !wen obtained which is not unlike that attai1wd in the
:onstruetion of the Connecticut Avemw Bridge in ·washington,
D. C.
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FIG. 15.-POHTION R!CINJcORCED CONCRETE ROOF 01•' CHURCH, AUSSIG, AUSTHIA.

FIG. lo.-IUGINFORCED

CONCRETE

THUSS

HIGHWAY

BRIDGE
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\Ve have, of eourse, many water towers in this country, but
the thing that most impresses me in connection with those in
European countries, is the thinness of the tank walls and the
fact that they are con:-;tructed without the aid of waterproofing;
the density of the concrPte and the manner of reinforcing is sufficient to so di:-;tribute the cracks as to rcnclcr them water-tight.
In connection with building:-; abroad it woulll seem that more
attention is given to the l'xterior and interior finish, even in
factory building,.;, than is given in this <~ountry; the skill used in

..Af

FIG. 17.-HEINFOHCED CONCHETE COAL BUXKEHS, CI'l'Y GAS WOHKS, VIENNA.

securing a pleasing finish, even considering the low-priced labor
of Europe, is very rarely more expensive than the rough finish
commonly used here. The tendency toward flat slabs and the
·• elimination of as many beams as possible shows, I believe, an
unmistakable turn, which is reflected in this country in the recent
development of the flat slab type of construction. In many
places the rlimination of beams results in paneled effects through
the use of girders between the columns and morti::;ing nnd molding the connection between the slab and girder in such a way
as to produce pleasing ornamental effects. There is also a ten-
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dcncy to panel the slab itself, which relieves its flatness and adds
no little to the beauty of the interior finish. The use of much
higher ceilings than are commonly usPd in this country renders
flat slabs unnecessary for the distribution of light. The effect
of the pmwling is somewhat that of the Roman barrel arch, and
this latter type of eom;truetion may lw se<·n in the ceiling decoration of many Euro]wnn Rtrueture::;.
An PXC'Pllent <·xtPrior finish having tlu• appParaneP of gray
stmw wa:,; to he ~een in tlw Cigarette Paper Factory in Viemw.
This struetme had been <·reeted many year~ and tlw weathering
had I)(>Pn ~o uniform as not to in any way mar its lwauty. ThiR
building waf; illustratPd in· my address de~crihing; my trip of two

•
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yPars ago and is again referred to heeause after an interval of two
years th<' Pxkrior finish of the building remain:5 unehanged. The
entirP ornanwntation is of concrete and :5erves as an excellent
illm;tration of the artistic possibilitiPs of this material.
The Tm<l<~ School in Vienna (Fig. 18) is also an excdlent
Pxampk of the artistic treatment of concrete. Tlw paneling and •
ornamental work are most exccllPnt in character, and for this
rea~on do not call forth the criticism which once was so rife in
this country, where the crude structures which we erected left
mu!'h to he desired from the ::esthetic point of view. Tt is frequPntly the pra<'tice in Europe, esrweially in Vienna., to east
mono! it hie walls and tool them afterwanli:l, in a manner to pro-
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duce the effeet of :;tone. This, however, doe:; not appeal to me
:;o strongly as the :;tructurc in which there is no attempt to
imitate stone, but whl·n· the material is used to stand for what
it is, producinl!; pleasing ornamentation and a surface uniform
in color and texture and free from thosl' stains and craeks which
an• fn·quently seen in :;tructures of concrete in this country.

Fig. 1\l is a vil'\Y of tlw c~ity Hall at \\'l·ib~rsdorf !War Baden,
Austria. The Pntire wall, with orn:tllll'ntation. is of concrl'k
without any attempt to imitate otlwr material, which I think
illustrates that this is tlw prOJWr way in whieh to use concrC'tf'
and that when so used tlw n•sults arc mueh mon• l'fi'Petivc than
\dwre it is usell in imitation of otlwr mai.nrials.
A favorite form of exterior dl'corniiun is to apply pla;;ter
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to the rough concrete and mold it in a manner to produce artistic
effects.
The photog;ra]lh of the Villa Figari in Genoa, Italy, shown
in Fig. 20, i;; an illustration of the splPndid possibilities in the
artistic use of reinforced <·onerde. This graeeful, lwautiful structure needs no comment. The ereetion of this Villa involved a
number of interesting problems in design whieh I think were met

FIG. 20.-VILLA l•'IGAHI, (JgNoA, ITALY.

more successfully through the use of this material than would be
possible through the use of any otlwr. There are a number of
plants in this country engaged in making; ornamental concrete
products of a very high order, and fully equal to some of the
best work done in Europe, but the American designer does not at
the present time seem to nppreeiate tlw adaptability of concrete
for use in the ornamental structural portions of buildings; it
seems to me that development along the lines illustrated in the
Villa Figari opens tt wonderfully promising field.
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As the architect and designing engineer more fully realize
the architectural possibilities of concrete and apply them in building construction with a due appreciation for the aesthetic, there
will result such graceful structures as will entirely meet the
criticisms and objections to the many cumbersome, ungraceful
and unattractive structures which are being erected at the
present time.
The desire to render even orrlinary structures hP:tutiful rs

FIG. 21.-HEINFOltCJGD CONCHETJ" CAll BA!lNH (Jl<' CITY OF VIENNA, AUSTHIA.

particularly observable in Europe and it is, therefore, unusual
to see even a mill building in which no attempt has been made
to give it a proper finish. The eye for the beautiful is a matter
of education and growth and I presume that in time we will
develop similar tastes so that our mill buildings will he given
artistic finishes. It should be borne in mind, however, that the
cost of this work in Europe is considerably less than in this
country, by reason of the cheap bbor and because of the greater
quantity that is done i they have acquired more skill and there

•
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are a great many more skilled nwn capable of doing this class
of work.
The car barns of the city of Vienna, shown in the illustration
(Fig. 21), is another development in the use of concrete "·hich
I think will become general in the future. This structure is built
entirely of concrete, ineluding the roof which has not been waterproofed. I understand that the cost of this structme was materially less than the em;t of other types of construction. The
span and lines of the ginkr was a matter of int<~re::ot and i~ characteristic of the skill of the Au:-;trian engineer.
A building of rcinf"orecd eoncrete which wa:-; brought to ·my
attention during my visit two years ago, and which wa.s then
under construction, is the Urania Building in Vienna, which is
devoted to tlw d<'velopnwnt of popular llmsieal education. It
has a rathl'r difficult problem in aeoust ics which is of moment
to those inten'ste<l in coll<~rete. The main auditorium has a floor
and ceiling of rt'inforeed conert'te of considerable thickness;
above and lwlow this auditorium arc smaller halls for musical
entertainment. Tlw large auditorium contains an organ .. and
there is no connection between it and the halls above and b~low,
yet the Director states that when there is a concert in progress
in the large auditorium it i,; impossible to hold a concert in either
of the other auditoriums, because the sound of the music in the
large hall is so pronounced as to seriously interfere with the performance in the otlwr halls. This subject has received a great
deal of consideration in Vien1u1 and methods are now in progress
to t'liminate, if possibk, by sonw insulating medium, tlw transmission of sound.
Another matter of intPn'st \Yas the \HJrk \Yhieh the Au::;tri~m
Association is doing in investigations and tests. not unlike those
of our own Collllllittee on Heinforcecl Conerek, exeept that the
value of the work accomplished is gn·ater because the work is
much more exkn:sivt'. They have eomluekd a eomprehensive
series of tests or eolumns and beams, the cost of the work being
defrayed by the Austrian cenwnt manufacturers, and has been
under the auspic<'s of reprc~entatives of the government, the
Soeiety of Engine<•rs and ArehitPets. the Austrian Concrete Association and the Austrian ARso<·iation of Cement l\Innufaeturers.
The principal featur<' of ih<' iPsts \Yhieh \H'l'C being eonduetPd at
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the time of my visit was a study of the effect of the weight of
wall in restraining the ends of beams; a numlwr of cliffen'nt
methods wen· being tried and it had lH'Pn found that the stiff-

FIG. 23.-~!ETIIOD

OF

Al'l'LYINU

LOAD

IN

TESTING

lll'INFORCED

CONCHETE

llEA:\lS.

ne:-;s of the lw~tm was materially iiwn•a:·wcl ihrough the weight
of the "·all.
Fig. 22 illustrates o1w of these beams after test. In some
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cases the beam rested on a pier, and in others it extended over;
in still others it was imbedded in concrete, or laid up in a brick
wall so as to approximate practical conditions.
Fig. 23 shows the manner of loading and observing the deflections. The method of applying the load is perhaps of interest.
The load to be applied was carried by hydraulic jacks, the lowering of which brought the weight of this super-imposed load on
the beam.
One thing that was apparent on my recent trip, and which
must he a matter of great gratification to every member, is the
high n•gard in which this As,;ociation and its work are held in
Europe. It is taken generally as a model, and in many cases
the charaeter of the work done here and the value of its proceedings and discussions am so appreciated as to result in a
numb('r of Europeans becoming members in order to secure its
publications.
There is also a cordial feeling of cooperative goocl-will between
the various concrete organizations of Europe and our Association,
which I hope may be fostered and that it may be possible through
the interchange of delegates, papers, and in other ways, to extend
this cordiality so as to obtain the advantages of the development
in the art of concrete construction in various parts of the world.
This Association stands for education in the development
of the proper use of concrete, and certainly it should be a part
of its policy to encourage international co-operation, to the end
that the development in this country may proceed with a full
knowledge of what is being done by our foreign competitors.

I
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NATIONAL AssociATION or CEMENT UsERS.

PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

NINTH CONVENTION
This As;oociation is not re;oponsible, as a body, for the f-tatement.s and
opinions advanced in its publications.

THE USE OF CONCRETE IN MINES.*
ANNUAL ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT,
RICHARD

L.

HuMPHREY.t

The use of concrete in place of timber in mines dates back
a number of years, but it is only within recent years, coincident
with the development of the use of reinforced concrete and
consequent economies in construction, that it has come into
more general use, especially in Europe where the policy of building permanent works in connection with mining operations is in
sharp contrast with the general practice in this country of building
temporary structures.
During trips to Europe the speaker has given this matter
considerable study and has visited the principal mines in England
and the Continent with a view to preparing a report for the United
States Bureau of Mines, and it is with the permission of the Director of that Bureau that this paper is presented.
During these visits to Europe the inspections were of works
connected with the mining of coal. The most striking feature of
the collieries in Continental Europe is the permanent character of

* Address delivered with permission of the Director, U. S. Bureau of Mines.
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Consulting Engineer, Philadelphia, Pa.
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FIG. I.-SECTIONS OF CONCRETE SHAFT LININGS .AT BRIDGEPORT COLLIERIES,
PENNSYLVANIA.
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the head works, shafts, entry chambers and galleries. In the care
of the miners, much better facilities are provided than is the case in
this country or even in England. In most cases governmental
regulations make this compulsory. When one visits a German
mine it is almost a shock to see the miners coming from the mines
with clean faces and clothes instead of the unkempt appearance
which characterizes the miners in America as well as those in
England. The regulations prescribe a change of clothing on
entering the mine; and on leaving, after a bath, the miner replaces
his mine with his street clothes. It is a revelation to an American
to see miners free of coal dust and soot, leaving the mine clean and
neat and of respectable appearance. The system that makes
cleanliness a necessity also gives careful consideration to the
structures entering into mining operations. The shafts both in
England and in Continental Countries arc almost always permanent
in character and are generally of concrete. When you consider
that in some parts of Germany the shaft is some three thousand
feet deep, you can readily understand that in order to operate such
mines a lining of a permanent character is necessary. These
linings are installed in various ways; the shafts are either
circular, elliptical or nearly rectangular in section. A common
method is to build the usual forms and deposit concrete between
the form and the walls of the shaft. The illustration, Fig. 1, is of
shaft linings used in the Bridgeport collieries in Pennsylvania.
In Europe it is the more common practice to use the arrangement shown in Fig. 2, which consists of a movable form with a
work platform having an opening in the latter through which the
material is removed; as the form sinks into the mine, sections of
the ring are concreted as shown, the methcd being somewhat
similar to the construction of a chimney excepting that the concrete is deposited downwards instead of upwards. In very deep
shafts it is the practice to place at int< rvals a cast iron ring which
is forced rigidly against the walls of the shaft and serves as an
additional support for the lining. It is the speaker's opinion that
this is an outgrowth of masonry linings (stone or brick), and the
practice is not changed when concrete is substituted. This cast
iron ring is placed in sections in the shaft, fastened and grouted
solidly to the wall. Where there is much water, provision IS
generally made to drain it as the construction proceeds.
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In the method shown in Fig. 2, the- materials are generally
lowered to the platform and the concrete is mixed by hand or with
a smallmixer and deposited from this platform.

--------

- -

FIG. 2.-APPARATUS FOR LINING SHAFTS WITH CONCRETE.

At Gelsenkirchen, Germany, this method was used for lining
the shaft which was 6 meters (about 20ft.) in diameter; the form
was moved about every 3 or 4 days. Another method of lining
con~ists in molding the ring in segments (Fig. 3), allowing these
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to harden and then placing them in position in about the same
manner that the cast iron segments previously described are placed.
These blocks or segments of rings have grooves around the edges and
in these grooves (both horizontal and vertical) the reinforcement
is placed; when a section of lining is thus completed the space
between the ring and the wall of the shaft is solidly filled with
grout which is introduced through a hole in the center of the block.
Where this method of lining has been used it has proved very

•

...

FIG. 3.-SEGMENTAL BLOCKS OF CONCRETE FOR LINING SHAFTS AND GALLERIES,

economical. Such a method was used in the main shaft of the
Thurcroft colliery in England. A shaft about 650 meters (2,133 ft.)
deep lined in this manner was inspected at Radbod, Germany;
the segments were about 12 in. thick and were grooved to receive the Y2-in. diameter reinforcement.
One of the most interesting mines was that at Maries, in the
Pa2,·~e Calais District in France, where a shaft which had been in
use for some time had caved in. The shaft was abandoned and
remained in disuse for a number of years. When the speaker
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visited this mine they h~d begun to excavate the material including the head works whieh had caved in leaving a very large hole in
the ground. The method of procedure was to build first a reinforced concrete frame 28 meters (about 92 ft.) square on top of the
ground spanning this hole, attached to which were long rods for
supporting the concrete lining of the new shaft which is about 18ft.
in diameter. The soil was intermixed with quicksand and saturated
with water and was quite difficult to handle. The cementation
process was resorted to, to stiffen this soil sufficiently to enable
them to sink the concrete lined shaft. As the excavation proceeded
the form suspended by tlw reinforced concrete frame was lowered
and then horizontal holes were drilled leading from the shaft into
the soil. These extended for a considerable distance into the soil
and into these holes cement grout was forced under pressure; after
an interval of time, to permit the soil intermixed with the cement
to harden, the earth was excavated and the form was lowered;
about 575ft. of the lining had been constructed in this manner at
the time of the speaker's visit and he understood that the shaft had
to go at least 1,300 ft. before the coal was reached.
In the cementation process radial holes are drilled in the
ground in which the shaft is being sunk for the introduction of the
cement grout; Fig. 4 gives an idea of how the grout is forced
through these holes into the soil to be cemented. It is frequently
necessary to use very high pressure and experience shows that the
greater number of holes drilled, the more effective is the process.
The rate of hardening of the cement also forms an important item
in the successful use of this process. The process has also been·
successfully used for increasing the bearing power of the soil for
the foundations of structures.
At the bottom of the shafts there is the main entry gallery
and frequently there are auxiliary entry galleries between this and
the surface. The main gallery is almost universally of a permanent character, built chiefly of masonry; although there is a
decided tendency to use concrete and one may see many galleries
in which it has been used.
The galleries or mine entries differ in design, which is determined by local conditions. In order to secure maximum overhead
clearance steel I beams are frequently used in the roof and the
space between them filled with concrete; the side walls are of brick,

l
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FIG. 4.-:0.IETHOD OF GROUTING IN THE LINING OF SHAFTS OR IN THE
CEMENTATION PROCESS.
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stone or concrete. Another method is to form an arch of corrugated
metal, and fill the space hetw0m this and the roof, including the
side walls, with concrete. Still another method shown in Fig. 5
is to form the walls and roof of concrete, which is the most satisfactory method. In some cases, where the mine is several thousand

FIG. 5.-METHOD OF LINING WALLS AND ROOF WITH CONCRETE.

feet below the surface, the enormous pressure at this great depth
necessitates unusual types of construction; it is found that where
the floor of the gallery is not particularly hard, it constantly rises
and the clearance in the gallery must be maintained by constant excavation. In such cases the type of construction shown in Fig. 6 is
resorted to not only for the main but for the branch galleries also.
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This application of reinforced concrete is in the Machienne
Colliery, Charleroi, Belgium; this colliery is said to be the deepest
in the world (about 3,900 ft.) and the pressure on the lining of the
gallery is very great. It is highly probable that no more economical or efficient material than concrete could be used under these
conditions.
Fig. 7 is of interest. because it illustrates a modern trend
in shaft and gallery linings; this is a view of a cement products
yard at Hibbing, Minnesota, for casting the separately molded

FIG.

7.-CEMENT PRODUCTS

PLANT, FOR MAKING

CONCRETE

MEMBERS FOR

LINING MINE SHAFTS, AT fiBBING, MINNESOTA.

members for such linings. In Fig. 8 may be seen an inclined shaft
lining constructed of separately molded concrete members by the
Ahmeek Mining Company, Michigan.
In several mines visited in Germany the circular gallery was
in use, built after the manner of reinforced concrete pipe. This
type is necessary in deep mines where the pressure is very great
or where roof and floor are very bad.
Where coal is actually mined, the problem becomes more
difficult; in the deeper mines in Germany it is impossible to find
any type of prop which will withstand these enormous pressures.

...
~,

,
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The speaker frequently saw steel props buckled up like pieces of
wire and wooden proptJ crushed in the manner shown in Fig. 9.
Under such conditions ordinary timber is insufficient and steel ha'3
not much greater efficiency. Resort hn,s been had to reinforced
concrete props with considerable success; although by reason of
the weight of these props they have proven somewhat difficult
to handle; if the ftoor of the mine is yielding there is a tendency for
the prop ofany material to punch through, but less so in the case
of the reinforced concrete prop. This permits settlement of the
roof and necessitates constant excavation in order to maintain the
clearance necessary for the movement of the mine cars. Where

FIG. 8.-INCLINED SHAFT LINING IN WHICH SEPARATELY MOLDED MEMBERS
OF CONCRETE WERE USED, AHMEEK MINING COMPANY, MICHIGAN.

reinforced concrete props have been used they have been found to
be economical and durable.
In many cases, ho:wever, the construction of a reinforced
concrete ring has been resorted to as the most economical method.
Where the ftoor of the mine is of such poor quality that it is forced
up under pressure, the props sink into it and it is almost impossible
to secure a firm footing for the props. In some instances where
the roof is good and the ftoor bad, it is only necessary
to form an arched bottom in order to successfully meet the
difficulty. The speaker recalls one mine in Germany at Dortmund
where a horseshoe-shaped gallery lining of concrete, not particularly
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FIG. 9.-MANNER OF FAILURE OF WOODEN MINE PROPS.
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well reinforced, had been badly crushed under such conditions, and
in extensions to this gallery a circular reinforced concrete lining
was used.
One frequently finds underground stables and similar structures built of reinforced concrete, which is an admirable material
for any underground structure because it offers the greatest
resistance to fire of any of the available materials of construction.
At the top of the shaft is located the machinery for raising and
lowering the mine cars. These structures have usually been built

\.

FIG. 10.-REINFORCED CONCRETE HEAD HOUSE AT CAMPHAUSEN,

GERMANY.

of structural steel, but because of rigidity, durability and economy
in cost of construction and maintenance, reinforced concrete is
coming into general use and is proving eminently satisfactory.
Fig. 10 is such a structure erected at Carp.phausen, Germany;
in this structure an electric motor-driven drum, carrying the
cable by which the mine cars are raised and lowered in the shaft, is
located in the upper part, the lower part being completely free of
obstruction. The speaker was informed that the cost of this
structure was materially less than steel and that it has proved
thoroughly satisfactory. The structure shown in Fig. 11 is
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located at the colliery at Heapstead, England; in this picture
may be seen a frame of reinforced concrete carrying the head house
and a reinforced concrete stairway leading to one of the buildings.
A disastrous fire, destroying the coal breaker and other mine
top structures will frequently shut clown the mine for considerable
time. When the lost profit on business thus interrupted is taken
into consideration, the cost of reinforced concrete construction
proves very much less expensive than the cost of any other material

FIG. 11.-REINFORCED CONCH.ETE USED IN COLLIERY HEAD WORKS, HEAPSTEAD,
ENGLAND.

because of its high fire resistance; such construction is frequently
very little if any more expensive than the usual timber structure.
A most interesting example of this use of reinforced concrete
is the breaker house shown in Fig. 12 erected by the Delaware,
Lackawanna and Western Railroad, to replace the timber breaker
destroyed by fire known as the Taylor Coal Breaker,* which the
speaker is informed cost little more than that of a breaker of wood.
Fig. 13 is a coal storage bin erected in Germany, and illustrates a very common use of reinforced concrete.
*Proceedings, Vol. VII, p. 371.
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FIG. 12.-REINFORCED CONCRETE COAL BREAKER 0!<' DELAWARE, LACKAWANNA
AND WESTERN RAILROAD.

FJG. 13.-COAJ~ STOHAGE BIN AT COLLIERY IN GEHMANY,
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The use of reinforced concrete on the Continent .for the construction of wash rooms for the miners, for engine buildings and

FIG.

14.-REINFOHCED CONCRETE SETTLING TANK, SILVERWOOD COLLIERIES,
RO'J'HEIUIAM, ENGLAND.

other structures, is very general and some very pleasing ornamental
buildings are to be seen. These structures are kept in most excellent condition and there is not the appearance of dilapidation so
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commonly seen about the mines in this country; a further com~
mendable practice is the removal of rubbish, so that the vicinity
of the mine presents an orderly, business-like appearance.
The washery shown in Fig. 14 is that used in connection with
the Silverwood Collieries, Hotherham, England. A number of
similar tanks have been successfully installed at other collieries.
The water from the washery, heavily charged with coal dust, is
pumped into the tank and settles and the clear water is returned
to the washery. The coal dust removed is used with the coal that
is briquetted.
A structure of extraordinary interest to the speaker was that
which is shown in Fig. 15 (Plate I); this is an articulated structure
of reinforced concrete built on the unit system; it is located at the
mine at Floreffe, Belgium. At the left may be seen the entrance to
the mine and at the right the coal tipple. This structure was built
of separately molded members, which were allowed to harden and
were then assembled.
The arch spanning the brook is three
hinged and the manner of testing it with one of the test loads on
it may be seen in the picture. The structure was erected with extraordinary speed and cost a great deal less than would a structure
of any other material.
Another structure that was most interesting was the explosive
test gallery of reinforced concrete built at Lievin near Lens in the
Pas de Calais district. This gallery is 65 meters long, 1.85
meters high and 1.50 meters wide. The use of concrete in connection with a similar gallery at the U. S. Bureau of Mines is also
worthy of note.
It is evident, the speaker thinks, that the use of concrete in
mines will in the future be much more mpid and extenslve than
in the past; the use of concrete members separately molded as a
substitute for timber, and segmental linings of concrete for shafts,
tunnels and galleries, will meet with rapidly increasing favor.
The permanence of concrete construction, its low first cost
and cost of maintenance, in addition to its plastic properties by
which it may be readily formed into structures designed to satisfactorily resist the stresses covering widely varying conditions of
use, are all elements which render concrete one of the most desirable materials for use iri mine operations. The speaker is of the
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opinion that as the mine operator uses concrete and reinforced
concrete he will acquire greater confidence and with this confidence
will come a much greater application. It is certainly a most
promising field for exploitation and it is hoped that the Association
may be a medium by which the use of this material for this purpose
may be greatly incrensed.

A.\1ERICAN CONCRETE INSTITUTE

PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

TENTH CONVENTION.
This Association is not responsible, as a body, for the statements and
opinions advanced in its publications.

THE cSE OF CONCRETE IN HYDHAULIC WORKS.
ANNUAL ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT,

RrcHArw L.

HuMPHREY.*

The speaker has received during the past year a number of
requests from various parts of the country for information relative
to the durability of concrete in both fresh and sea water. It
• seem desirable, therefore, to discuss in this address the use
would
of concrete in hydraulic works, with special reference to its durability. The speaker's first experience in the use of concrete in hy.draulic works was in the construction of the concrete bulkhead
along the Delaware River, Philadelphia, Pa., in the early nineties.
It has been his good fortune to inspect the important structures
of concrete not only in this country but in Europe and also those
testing laboratories in which special investigations are being
conducted as to the effect of sea water upon concrete. This
information has been further supplemented by the experience
gained in the investigations conducted at Atlantic City, N. J.,
while the speaker was in charge of the investigations of structural
materials for the United States Government.
The construction of canals and waterways extends back
several thousand years before the Christian era, although the use
of cement in such structures began with the introduction of the

* Consulting Engineer, Philadelphia, Pa.
(33)
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canal lQck. N otahlP examples of the early use of cement are the
Homan aqu<>ducts, a number of which are still used in supplying
water to the City of Rome.
The material u::;ed in the construction of these ancient structures was little better than hydraulic lime; that .used in the
Roman structures was a mechanical mixture of the volcanic ash
or tufa from Pozzuoli near Rome, and slaked lime, corresponding
to the slag cement manufactured in this country from granulated
basic blast furnace slag and slaked lime.
These structures in
which this partic~lar binding material was used were for the
most part of masonry. The production of Portland cement came
about through the search for a suitable material which would
harden under water, for use in rebuilding the Eddystone lighthouse off the English coast. In the earlier works, concrete was
used in large masses, the binding material was a hydraulic lime
and later a natural hydraulic cement. The development of our
modern waterways with an increasing demand for economy in
connection therewith has led to an almost exclusive use of concrete and reinforced concrete for locks, dams and other structures.
This progress has been so rapid that today the almost indispensable qualities of this plastic material, which lends itself with
economy to all forms of construction, has resulted in wbrks
which otherwise would have been impossible. In many parts
of the country where stone and other building materials are not
available, the materials for concrete are usually available. This
is particularly the case in the reclamation of arid land by the United
States Government where many structures have been possible
because of the availahility of concrete materials through whose
use there has resulted not only economy in construction but also
great reduction in cost of maintenance on account of its permanency and 'durability.
A large proportion of the enormous annual production of
Portland cement is used in ·hydraulic works. This application
of cement can lw best discussed by illustrating the principal
structures both in frPsh and sea water and pointing out for each
the advantages of concrete.
The early uses of concrete in this country in hydraulic works
was in connection with the construction of canals, where it was
used in the masonry walls of the locks and other similar work.
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Nat ural cements were used for this purpose and a number of
natural cement plants WPre established in various parts of the
country, the purpose being to supply the cement needed in the
construction of these canals; the first cement was pro<luced in
connection with the Erie Canal in 1818. The Potomac Canal,
now the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, is one of the earlier canals
and in its history George Washington's name is very much interwoven in various capacities in connection witl1 its construction
and management. Following this first application of concrete
it was used in harbor work. Some of the eftrlier attempts show n
rather amazing conservatism in the crude application. In all of
these structures concrete was used in mass aml it is only in the last
few years that the much more economical and efficient use of
reinforced concrete has been attempted. At the present time
there seems to be no limit to the application of concrete in all
sorts of structures for hydraulic works, not only in fresh but in
sea water.
In this application of concrete, the United States engineer
officers have been pioneers, since the improvements of the rivers
and harbors of this country by the Government are under their
direction.
So many canals have been built in this country in which
concrete has been used in the construction of the locks and dam'l
that it would be impossible within the limits of this address to
describe in detail each application. Only the most notable of
these canals will be referred to, the first being one of Int('rnational
character, viz. the Panama Canal, in which upwards of five million
cubic yards of concrete have been uspd in thP construction of its
locks and dame;. Even assuming that there was sufficient suitable
material available for the construction of these works of masonry,
the time required for the completion of the canal and the cost of
its construction woul<l have been enormously increased had it
been necessary to use stone masonry instead of concrete. The
saving of millions of dollars in actual construction is probably not
so important as the speed with whi<:h the canal was completed
through the use of concrete. The various applications of concrete
in the construction of this canal were fully described in a paper
by 8. B. Williamson.*
*Sec Proceedings, Vol. VIII, p. 326.
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The illustration given (Fig. 1) is a view of the Pedro :Miguel
Locks during construction and illustrates the magnitude of these
great locks and the various methods of construction, but is also
illustrative of the magnitude of all tho work along this canal.
The collapsible steel centers usPd in construction of the conduits,the wood forms for constructing the lock walls and the mechanical
devices for handling the eonerrte, may all he seen in this view.
The handling of concrete on the Panama Canal, involving :mch
Pnormous quantities, rmche<l a great<>r development than hm;
been attained in any otlwr work in this country. The mixers
wPre not only very large hut the quantity of the material handled
each day waR RO extraordinarily lnrge that the economical manag<'ment of the plant was of primP importanre. In connection with

FIG. 1.-PEDRO MIGUEL LOCKS, LOOKIKG NORTH FRmi EAST BAKK.

the Gatun Locks an automatic railway carried the material from
the storage bins to the mixers, from which the concrete was dio>charged into buckets which were conveyed by train to a point
where cranes or overhead cnhles could move the bucket to the
point where the concrete was being placed.
Next in importance to the Panama Canal is the New York
State Barge Canal, which, although not as long or as wide as the
Panama Canal, is of much greater extent and requires, therefore,
a much larger quantity of material in its construction. It is
perhaps not given the prominence it cl!'serves because it is constructed under the auspices of a state and not of the United State~
11nd ~o i~ not of JIJ.temational importance.

1
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Portland cement concrete is being largely if not entirely
used in its construction. The various works of this canal are of
the character which will be illustrated in connection with other
works and tlwy ·will not, therefore, be <lescribed in detail. The
use of concrete in this canal was described by RussellS. Greenman.*
The extensive usP of concrete in the head gates, dams, and other
structures has shown that without this material the cost would
have been grPatly increased and the speed materially decreased.
In the operation of the canal the most important portions
of the structure arc the locks. In the earlier canals of this country

•

FIG. 2.-CONCHETE SHIP LOCK AT BLACK HOCK HAIWOH, NEW YOHK.

~

the walls of tl).ese locks were of masonry laid in natural cement
mortar and later laid in Portland cement mortar. Now these
locks are built entirely of concrete, thereby increasing the facility
and speed with which they may be constructed and largely .decreasing the cost. Perhaps one of the most interesting locks is
that shown in Fig. 2, built in connection with the ship canal in
Black Rock Harbor near Buffalo. A coffer dam completely
surrounds the locks, the massive walls of which were constructed
of concrete, without interference with the river traffic.
*See Proceedings, Vol. VI, p. 195.
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In the operation of canals it is necessary to erect dams and
other controlling works to so regulate the flood waters of the .
river that the required depth in the canal may be maintained.
N umProus controlling works of this nature are to be found throughout the eountry, tlw type of the construction being dependent
upon local comlition~; concrete lPnds itself admirably aH a plai'Jtic
matrrial to the wide diversity of forms whieh these Htructures _
muHt have. As an illustration of the usc of eoneretP in the construction of dams it is almost impossihiP to dPeidP on the view to
take. The Shoshone Dam, forming a part of the United States
irrigation project in Wyoming, was built in an almost inaccessible

FlU. 3.-r:ltANITE JU•:J<;F DAM, AHIZONA.

canyon, of concrete composP<l of the crushed granite ohtained
from the re<l granite walls rwtwPcn which the dam was constructed.
Tlw dam is one of the highest in the world and forms a lake
extPIHling for a clistancP of 12 miles hack from its crest. :Many
of the clams of the Nt'W York StatP Barge Canal and thr Panama
Canal arc much larger, hut not one is so picturesque.
The RPelamation Servier has many interesting structures ~
whieh serve as monuments to the engineering skill of this lmmch
of the UnitP<l States Goverment. The value of concrete in th<,_'
construction of these works eannot be overestimated. In many
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parts of the territory covered by this work the inaccessibility ancl
lack of the materials of construction other than sand, crushed
stone or gravel has made concrete the only available material.
Fig. 3 is a view of the Granite Heef Dam, Arizona, one of the
mnny controlling dams for impounding. the water used for irrigation purposes.
One of the important features of irrigation work is the dis-

~'Hl. 4.-A l'OHTION OF 'I'IIE CONCltE'l'E-LINicU POWICH CANAl, NEAR.HOOSEVIGLT,

ARIZONA.

trihution of tlw wakr from tlw impou!Hling reservoi;·s through tlw
various main and branch canals to the land to be irrigated. 1t is
,essential that little of this water shall he lost in transit and a
,.,tucly has been made of the losses which result from leakage,
evaporation and other causes. It is, thereforr, frequently necessary to line the canals with concrete in order to prevent ground
lrakage, while in some projects the water is carried in covere<l
conduits to prevent the great loss by evaporation in this arid land.
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Fig. 4 shows a portion of the concrete-lined power canal
near Roosevelt, Arizona. It will be noted that part of this lining
outside the cut becomes a retaining wall.
It is frequently necessary to carry the canal over a ravine,
in which case concrete is an admirable material for the construction
of thesn viaducts, not only as to economy in the cost of structure
but also as to its water-tightness, which is illustrated by the view
of aqueduct 8 on the line of the Illinois and Mississippi Canal "
(Fig. 5).
The Reclamation Service has a number of plants for the manu-

F~G. 5.-AQUEDUCT NO.

8

AND LOCK NO.

27,

ILLINOIS AND MISS1SSIPJ'I CANAL.

ftwture of reinforced conerete pn·ssure pipe use<! in the distribution
of water; this pipe can be manufactured and placed for V<'ry nmeh
IPss money than cast iron pipe, and there is a saving not only in
the cost of manufacture' but of the cost of transportation of cast
iron pipe. Another type of pressure pipe is illustrated by the
reinforced concrete conduit 5 ft. 3l in. in diameter on Simm's
Creek, Sun River Project, Wyoming, which was built continuously \,
in place.
A striking example of tho adaptability of concrete to unusual
forms of construction is illustratC'<l hy the view (Fig. 6) of tho
!ll!liil Tieto:p. Canal in the Tieton Canyon, Yakima Project, Wash-

•
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ington. The rapi<l fall of the Tieton.River is such that it is impos• .sible to place a concrete lining in the canal and it became necessary,
therefore, to form the sections of the canal, and after they had
properly hardened they were transported and placed in pm;ition
as shown.
In conm'ction with water power <levelopment concrete again
proves itself to be a material of unequalled value. The construction of the main shafts :tncl con<luits and other works connected with water power development can all be advantageously

FIG. G.-~IAIN 'l'IE'l'ON CANAL, YAKIMA l'RO.JECT, WASII!NG'l'ON.

- <'onstructe<l with concrete and almm;t always at a considerable
saving in the cost. The view (Fig. 7) is the main conduit of
-. reinforced concrete of the Canadian Niagara Power Company.
The earliest use of concrete was in harbor improvements in
·• which it was used in construction of quay walls, piers, docks, and
other structures. The speaker was connected ·with the initial
construction of the bulkhead (Fig. 8) along Ddaware AvenuP
in the City of Philadelphia in 1897, in which the saving in the
cost and the permanenc;y of the structure proved concrete to be
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one of the most Pconomieal materials. This wall was constructed
by pl:teing 90-ton blocks of concrete on a mattress filled with
mortar ]'('sting on the top of piles and casting the walls of concrete
in place above the high water line, as shown in the illustration.
This wall is owr Hi years old and has proved satisfactory in
every way.
~ Another purposl~ for which concrete has proved to be indispensable is in the construction of breakwaters, of which there are
many types. Tlw method of construction variPs with the location. Some are constructed by placing tlw concrete in form::;;

!<'IG.

7.-ImiNI•'OIWI'D

CONCIU,TE

CONDUIT,

CANADIAN

NIAGAHA

POWEH

COMPANY.

in othPrs it is eomposPtl of largl' blocks of eoncrete, moldt>d on land
and allowPd to hardPn hdore hPing so placed as to form a solid
mas::J; while in others, :->mailer blocks are so plaeecl as to form
pockl't::J which an' filled with gra.vPI, stone or other similar material,
the whole extending abovl' high water line and upon which is ca;.;t
a solid coping of concrete; and still another type (Fig. 9), proposed
by Major Judson of the Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., consists
of lmilding on bncl caissons of reinforced concrete, which are
allowed to harden and are then launched and floated over their
final resting place and sunk hy filling with water, sand, gravel or

..
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broken stone. Generally a lean concn'te is placed about 4 feet
thick as a base for the coping.
The use of reinforced concrete caissons for breakwaters and
bulkheads is rapidly growing and is extending to various parts
of the world. These caissons prove of great value in the construction of lighthouses where the exposure to wave action is such as
to render the erection of any structure difficult. The caissons
can be floated to thP desired locality and sunk into position;
they possrss deeicled advantages as to rconomy in construction,

FIG. 8.-CONCRE'l'E BULKHEAD ALONG DELAWAHE AVENUE, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

and durability; and their stiffness and :;uhstantial character make
them practicable for towing for considerable distance regardless
of the condition of the sea. In view of the rising cost of timber
and its short life under conditions of exposure to sea water, it is
evident that this type of construction will he increasingly used in
the future.
Fig. 10 is a breakwater consisting of molded blocks forming
compartments which have been filled with gravel upon which a
solid concrete coping has been placed.
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In the protection of shores from the scour either of the sea
or of the river, eoncrete again proves invaluable. One of the most rr
notable uses of concrete in connection with sea exposures is the
Galveston sea wall which was erected immedia:tely following the
disastrous flood which destroyed the greater part of this unfortunatP city. Through the construction of the Breakwater at Galveston the city was protected against damage from future floods;
the toe of the wall is protected by granite blocks and the top

.
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raises the level of the city several feet above high tide and has
proved to be a magnificent barrier against the sea.
Another barrier to prevent erosion of earth embankments is
that construeted along the Little Miami Bottoms in the vicinity
of Cineinnati, Ohio. This rPinforccd eoncrete slah covers and
protrets the mwl embankmrnt of Beechmont Avenue across the
Little J\Iiami Bottoms from the scour of the fioocls in the Miami
Hiver. It is about one mile long, 10 to 15ft. high and 5 in. thick.
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Fig. ·11 is another interesting structure devised by Major
It is a reinforced
concrete dike constructed at St. Joseph, Mo. These dikes are
usually built of timber, but their lack of stability and durability
has led to their construction of reinforced concrete, for the reai'lon
thrrt this type of dike is more substantial and durable, the cost of
reprrirs is reduce(l to a minimum and in many caS('S its first cost
· is less than that of timber.
In tho construction of piPri'l and wharvel':l, concrete again
proves to be the mm;t Ruitahle material. Thcl':le structures for

~ Shultz of the United States Engineer Corps.

.
FIG. 10.-BI<EAK\YA'l'EH

kr BUFFALO, N.Y., SHOWING MANNER OF CONS'J'HUC'l'ION.

the most part nre built on wooden piles and because of the short
life of the piles have proved expensive not only as to first cost but
as to maintPnanee; this is particularly true on the Pacific coast
where the life of the piles is extremely short because of the destructive limnoria and teredo. The reinforced concrete pile has, therefore, come into increasing favor as a substitutr for wooden piles.
In many casrs economies can be efl"ected by rca::;on of the fact
that feW('l" pile::; can lw u::;ed and the concrete ::;lab can lw placed
directly on the tops of tho piles at a considerable saving in the
cost. The advantage of this pile ai'l to permanence and cost of
maintenance cannot he overe:-;timated. These <>tructures of
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concrde are generally found to he less costly than timber construction besides having the additional saving in the decreased
cost of maintenance. A great variety of piles are manufactured.
Some are moldt>d on land an<l when sufficiently hardened are driven
or jettied into position; others are formed by driving a metal
cylinder or slwll wlwre the pile is required which is then filled
with concrete, aml still others are made by driving a metal cylinder
or slwll which is withdrawn ancl the hole left in the ground filled
with cmwrPk a:-; the shell is withdrawn. Again, hollow cylinders
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FIG. 11.-REINFORCED CONCHETE DIKE AT ST. JOHEPH, MISSOURI.

of reinforced concrete are molded and when properly hardened
arc placed in position, the water pumrwcl out and the interior
filled with concrete.
Fig. 12 shows the support for pier No.8 built by the Bureau
of Yards and Docks at the Navy Yard at Puget Sound, Washington. The method of construction consists in building hollow
cylinders of reinforced concrete having an enlarged base, which
are placed in position and filkd with gravPl, stone or concrete and
upon which tlw structural supports of the pier of reinforced
concrete arc construetecl. The view shows these cylinders in
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position with the projecting reinforcement around which the
reinforced concrete beams and girders of tlw deck of the pier arc
cast.
Similar wooden hollow cylinders were mwd in the construction
of the wharf at Fort Mason, San Francisco, California. In this
case the wooden cylinder was placed in position, filled with concrete and the shell was removed after tlw eonerek had properly
hardened. Upon these concrete pillars the superstruetme of
reinforced concrete was placed.

FIG. 12.-HEINFORCICD CONCHETIC PILIC SHicLLS FOR PIER

8,

NAVY YARD, PUGET

SOUND, WASHINGTON.

Another use of concrete for timber work exposed to sea water,
is to encase the pile or timber with a jacket of reinforced concr0te
and thus protect it against the limnoria, teredo or rot.
Fig. 13 is a view of the reinforced concrete sheathing used
in the harbor improvements at Baltimore, .Mel. This sheathing
was cast on land and ::tft(;r it was properly hardened was driven
and formed a tight bulkhead because of the tongues and grooves
in the sheathing. A feature about reinforced concrete piles is
that they may be driven with very much heavier hammers than
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arc commonly usP<l for wooden pilPs, and when properly cushioned
they stan<l such driving; without crushing or otherwise becoming;
defPctive. One notabk instanee of the severe treatment which
these piles are likely to receive is the quay wall which rests on a
coral reef, built by the I-Icnnobiquo Construction Company, at
the Navy Yard, Key 'Vest, Florida. The frequent occurrence of
an intermediate crust of eoral rod: made it necessary to puncture
this in order that the pile might have a solid hearing on•the coral
reef. This crust was frequf'ntly mistaken for the coral reef and

FIG. 13.-~IOLDING YAHD FOR HEINFOHCED CONCRETE SHEET PILING, BALTD!ORE,
MARYLAND.

in trying to drive through this the pile was broken. These piles
were provided with hoops at the butt and a cast iron shoe at the
point.
The proved economy in the cost and the durability have fully ·
demonstrated the value of the reinforced conerete pile and it is
gm< lually supplanting the wooden pile.
Reinforced concrete piles can be built to almost any length,
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certainiy to iengths upwards of GO ft. and in these lengths they
are much more economical than wooden piles.
Anotlwr intPresting use of eoncrPte is in tlw construction of
drydoeks of whi<'h there are a numh<'r in this country. The
constructors, however, seem to think it nece~sary to go to the
additional expensP of Pither facing the entire <lrydock with stmw
(usually granite), or at kast facing the walls at the entrance awl
at the watPr lin<'. This is an unn<'e<'s~nry PX]l<'nse as concrete

FIG. 14.-COKCIU<;TE DRY DOCK, LEAGUE ISL.~KD NAVY YAHD, PHILADELPHIA,
PENNSYLV ANlA.

can be used for the construction of the entire dryclock at a great
saving in cost over stone and with a minimum cost for maintenance.
The dry clock at the League Island Navy Yard, Philadelphia, Pa.
(Fig. 14), is constructed entirely of concrete.
By reason of the great difficulty of constructing lighthouses
which must 1wcessarily be at greatly exposed places, concrete has
proved again to be invaluable. Many of the lighthouses built by
the United States Lighthouse Board are entirely of concrete. Some
• consist of heavy cast iron cylinders filled with concrete. A growing
practice, however, seems to be to construct a base with a pneumatic
caisson of wood and build a central pier, of 2o or more feet in
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diameter, upon which the lighthouse is built; or to form this
base in a caisson similar to that described in Fig. 11. Such
caissons can be built on shore and can be towed to the site, loaded
with broken stone or gravel until they settle into the desired
position; on this caisson as a base the lighthouse is built. This
is ah;o true in the construction of breakwaters.
Concrete, to properly withstand the action of sea water, should
be allowed to harden before it is subjectd to the sea water. Where
the structure is constructed in the open sea, this is almost impossible
and it is, therefore, necessary to protect it against the sea. The difficulty of constructing concrete work in the sea, where it is subjected to tid{'S and storms under conditions hy which it is completely submerged, is em;ily understood and it would seem desirable
that such structun's should be built, whenever possible, of blocks
of conerete molded on land and allowed to propPrly harden hefon:
being placed in position.
A great deal has been said concerning the disintegration of
concrete in water, especially sea water. In fresh water the
disintegration is the result of frost action and takes place between
the tides. This is likely to occur where the concrete is porous
and is lacking in density. With concrete properly mixed and
hardened, and of the requisite density, there is little or no damage
from frost. In sea water this is equally true. It was formerly
the general practice throughout the world to mix concrete quite
dry, i. e. so that the water would just flush to the surface under
continued tamping. Permeable structures resulted, which permitted the surrounding water to penetrate to the interior of the
mass, especially in that portion between the tides, where there
was danger of disintegration from frost action.
The speaker has inspected structures of concrete in various
parts of the world, has visited the principal laboratories in which
studies are being made of the effect of sea water or alkalies on
concrete, and has also been identified with the United States
Government Experiments carried on under his direction at the
United States Geological Survey laboratory at Atlantic City, N. J.
It is his opinion that it is perfectly practicable to build structures
of concrete or reinforced concrete both in fresh and alkaline water
that will not be damaged in any way by the action of frost, sea
water or other alkalies.
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The view (Fig. 15) of Pier No. 1 of the United States Navy
Yard at Boston, Mass., shows clearly the effect of proppr]y and
improperly mixed and placed concrete. Rear-Admiral Hichard
C. Hollyday was in charge of the Boston Yard at the time this
pier was constructed in 1!)01-1902 and he informe<l the speaker
that the two portions were hy different contractors. The outer
end was built by Miller and Ellis in 1!)01, and the shore encl by
Norcross Brotlwrs in l!l02, the same mat<>rial h:tving benn used in
both portions. The contr<>te in Norc·ross Brothrrs' end was
mixPd fairly W<'t, while that hi1ilt by :Mi\lpr and I~llis was dry

FIG. ]5.-PIER NO.

1,

NAVY YARD, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

concrete of a le:uwr mix. The resistance between tides of the two
concret<>s is Pvident, that on the right side of the picture !wing
unaffected while the other is badly disintpgrated; the submerg<'cl
portions of both were practically undamaged. The lesson taught
by this rxperiPIH'e is that well proportioned, dense concrete will
withstan<l the action of sPa water wlwrP lean, dry mixed eoneret<'
will fail. Inasmuch as many of the Parlier structures were built
of dry mixtures, the resulting permeable concrete has shown the
effect of frost betwePn ticles. The speaker has found in his investigations that almost universally the disintegration of concrete takes
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plaee hctwePn hi!!;h and low water, and has never found an instance
of the disintP!!;ration of submerged properly proportionPd dense
eoncr!'te. It hac; al:-;o b<'<'ll his experience in the tropical watPrs
where tlwre i:-; no fro:-;t action, that COJH'l'PtP of n'asonnhlc (knsity
is unaffPeted. Afkr di:-;int<~gration of tlw concrete has started
through fro:-;t action, then~ i:-; undoubtedly sonw chemical action
of the sea water on tlw conercte. The spPak<'r has never found
an authPnticated instance where con('l'<'k had disintegrated from
the ehPmical action lUlie:-;:-; it had bPPn ppnrwatwl by sPa w:1kr
before it had :-;et.
In the ;;tate:-; of Wyoming, Montana, and the Dakotas, what
i:-; known as the Blaek Alkali District, wherP the soil is impregnated
with this alkali, disinkgration of concrete has occurred at the
ground water line. The ground water is drawn up by capillary
action and the rapid evaporation of this water and consequPnt
rapi<l crystallization in the pores of the mass destroys the bond,
and n'sults in eornpletP disintegration. Under tlwse co]l(lition:-;,
stonl' and brick and other building materials arc similarly affected.
This i;; notably so in the vicinity of Great Falls, Montana, wlwre
stone buildings, brick SPWcrs and similar masonry structures arc
larg(•ly dPstroye<l by this action.
An important matter in the erection of reinforced eoncrete
buildings in salt air is the proper protection of the reinforcement
for the reason that the corrosion of the improperly imbedded
metal may result in serious damage to the structure. At Atlantic
City, N. J.,· one of the large piers has been seriously damaged
because of the use of a porous aggrP!!;ate which permitted moisture
and air to reach the reinforc<·ment aml the corrosion of this has
stripped the concrete from it. The aggregates, thcrefon', under
such conditions ;;]wuld he hard and dPnS<' and so proportioned as
to secure a eoneretP of maximum density.
In conclusion, it woul<l se<'m evident from the examples eitP<l
that concrete lends itself to a great variety of structures in both
fresh and sea water and has proved to be mw of the most economical and durable material;;. It is, of cour,;e, necessary to observe
the necessary precautions pertaining to the u::;e of concretP, more so
in sea water than in frpsh watPr; then' i:-; no quPstion that th<·re are
numerous structure;; that have sucee:-;sfully resisted the action of sea
water. On this point attention is called to the interesting ::;eu water
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expPriments conducted by French engineers at Cristobal, Panama,
in 1886. These tests consisted in exposing large cubes of concrete,
of various proportions and compositions, to the action of sea
water. The blocks were placed on the shores of the Atlantic
Ocean at Cristobal where they have been since tossed by the
waves for nearly thirty years. While their edges have been
slightly rounded, these blocks of concrete are still perfectly hard
and show no evidence of softening or disintegrating.
Some interesting experiments are being conducted by the
Aberthaw Construction Company in the Boston Navy Yard;
long prisms of concrete composed of various materials and mixed
in varying proportions have been exposed for a number of years
to the action of sea water and the results thus far indicate that
when it is properly mixed and plnced concrete is unaffected by
sea water.
Its great durability, increasing in hardness with age, and its
freedom from necessity of repair, makes concrete one of the most
valuable of the materials of construction from the point of economy
as regards the cost and the m:Lintenance of the structure in whieh
it is used. The speaker's visits to the various laboratories of
Europe and the re;:;ults of the tests condurtecl by himself and
others, lead him to the opinion that where concrete is properly
proportioned, mixed and placed so that the resulting mass is of
maximum density, it affords ample resistance to the action of both
fresh and sea water, especially if sufficient time is given the
concrete to harden before its subjection to this action; and he is
further of the opinion that good practice demands that concrete
shall be mixed a sufficient length of time, without too much water,
so that there results a mass of viscous consistency which will flow
readily and in which the ingredients will not separate. Increased
mixing of concrete develops colloids and results in a sticky,
viscous, dense, impervioll'> mass, which will shed water and
produce a concrete of maximum strength and resistance to the
action of both fresh and sea water.
The increasing use of concrete both with and without reinforcement and the testimony of the many excellent structures
already in existence lead to the conclusion that because of the
intrinsic merits of this material it is the most suited and the best
adapted of the materials of construction for use in hydraulic works.
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The marvelous increase in the use of Portland cement during
the first decade of the life of this organization has exceeded the
dreams of the most optimistic members present at the time of its
formation·.
The use of concrete has developed amid bitter
opposition, criticism and abuse to the honored position of one
of the most important materials of construction. What the next
decade will bring forth no optimist among us today can possibly
foresee, for great as has been the development in the last decade,
the next decade will undoubtedly show that our knowledge and
application of concrete at the present time is as crude and limited
as it was at the time this organization came into existence. This
transition, from a period where most conservative constructors
were content to allow others to acquire experience in the use of
concrete and reinforce(] concrete (and these materials were first
used by such progressive pioneers as had the courage of their
convictions and the foresight to recognize possibilities), to the
present time covers one of the most remarkable periods of deYelopment in the history of building materials; more particularly
will this be true of the next decade, when the constructor has
acquired such confidence in this remarkable material as to no
longer use it in imitation of other materials, but instead as a
plastic material which readily lends itself to varied conditions of
use, either for structural or for ornamental purposes. Its wellestablished qualities for ornamental purposes need no comment;
the speaker has had the honor to bring to the attention of this
Institute the possibilities of concrete from an artistic point of
view, in describing some of the beautiful structures to be found
abroad and pointing out the inen•asing number of such structures
in this country.
*Consulting Engineer, Philadelphia. Pa.
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The excellent fire resistive qualities of concrete which have
resulted in an increasing popularity for fire proofing purposes,
emphasized by each successive fire, alone establish it as one of the
important materials of construction. Unfortunately, the constructor, in his conservatism, seems to go beyond the bounds of
common sense and reason and expects concrete to possess, in
measured degree, qualities which are expected of no other material. The Edison fire is an exemplification of its fire resistive
qualities. The critics who view the reinforced concrete buildings
that withstood so satisfactorily the extraordinary conditions surrounding this fire, look at the damage done to concrete and in so
doing lose their bearings; they fail utterly to consider, first, that
no other material could have given so excellent an account of
itself as concrete, and, second, that no material is fire proof, as
its fire resistance is only relative. No material can resist a fire of
sufficiently great intensity or duration. Critics view with complacency the complete wreck of brick wood-joisted structures and
of all buildings other than those of concrete. · The marvel in the
behavior of these buildings of concrete is not that they were
damaged, but that they should have withstood the extraordinary
conditions so well.
The past clecftcle has probably been the most critical in the
history of the cement industry, and there is no member capable of
fully renlizing the vital importance of the part this Institute has
played in its development. Its educational work, its conventions, its expositions, and particularly its committee work in
preparing recommended practice and standard specifications, have
guided the use of cement along safe and practical lines and
assured the permanency of the construction in which this material
is used. It is only necessary to go abroad to appreciate how very
much the European organizations watch and follow the recommendations of this Institute; for America and the American
Concrete Institute nrc today in the very forefront ns exponents
of the possibilities of concrete. The European constructor, as the
speaker has pointed out in previous addresses, is more advanced
in that he has a better conception of the possibilities of concrete
than has the constructor in this country, because the former
thinks of it as a plastic material, so designs the structure in which
it is used and does not attempt to imitate other building materials.
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The use of a binding material for masonry structures extends
back to early Biblical clays, and the use of some form of lime to
Roman antiquity. The development of the present hydraulic
binding material from the ordinary fat limes, puzzuolana cements,
hydraulic limes and cements, is of great interest. We attribute
the durability of Roman and other structures several thousand
years old to tho remarkable qualities of the binding material used
in their construction, failing to realize that these structures of
concrete in and about Rome have survived, in a favorable climate,
and that the induration of the mortar is the result of centuries.
How much of this early concrete was destroyed even under these
favorable conditions is difficult to say. It was the supposed
superiority of this binding material that led the early investigators of the eighteenth century to seek to recover a supposed
lost Roman art.
"Necessity is the mother of invention," and so the modem
Portland cement resulted from the necessity for a cement, which
would harden properly under water, for use in rebuilding the
Eddystone Lighthouse. The use of reinforced concrete had its
birth in the latter part of the eighteenth century with a gradual
development during the nineteenth, which reached its present
great development during the twentieth century. The production of Portland cement was 26,505,881 barrels for 1904 and
88,514,000 for 1914, or 3,000,000 less than for the previous year.
These ten years coincident with the life of this organization cover
a decade of the greatest activity in the use of cement in the history of the industry. Considering the extraordinary circumstances which mark the progress of events during 1914, viz., the
inauguration of new governmental policies, affecting our life
under a protective tariff, affecting our banking system, and affecting our railroads and other business organizations, and abroad of
the greatest war of history-the consumption of Portland cement
during the year was most remarkable, especially since the "completion of the Panama Canal ended the annual consumption of
approximately 1,000,000 barrels. The speaker is of the opinion
that, in the near future, with an end to the period of retrenchment which has characterized the progress of business in this
country since 1907, the repressed prosperity thus released will
result in such an increased consumption of Portland cement as to
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bring the curve to the position of progressive increase it must
have occupied had the business conditions remained normal.
As a result of this increase in production during the past
dP<'atle, this country has become thP largest producer of Portland
ccnwnt in the world; our presPnt production almost exceeds
the combined produetion of all the other countries.
At no time in tlw history of the building industry has the
eonstructor had at his disposal a cement possessing the lmcxeelled
qualitie:; of thP AmPriean Portland ePnwnt.
The u:;p of Portland C<'tnent in sidewalk:; in this country \vas
as early as 1882, and at the tinw of the formation of this Instituie the art was consid<'rahly dPvPloped all<l cement s"dewalks,
having outlivPd the ohjPdions to them, W<'l;e in general use and
were generally acknowlPdgPcl to be the mo:;t dPsimble. Then'
was, however, a great divPrsity of opinion as to the proper method
of construction, and many bad sidewalks were bid through
ignorance as to correct methods. One of the first committees
appointed by this organization was that on Sidewalks and the
Proceedings of the earlim ye:tr:; are filled with inten'sting discussions by sidewalk constructors, shmYing considerable diversity
of practice in different parts of the country. This discussion and
interchange of views as to the correct practice resulkd in the
present standard specifications of this Institute, which are universaJly accepted; it is rare now that one finds a bad sidewalk
being laid, and when one does it is generally being !aiel by an
inexperienced constructor.
As has bn'n previously pointed out the need of a cement for
use in the masonry of locks and other structures connected with
canals led to the establishment of a plant for its manufacture in
the State of New York in 1818. The development of the use
of this material in connection not only with canals but hydraulic
work13 has bPen quite remarkable. The speaker last year pointed
out the wide diversity of structun•s in which this material was
being used, which was justification for the statement that its use
for this purpose was practically unlimited and that it has proved
itself to be one of the most desirable materials for the construction
of hydraulic work. The grPatest and most im}Jortant application
of this material was in the Panama Canal, actively started and
built during the existence of thi::: Institute. It is fair to state that
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concrete made possible the efficient construction of this canal;
through its use the cost was greatly reduced and the time of
construction materially lessened.
There are a number of examples of the early use of concrete
in the construction of sewers, some of which are more than thirty
years old. However, concrete was not used to any great extent
for this purpose until after this organization was formed. Experience has led to decreased cost and increased skill in making
dense, impervious pipe, and has resulted in its successful introduction in municipalities; in this use we are far behind the
foreign manufacturers because cement sewer pipe is much more
extensively used throughout Germany and other foreign countries.
A paper to be read before this Convention, describing the use of
cement sewer pipe in the City of Philadelphia, shows the great
possibilities for this type of construction. Philadelphia has used
concrete in its larger sewers for many years but has been using
other materials in its smaller sewers; the experience which has
proved concrete to be the most satisfactory and the cost of installation to be only two-thirds of that for brick, assures for it a preeminent rank for all kind of sewer construction.
Cement pipe has come into general use for drainage and
irrigation purposes j many members of this Institute are engaged
in its manufacture and there has been much discussion at our
conventions as to proper methods of manufacture and the tests
to which it should be subjected; the first manufacture of cement
drain tile by power machinery was in a small factory in Iowa, in
1!:105; the industry now produces over a quarter of a million
lineal feet, representing nearly ten million dollars. There is no
doubt that cement drain tile is more durable than other tile and
generally less expensive.
At the time of the birth of this organization the use of reinforced concrete in buildings was limited; only a few large buildings had been constructed and there was considerable doubt as
to its value for this purpose; at present there are a very great
number of reinforced concrete buildings and they are no longer
regarded with curiosity and suspicion but are proved to be most
desirable as regards first cost, low cost for upkeep, and resistence
to fire. The report of the Committee on Insurance several years
ago stated that of the several hundred buildings reported on
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twenty-five per cent of the owners did not think it was necessary
to carry insurance on the building but only on its contC'nts.
The use of concrete for bridges extends back many years
previous to the formation of this Institute. It was, however,
during the existence of this Institute that some of the very best
examples of the art were built, both in this country and abroad.
This Institute has undoubtedly been a potent factor in stimulating
the artistic treatment of concrete and the speaker is very glad to
state that there are increasing numbers of artistic structures
being erected in this country; they fully equal those structures
abroad which he has had occasion to illustrate in his several
annual addresses. There is probably no material today so well
adapted for bridge construction as concrete, since it fulfills three
essential requirements; first, economy in the initial cost; second,
low cost, and generally no cost, for maintenance, and third, the
possession of those plastic qualities which readily lend themselves
to any design. In our permanent highways which are now
rapidly developing, reinforced concrete bridges will be very generally used. In railroad work, particularly in WPstern lines,
concrete is one of the most valuable materials available. The
ability to gather locally all the material required (except the
cement and reinforcement), has made possible many structures at
very low cost; beside it has eliminated the necessity of maintenance which is generally a matter of considerable importance to
these railroads. Even in Eastern railroads, concrete, because of
its permanency, is replacing structures of other materials; in the
City of Philadelphia may be found some recent examples of the
use of concrete in railroad work, notably where the Pennsylvania
Railroad crosses the Schuylkill River and Broad Street, which
exemplify its artistic qualities and in my opinion mark the beginning of a much more extensive application. The Broad Street
girder bridge, which girders are usually built of steel and unattractive, is, through the use of concrete, rendered inconspicuous
since the embellishment of this bridge in concrete is pleasing to
the eye and entirely attractive.
In the removal of grade crossings in the City of Chicago the
development of the flat slab type of construction and innwnerable othPr applimtions of concrete have giV('ll during the last few
years an extraordinary impetus to the use of concrete in this field
of construction.
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In the works of the Reclamation Service in the far \Vest
concrete has again proved of extraordinary value in the isolated
localities in whieh most of tlwse structures must be erected; it is
said many of these could not have been built except through the
use of concrete. It is certain that the amount of money expended
by the Heelamation Service in the construction of its important
works has been very materially reduced, and they have been completed in much less time through the use of this material.
During the earlier conventions of this Association the speaker
pointed out the value of concrete for roadways, and his endorsement of this use of concrete was met with skeptical comment.
No one eared to express a favorable opinion, but it was evident
that all present thought that such views were altruistic. His
opinion, repeated at subsequent conventions, led to a similar
feeling, and one of the daily teelmieal papers in the report of the
sixth convention, sta,te(l that "Presicknt Humphrey seems to be
a firm believer in eement as a road material. If it does not work
out right, it is the fault of the workman," and in the report of the
seventh convention remarked, "President Humphrey still believes
in concrete roads."
TABLE

l.---8HowrNG

GnowTn

IN

CoNSU11I"l'ION

OF

PonT~AND

CE1IENT

FOR CoNCHE'l'E RoADS.*

Squnre yards.

Prior to 1909. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
862,880
1909.0 0000 00 0 00 0 00 00 00 0..
416,460
1910.0 000 00 0 0 00 0.
1,009,120
1911. 0 0 0 0. 00 00 00 0. 0 00.. 0 2,014,740
1B12.....................

5,556,656

19130 0000 0. 0 0 00 0.... 0. 00. 8,576,160
1914.0 000 00 00 0 0. 0 00. 0 0000 14,!)97,550t

Barrels of Cement.

104,000
243,000
513,000
1,850,000
2,880,000
4,499,000

In Table 1 it is shown that the development in the usc of
Portland cement for concrete roads beginning with a consumption
of about 104,000 barrels in 190\.l, has reached the extraordinary
consumption of nearly 5,000,000 barrels during the current year.
The concrete road has proved most economical as to the first cost
and maintenance, and most desirable from the point of service.
The coming of the automobile has obliged us to consig11 our

•

*Compiled by the Association of American Portland Cement 1\Innufacturcrs .
t Of this amount, 4,109,900 square yards were placed in city streets.
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highly dcvdoped knowledge of the art of road construction, to
the waste paper basket, and to apply ourselves to the clevelopmPnt of a new roadway to meet the new conditions resulting from
its introduction. It is in this field that concrete gives the best
account of itself as to service awl economy in cost of construetion
tmd maintenance. At the in::;tigation of your President a Committee on CmHTPte Roadways was appoinkd in H108, and it was
with difficctdty that a chairman was spcured. The InstitutP
specifications for cmH"!"etc• roadways are now the standard for this
country, ar<• follc>wed closely abroad and experience in their use
has demonstrated that tlwy are the best available.
The Institute has !JC'en instrunwntal also in the c!Pvdopment
of concrete fc·JH'P posts, telephone and tdegraph poles. \Vhen
tiH' matter was first discussed before this body, JWople looked
nskanee at the idea of making a fence post of concrc~te, not only
with refereneP to its stn·ngth, hut particularly with rdNence to
its cost. The JH'rmmwney of tlw post, its rigidity (which reduces
greatly the cost of mnintPnanee), and particularly the decrease in
the cost of manufacturP, has led to its rapid introduction; at the
prpsent timP the cement post is no longer an experiment or a
curiosity, for excellent Pxamplcs of its use can be found in all
parts of the country.
The telephone and tPlegraph pole is being gradually introduced. ThP discussion of these poles lwforc this organization,
its approval of them and the papers which have been presented
describing whPrc they have been successfully use(l, all indicate
that their usc will be much greater in the future than in the past.
It would be impossible within the limits of this address to
describe the many activities of this Institute affecting the use of
cement; hut two more references will be given.
The speaker wishes to point out that some years ago referem•(• was made to the reinforced concrete railroad tie, and when
the matter was discussed he expressed the opinion that the· reinfon·<·d concrete' tie was the tie of the future. Little headway is
hPing made in its development in this country. Numerous ties
are in use, but the cost is high in comparison with their life, ancl
particularly objectionable is the rigidity of the resultant roadbed
whiC'h the mot.ivc~ power man considers detrimental to the equipment operakd over it. Then• are, however, a number of rein-
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forced eoncrete ties in successful use. Abroad-especially in
I ta.!y-thc ties are being used in large quanti tiPs. In that country, wlwre more than a half million ties are in usc, the lack of a
cheap wood or metal tie has increased the economy of the con('rete tie; those who arc interested in the development of the
reinforced concrete railroad tic are directing tlwir energies to so
designing the reinforcemPnt as to take up the stresses which come
U]Jon it and prevent failure which is usually hy crushing along the
inside of the rail. The introcluetion of an clastic cushion betwcPn
the rail and the tie has resulted in a lc:-'s rigid roadbed and lws
ten<led to absorb the shock of ]Jao:sing trains. Tlw S]Jeaker is
dr'cicleclly of tlw opinion that it will be only a short time before a
thoroughly efficient tic will br' developed, and the use of r<>inforccd concrete railroad tiPs will be as extf'nsive as is tlw pre;;cnt
use of concrete for road;; and other purposes.
The Institute, as will be shown later, has been very much
handicapped for funds to carry on its work, and for this reason
such investigative work as it has been able to ·do has ])('ell all the
more commendable. Many committee;; have been ccnduet.ing
special investigations, but the most important is the Committee
on Heinforced Concrete and Building Laws, which has contributed
some of the most important information on the strength of reinforced concrete floors. Some of the first buildings in which fl.oor
load tests were efficiently applied were under the auspices of this
committee, and the reports and discussions to be found in the
Proceedings constitute the best available information on this
subject. The Committee reports at this Convention one of t.lw
most important set of tests of reinforced concrete columns that
has ever been made; a spries of tests that will contribute much to
the available information; the large size of these columns (commensurate with working conditions), gives to the results of tlwse
tests the same value as the results of the load ksts appliEd to the
reinforced concrete buildings.
Although this organization has produced more than eightr'en
standards and recommended practicf', ·its work has only ju;;t
h('gun. The <'xisting standards must lw revised, new one;; clevd~
oped, and tlwr(' never was so much llf'<'rl for work of this character as at the present time. Permanency is the keynote of
copcrete ~;tnd reinforced eoncret,e; t.o sr;e11re this permanency, con~
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crete must be properly awl intelligently used, and the knowledge
which will make this possible can only be secured through the
developmmt of standards embodying the latest experience in the
use of the material. This Institute in its t€chnical endeavors, a
record of which is in tlw ten volumes of Proceeding which have
been issued, has acquired a high standing and an honorable place
among the technical societies of this country and Europe.
In describing the activities of the lnstitute for the past ten
years it seems to the S]Waker only fair to place on record the
story of how these aceomplishm<>nts have been made possible.
Few mmnhNs of the Institute are awan' of the character of its
nwmbership, of the value of the service n'ndered per member, of
the income ]Wr llH'mber, and other vitally important matters
which you entmc;t to your Boanl of Direction and which are
briefly reeount('d in its annual reports.
This orgn.ni;mtion was started in 1!l05 as a result of the
activity and forec;ight of the Cement Block Machinery Manufacturers. The primary purpose was to develop the usc of the
cement hollow building block nJong intelligent lines; this purpose
was largely connnercial. Because of the conditions surrounding
its formation, the organization was called, after much discussion,
the National Association of Cenwnt Users. The speaker was
summoned from his bed on January 19, 1905, at 3 o'clock in the
morning, to the Columbia Club in Indianapolis, to a meeting of
the organizing committee who were deadlocked over the selection
of a representative of a commercial organization for President; at
this meeting tlw speaker accepted the Presidency, which was
unanimously offerPd to him without conditions, with no expectation that he would serve for more than one year. The develop-·
ment of this organization, which led to a change in its name to
the American Conerete Institute, was not necessarily the result
of a change in tlw character of its membership. :Many in this
country had a fpe]ing that the National Association of Cement
Users was a tradP organization, and since this was entirely contrary to its real functions; it was deemed desirable to change the
name to its present one, which is believed to more elearly typify
its charactPr and activitiPs. Diagram No. 1 shows that even at
the time of its organization, the consumers of cement were greatly
in excess of the producer,; of the various materials and appliances

"
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required in connection with its use; this r<>lationship has since
changed until at tlw prPsPnt time the usprs of cement constitute
76 per cent of its m<>miH'rs, and tlw produeprs of cement, machin-
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ery, reinforcement and other supplies constitute 24 per cent.
This Institute is, therefore, a tPehnicnl organization not dominated in any way by commercial interests; its work is educa-
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tiona!, in developing correct praetices and standard speeifieations
and in dissPminating a knowledge of the proper uses of cement.
The InstitutC' is a member of the American Society for Testing
l\faterials and the National Fin' Proteetion Association, and its
representation on important committees of thPse societies has
been most beneficial. Th<> attitude of its repr<>sentativPs in not
asking for more than a squan~ deal, of being willing to recognize
that reinforced concrete is not perfect an<l has its limitations, and
insisting that it should lw properly appli<>d and .used wherever
possible, has been most lwlpful to the industry. The speaker
thinks thi;.; organization may look with pride on the fact that in
its ten years of existence it has newr permitted itself or its members, at its Conventions or in its Proceedings, to assail any other
building material, but has confined itself to an exposition of the
merits of concretP. Tlw spmker believes this attitude, and this
course of proeedure, has made many friends and has done much
to furtlwr the rapid u;.;e of eoncrPte.
The standards and rPcommPnded practice promulgated by
this Institute lwve exert.Pd a wide influPnC<' in the betterment of
current pnwtiee in the u;.;e of c<'m<'nt. This influence has been
refleet.Pcl in building regulations in various ·portions of the country, in which have he<'n incorporatPd many of the rPeommemlations of thi;.; lnstitut<>.
Tlw re]JOrts and pa]wr::; presented bdore the annual conventions hav<' n'C<'iwd a wide publicity through tlwir republication
in the t<>elmieal JH.<'HS both in thi;.; country and abroad, which
has hePn productivr of mueh good both from an t>dueational and
a comnwrcinl point of view in ;.;timulating a. proper use of
cement.
The Proceedings have permanently recorded the result of
these deliberations, but the most important effect has been the
interchange of practical experiences by those in attendance, not
only on the floor of the conv<>ntion, but during the eonvt>ntion.
Those who recall the earlier conventions realize how eagerly these
conventions W<'re att.Pndnl by tho::;e who sought the practical
experience which was not to be acquired in any other way. During the decade covering ten conventions, 236 papers and 56 Committee Heports have been ])fPSentecl and make ten volumes of
Proceedings, totaling 5,858 pages. The dues of the member::>
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have remained $5 a year, which have been returned to the members ·n the value of these Proceedings.
The Cement Show has been a most potent factor in popularizing the use of concrete; none can properly gage this influence. Hundreds of thousands of people not directly interested in
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NO. 2.-GROWTH IK ~!EMBERSHIP.

concrete have visited these shows and carried away ideas which
have subsequently borne fruit in an increased use of cement.
The First Cement Show was held under the auspices of the
National Association of Cement Users and annually thereafter,
until 1907, when by mutual agreement the Cement Products
Exposition Company co-operated with this Institute in holdin~

.....
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the annual Cement Show. It was never a desirable thing for a
technical organization to manage a show which is in its very
nature largely a commercial proposition; but in the pioneer days
its work in this line was of the highest importance, awl the
Cement Show proved to be one of the most successful of the
educational industrial expositions that have been undertaken.
This Institute, therefor(', can place to its credit the initiation a!l(l
successful operation of the Cement Show for a sufficient numlwr
of years and on a sufficient seale to establish its ability in this
direction.
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NO. 3.-COST 0!•' SERVICE PER l\IE~IBER.

Diagram No.2 shows the growth in membership of this Institute in comparison with some of the leading National Societies,
attention being particularly directed to the fact that the curve
for the American Society of Civil Engineers begins at the twentieth year. It is interesting to note that the American Society
of Civil Engineers, which was organized in 1852, held only a few
meetings, and after three years of existence, there succeeded a
perioll of twelve years dming which time no mePtings WPre held;
the records of mPmbership hPgin at the twcntiPth year. From
this diagram it is evident that the American Concrete Institute

..
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has shown for the first eight years a much more rapid growth
than any other organization, and the members can view with
pride the record of its achievement in this respect.
During the last two years the Institute has been mightily
handicapped for funds, and it has not been possible to keep up
the increased activity which would stimulate increase in membership. Indeed, umkr the strenuous conditions which have
prevailed it has not been possible to carry on a campaign for
membership for the reason that the funds were not available for
this purpose. As a result of this enforced inactivity the number
of members has decreased as shown in the diagram. As illustraZ60
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NO. 4.-RATIO = - --·--- INCmiE.

tive of the situation, Diagram No. 3 is presented which shows the
expense and income per member for the American Society of
Civil Engineers and the American Society for Testing Materials,
for which information is readily available. Both the American
Society of Civil Engineers and the American Society for Testing
Materials, are now self-sustaining, the former having accumulated
a gr0at surplus, which is annually inereasecl about $30,000. From
this diagram you will observe that during the earlier periods of
the existence of the Institute the receipts were considerably less
than the expenses. In Diagram No. 4 is shown the ratio of the
expenditures to the receipts for each member, and it may be seen
that the American Concrete Institute compares favorably with
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the other societies; that is, its manag<>ment is fully equal to that
of the other societies shown.
From Diagram No. 5 it is apparent that the ex]wnses of the
Institute are in excesH of the dues and that these expenses are
in excess of $10 per annum. The sale of the Proceedings, advertising and other sources of income, supplement these dues and
reduce the deficit in the Institute funcls. However, past experience has shown that the cost pPr m<>mLer was in exePss of $7 per
annum ancl it was lWCCHsary to supplement the amount received
from dues, by subscriptions, advertising and other mPanH.
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During the kn yearH the gross expenses of the Institute
have excPeded $75,000. The rPvenue from duPs has amounted
to about $20,000. Exclusive of the owr $17,000 speeial fund
subscribed this year, there has been raised during this period
$47,936.49, divided as follows:
Special contributions and HubscriptionR ....................... . $8,663.75
Sltle of public at ions, advertisements, memberHhip certificates .... . 10,703.72
Contributing mcmberHhip ................................... . 2,540.00
Exhibit ion. . . . . . . . . .
. ............................. . 18,747.27
J-qcal subscriptions, account Convention ................... .
7,281.75
$47,03•).40
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In other words, in the ten years during which the s}wakn
has been President, OVN $()3,000 has hePn ohtainecl from sources
other than the dues, for the support of the organization.
SUJ\'1:\fARY OF HECJ.m>TH ,\ND EXPENDITURES OF TilE
A:\IERICAN CONCRETE INSTITUTE.
.JANUAHY,

190i),

TO Fr,BIWAilY

12, 1915.

RECEIPTS.

. . $Hl,4:31. 94
Dues ........................ .
21,GRR. 75
Contributions and subscript.ions. . ......... .
Sale of publications, advertisements and mPmber;;hip ePrtificates. 10,703.72
Convention. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ....... . 7,281.75
18,7-!7 .27
Exhibition ....
:3."i!) ;):3
l\Iiscellaneous ....

Unpaid subscriptions .......... .

$7R,212.!lG
.t,c!25 00

Office Expenses:
Salaries and rent. .............. .
PostagP, printing, stationery, etf'.
Equipment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ .
l\Iiscellaneou~ <>XJH'n,ps.
Board of Direet.ion and CommittPe <'XJl<'ll~('S ....
Membership campaign ....
Puhlieations, membm·ship <:<>rt.ifiea!Ps, ..t.c ....
Convention ............ .
Exhibition ................. .
l\Iiscellaneous ............ .
Uncompleted publications .. .

............ $1R,-17.t.8:3
7 ,:)20. :);)
!i22.H
l,li07 .50
1,8;)-±.44
n:3.t. :37
22,70G.ti2
7,(i(i4.!J5
10,:3!);).7!)
2,118. ()7
3,250.00
$7G,5.t9.9G

Your Board of Dirt'ction lwcame convinced several years ago
that an increase in the dues was highly desirable and it thc'refore
recommended that tlwy be incrmsed to $10 JWr annum. As the
matter dicl not meet with particular favor, there being a feeling
that there were a large number of nwmhers who could not afford
to pay $10 a year, whose membership would he lost through this
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increase, your Board canvrrsscd the opinion of the membership by
letter-ballot. The result of this is given in Table No. 2, and
from which it may be seen that on this question the membership
was nearly equally divided. Your Board, therefore, deemed it
inexpedient to raise the dues at that time. The financial condition of the Institute, however, did not improve and it became
necessary, therefore, to undertake some plan which would insure
its future existence and growth. Accordingly it was decided
during the current year to raise a fund to crrre for the deficit and
provide a sufficient excess to enable it to carry on the work
necessary to place it in a position where it would be self-sustrrining. This plan contemplated the employment of a Secretary who
could give his entire time to the work at an increased salary; the

Result of Letter-Ballot on Increase of Dues.
Manufacturers ................................ .
Small users ................................... .
Large contractors .............................. .
Engineers ..................................... .
Architects ................................. .
Miscellaneous ...... .
Press ......................................... .

Yes

No

Total

38

21
51

30
70

30

5
4
5

13
4
1

59
94
60
125
18
8
6

195

175

370

43

55

task of rmsmg $12,088 by specirrl subscriptions was entrusted
to your President, through whose efforts over $17,000 has been
subscribed, and at no time in the history of the Institute has it
been in such a strong condition financially. Today all its obligations to its members have been fulfilled; its debts have been paid,
and the incoming Board of Direction has available a surplus to
meet the expenses of the current year. The speaker is now fully
convinced-as nre all those who have given the matter consideration-that the dues should be increased to $10 a year, since no
national society can successfully exist on annual dues of $5 per
annum.
It is felt that the American Concrete Institute now occupies
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a wry important position in the cement industry; that it has more
than justified the necessity for its existence and that it would be
a calamity to permit it to lapse and possibly go out of existence
from lack of adequate support. Everyone who is interested in
the industry should become a member anc.l thus give his support
in the development of the industry. Such membership returns
more than the value of the dues in the service rendered, hut aside
from this, each member should face the situation unselfishly and
not ml'asure the value of his membership by what he can secure
for himself, hut rather by his duty to the industry from which he
obtains a livelihood. During the period when your officers WPre
hopelessly trying to stretch the dues to eover the essential expenses, the organization and its expenditurE's were subjected to
that critical analysis which always arises uncl0r such conditions:
the fact that no substantial defect in its management could be
found, and that the work done by the headquarters office was very
much greater, ancl at a very much less cost per capita, than that
of any other national society, is justification of the st~tement that
the Board of Direction has done its best to successfully run the
Institute on dues of $5 a year; and it is evident that it is not
practical to operate on this amount, and, therefore, the increase
in clues is imperative.
The Institute is engaged in selling service to its members:
this service can be made efficient and will increase in amount,
just in proportion as it is supported by the members and as the
numberof members increases. The Institute has unquestionably
passed through an important decade in its existence and from
now on its growth will undoubtedly be rapid; it will become
stronger and more important as time goes on. It has been a
great pleasure to serve this Institute and do all that was possible
for its development.
The influence of the Institute is Pxpected to be greatly
increas<'d through the publication of the JouRNAL, which made its
initial appearance with the Deeemher number in 1913.
The purpose of this .JouHNAL is to increase the activities of the
Institute ancl maintain the interest of its members in the interim
between Conventions in thn•e ways: first through the circulation
in smaiiPr and morP conveniPnt form for ('urn·nt US(' of the n•ports,
papers ancl diseussions presented at t.hl' previous Convention,
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ancl information concerning the work of the Institute and of its
Committees; second, the publication of papers and discussiOJ'S
which have not !wen presented, although they may be the
subjects for discussion at the Convention, and third, the
preprinting of reports .and papers to be presented at the Convention.
Beginning with the eurn'nt 1\Iareh number, the JcmRNAL will
carry advcrtisements, the revcnuP from which is cxpeetPd to cover,
at least, the cost of its publication.
The Presidency was originally unckrtakcn for the one
year only, hut conditions sn'med to make it desirabk from the
point of viPw of the needs of tlw Institute, that the speaker
should continue as President, with the expectation eaeh year that
the conditions would so improve that anothPr man could take up
the reins of govPrmnenL Ten years have dapsed under these
conditions and the speaker tru:.;ts that the members of this InstitutP will feel that tlw SPrvice rPndered has been an unselfish one,
with no desir~ or thought of personal gain; but with the hope
that the Institute could he made rwrmanent, could be raised to a
high position among the national societies of this country and
placed in such a flourishing state that tlw future administration
of its affairs would be not UlHluly handicapped by conditions
whieh make efficient work difficult. 'Vhen the speaker accepted
the Presidency last year, he stated * * * "In accepting this
election for the tenth timP, I wish to give you warning, so you
may have an opportunity for considering available eandidates during the coming year, that I will not under any condition accept a
re-election" * * * and that he hdievecl at that timP he foresaw the
end of the difficulties which have confronted the Institute. It
is his hope that this belief has been realized and he wishes to acknowledge his deep obligations to all the friends of this Institute
and of himself, through whose generous eo-operation it has lwn1
possible for him to realize this belief, The speaker, at the close
of this convention will, with a feeling of rdief, turn over to his
RUC('<'Ssor the duties of President; this does not mean a sevPrance
of his comwdion with the Institute, Hinee he will always he at
its SNYice and his lwst energies and endeavors will he direetPcl to
its cl('vclopment. lie bespeaks for hi::; successor the same g<'n!'rous support that you have p,ecorded himi it would be unfair
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not to acknowledge the support which his successor, as a memlwr
of the offieial family, has always giwn to the speaker during all
tlwse years of association. lVIr. Leonard C. \Vason has lwen a
devotPd supporter of this InstitutP and it is hut just, in recognition of this devotion, that you should honor him with tlw Prcsidpnc•y .

